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SYNOPSIS 

An interesting problem in universal algebra is the connection between the internal 
structure of an algebra and the identities which it satisfies. The study of varieties of 
algebras provides some insight into this problem. Here we are concerned mainly with 
lattice varieties, about which a wealth of information has been obtained in the last twenty 
years. 

We begin with some preliminary results from universal algebra and lattice theory. The 
next chapter presents some properties of the lattice of all lattice subvarieties. Here we also 
discuss the important notion of a splitting pair of varieties and give several characterisa
tions of the associated splitting lattice. The more detailed study of lattice varieties splits 
naturally into the study of modular lattice varieties and non-modular lattice varieties, 
dealt with in the second and third chapter respectively. Among the results discussed there 
are Freese's theorem that the variety of all modular lattices is not generated by its finite 
members, and several results concerning the question which varieties cover a given variety. 
The fourth chapter contains a proof of Baker's finite basis theorem and some results about 
the join of finitely based lattice varieties. Included in the last chapter is a characterisation 
of the amalgamation classes of certain congruence distributive varieties and the result that 
there are only three lattice varieties which have the amalgamation property. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study of lattice varieties evolved out of the study of varieties in general, which was 
initiated by Garrett Birkhoff in the 1930's. He derived the first significant results in this 
subject, and further developments by Alfred Tarski and later, for congruence distributive 
varieties, by Bjarni Jonsson, laid the groundwork for many of the results about lattice 
varieties. During the same period, investigations in projective geometry and modular 
lattices, by Richard Dedekind, John von Neuman, Garrett Birkhoff, George Gratzer, Bjarni 
Jonsson and others, generated a wealth of information about these structures, which was 
used by Kirby Baker and Rudolf Wille to obtain some structural results about the lattice 
of all modular subvarieties. Non-modular varieties were considered by Ralph McKenzie, 
and a paper of his published in 1972 stimulated a lot of research in this direction. 

Since then the efforts of many people have advanced the subject of lattice varieties in 
several directions, and many interesting results have been obtained. The purpose of this 
thesis is to present a selection of these results in a (more or less) self-contained framework 
and uniform notation. 

In Chapter 0 we recall some preliminary results from the general study of varieties of 
algebras, and some basic results about congruences on lattices. This chapter also serves 
to introduce most of the notation which we use subsequently. 

Chapter 1 contains some general results about the structure of the lattice A of all 
lattice subvarieties and about the important concept of "splitting". We present several 
characterisations of splitting lattices and Alan Day's result that splitting lattices generate 
all lattices. These results are applied in Chapter 3 and 5. 

Chapters 2 - 5 each begin with an introduction in which we mention the important 
results that fall under the heading of t~e chapter. · 

Chapter 2 then proceeds with a review of projective spaces and the coordinatization 
of (complemented) modular lattices. These concepts are used to prove the result of Ralph 
Freese, that the finite modular lattices do not generate all modul~ lattices. In the sec
ond part of the chapter we give some structural results about covering relations between 
modular varieties. 

In Chapter 3 we concentrate on non-modular varieties. A characterisation of semidis
tributive varieties is followed by several technical lemmas which lead up to an essentially 
complete description of the "almost distrib"utive" part of A. We derive the result of Bjarni 
Jonsson and Ivan Rival, that the smallest non-modular variety has exactly 16 covers, and 
conclude the chapter with results 'Of Henry Rose about covering chains of join-irreducible 
semidistributive varieties. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the question which varieties are finitely based. A proof 
of Kirby Baker's finite basis theorem is followed by an example of a non-finitely based 
variety, and a discussion about when the join of two finitely based varieties is again finitely 
based. 

In Chapter 5 we study amalgamation in lattice varieties, and the amalgamation prop
erty. The first half of the chapter contains a characterisation of the amalgamation class 
of certain congruence distributive varieties, and in the remaining part we prove that there 
are only three lattice varieties that have the amalgamation property. 
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By no means can this thesis be regarded as a full account of the subject of lattice vari
eties. In particular, the concept of a congruence variety (i.e. the lattice variety generated 

. by the congruence lattices of the m~mbers of some variety of algebras) is not included, 
partly to avoid making this thesis too extensive, and partly because it was felt that this 
notion is somewhat removed from the topic and requires a wider background of universal 
algebra. 

For the basic concepts and facts from lattice· theory and· universal algebra we refer 
the reader to the books of George Gritzer fGLTJ, [UA} and Peter Crawley and Robert P. 
Dilworth [ATL]. However, we denote the join of two elements a and b in a lattice by a+ b 
(rather than a Vb) and the meet by ~ · b, or simply ab (instead of a Ab; for the meet of two 
congruences we use the symbol n). When using this plus, dot notation, it is traditionally 
assumed that the meet operation has priority over the join operation, which reduces the 
apparent complexity of a lattice expression. 

As a final remark, when we consider results that are applicable to wider classes of 
algebras (not only to lattices) then we aim to state and prove them in an appropriate 
general form. 
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CHAPTER 0 

Preliminaries 

§0.1 THE CONCEPT OF A VARIETY 

. Lattice varieties •. Let e be a set of lattice identiti.es (equations), and denote by Mode 
the class of all lattices that satisfy every identity in e. A class 1J of lattices is a lattice 
variety if 

1J =Mode 

for some set of lattice identities e. The class of all lattices, which we will denote by .C, is 
of course a lattice variety since .C = Mod 0. We will aISo frequently encounter the following 
lattice varieties: 

T = Mod{x = y} - the c~ass of all trivial lattiCes, 

[) = Mod{xy + xz ~ x(y + :z)} - the class of all distributive lattices, 

.M = Mod{xy + xz = x(y + xz)} - the class of all modular lattices. 

Let J be the (countable) set of all lattice identities. For any class K of lattices, we denote 
by Id K the set of all identities which hold in every member of K. A set of identities e C J 
is said to be closed if 

t =IdK 

for some class of lattices K. It is easy to see that for any lattice variety 1J, and for any 
closed set of identities e' 

1J = Mod Id 1J and t = Id Mod e, 

whence there is a bijection between the collection of all lattice varieties, denoted by A, and 
the set of all closed subsets of J. Thus A is a set, although its members are proper classes. 

A is partially ordered by inclusion, and for any coUection {1Ji : i E I} oflattice varieties 

~EI iEI 

is again a. lattice variety, which implies that A is closed under arbitrary intersections. 
Since A also has a largest element, namely£, we conclude that A is a complete lattice with 
intersection as the meet operation. For any class of lattices K, 

K v = Mod Id K = n{1J E A : K ~ 11} 

is the smallest variety containing K, and we call it the variety generated by K. Now the 
join of a collection of lattices varieties is the variety generated by. their union. We discuss 
the lattice A in more detail in §1.1. 



Varieties of algebras. Many of the results about lattice varieties are valid for varieties 
of other types of algebras, which are defined in a completely analogous way. When we 
consider a class K of algebras, then the members of K are all assumed to be algebras of 
the same type with only finitary operations. We denote by 

HK - the class of all homomorphic images of members of K 

SK - the class of all subalgebras of members of K 

PK - the class of all direct products of members of K 

P s K - the class of all subdirect products of members of K. 

(Recall that an algebra A is a subdirect product of algebras Ai ( i E I) if there is an 
embedding f from A into the direct product XieI Ai such that f followed by the ith 
projection 'Tri maps A onto Ai for each i EI.) 

The first significant results in the general study of varieties are due to Birkhoff [35], 
who showed that varieties are precisely those classes of algebras that are closed under the 
formation of homomorphic images, subalgebras and direct products, i.e. 

1J is a variety if and only if HlJ = SlJ = PlJ = 1J. 

Tarski [46] then put this result in the form 

K 11 = HSPK 

and later KogalovskiY [65} showed that 

for any class of algebras K. 

§0.2 CONGRUENCES AND FREE ALGEBRAS 

Congruences of algebras. Let A be an algebra, and let Con(A) be the lattice of all 
congruences on A. For a, b EA and 0 E Con( A) we denote by: 

a/O - the congruence class of a modulo 0 

A/O - the quotient algebra of A modulo 0 

0, 1 - the zero and unit of Con(A) 

con(a,b) - the principal congruence generated by (a,b) 

(i.e. the smallest congruence that identifies a and b). 

Con(A) is of course an algebraic ( = compactly generated) lattice with the finite joins of 
principal congruences as compact elements. For later reference we recall here a description 
of the join operation in Con( A). 
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LEMMA 0.1. Let A be an algebra, x,y EA and C Con(A). Then 

for some n E w, .,Pi, 't/J2, ••. , 't/.Jn E C and zo, Zi, .•• , Zn E A. 

The connection between congruences and homomorphisms is exhibited by the homo
morphism theorem: for any homomorphism h : A -+ B the image h(A) is isomorphic to 
A/ ker h, where 

kerh = {(a,a') E A2
: h(a) = h(a')} E Con(A). 

We will also make use of the second isomorphism theorem which states that for (fixed) 
0 E Con(A) and any</> E Con(A) containing 0 there exists a congruence (¢/0) E Con(A/O), 
defined by 

a/O (¢/0) b/O if and only if a</>b, 

such that (A/O)/(<P/O) is isomorphic to A/¢. Furthermore the map <P r-+ ¢/0 defines an 
isomorphism from the principal filter [O) = {¢ E Con(A) : 0 ~¢}to Con(A/O). 

The homomorphism theorem implies that an algebra A is a subdirect product of quotient 
algebras A/Oi (Oi E Con(A)) if and only if the meet (intersection) of the O;, is the 0 of 
Con(A). An algebra A is subdirectly irreducible if and only if A satisfies anyone of the 
following equivalent conditions: 

(i) whenever A is a subdirect product of algebras Ai ( i E J) then A is isomorphic to 
one of the factors Ai; 

(ii) the 0 of Con(A) is completely meet irreducible; 
(iii) there exist a,b EA such that con(a,b) is the smallest non- 0 element of Con(A). 

A is said to be finitely subdirectly irreducible if whenever A is a subdirect product of 
finitely many algebras Ai, ... ,An then A is isomorphic to one of the Ai (1 < i ~ n), or 
equivalently if the 0 of Con(A) is meet irreducible. 

For any variety 'V of algebras we denote by 

'Vs1 - the class of all subdirectely irreducible members of 'V 
'VFsI - the class of all finitely subdirectly irreducible members of 'V. 

We can now state Birkhoff's [44] subdirect representation theorem: every algebra is a 
subdirect product of its subdirectly irreducible homomorphic images. 

This can be deduced from the following result concerning decompositions in algebraic 
lattices: 

THEOREM 0.2. ([ATL] p.43). In an algebraic lattice every element is the meet of com
pletely meet irreducible elements. 

Relatively free algebras. Let K be a class of algebras, and let F be an algebra generated 
by a set X s; F. We say that F is K -freely generated by the set X if any map f from the 
set of generators X to any A EK extends to a homomorphism f: F-+ A. H, in addition, 
F E K, then F is called the K -free algebra on o: = IXI generators or the o:-generated free 
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algebra over K, and is denoted by F.K(X) or FK(a). The extension f is unique (since X 
generates F), and it follows that FK(a) is uniquely determined (up·to isomorphism) for 
each cardinal a. 

However, FK(a) need not exist for every class K of algebras. Birkhoff [35] found a 
simple method of constructing K-freely generated algebras in general, and from this he 
could deduce that for any non-trivial variety 'V and any cardinal a =f=. 0, the 'V-free algebra 
on a generators exists. We briefly outline his method below (further details can be found 
in [UA}). 

Let W(X) be the word algebra over the set X, i.e. W(X) is the set of all terms(= poly
nomials or words) in the language of the algebras in K, with variables taken from the set 
X, and with the operations defined on W(X) in the obvious way (e.g. for lattices the join 
of two terms p,q E W(X) is the term (p + q) E W(X)). It is easy to check that, for any 
class K of algebras, W(X) is K-freely generated by the set X. Other K-freely generated 
algebras can be constructed as quotient algebras of W(X) in the following way: Let 

OK= IT {kerh I h: W(X) ~A is a homomorphism, A EK} 

( = L{con(p,q) lp,q E W(X) and p = q E IdK}). 

We claim that F = W(X)/OK is K-freely generated by the set X = {x/OK : x E X}. 
Indeed, given a map f : X ~ A E K, define f' : X ~ A by f'(x) = f(x/01d, then 
f' extends to a homomorphism / : F ~ A. If K contains a non-trivial algebra, then 
!XI =!XI (if not, then OK identifies all of W(X), hence Fis trivial), and by construction 
F is a subdirect product of the algebras W(X)/kerh, which are all members of SK. 
Consequently, if K is closed under the formation of subdirect products, then F E K, 
whence Birkhoff's result follows. 

Han identity holds in every member of a variety 'V, then it must hold in Fv ( n) for each 
n E w, and if an identity fails in some member of 'V, then it must fail in some finitely 
generated algebra (since an identity has only finitely many variables), and hence it fails in 
Fv(n) for some n E w. Thus 

'V = {Fv(n): n E w} v, 

and it now follows from Birkhoff's subdirect representation theorem that every variety 
is generated by its finitely generated subdirectly irreducible members. In fact, .a similar 
argument to the one above shows that 

'V = {Fv(w)} v, 

whence every variety is generated by a single (countably generated) algebra. To obtain 
an interesting notion of a finitely generated variety, we define this to be a variety that is 
generated by finitely many finite algebras, or equivalently, by a finite algebra (the product 
of the former algebras). 
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§0. 3 CONGRUENCE . DISTRIBUTIVITY 

An algebra A is said to be congruence distributive if the lattice Con( A} is distributive. 
A variety 'V of algebras is congruence distributive if every member of 'V is congruence 
distributive. 

Congruence distributive algebras have factorable congruences. What is interest
ing about algebras in a congruence distributive variety is that they satisfy certain condi
tions which do not hold in general. The most important ones are described by J6nsson's 
Lemma {0.4) and its corollaries, but we first point out a result which follows directly from 
the definition of congruence distributivity. 

LEMMA 0.3. Suppose A is the product of two algebras Ai, A2 and Con(A) is distributive. 
Then Con( A) is isomorphic to Con(A1) x Con(A2) (i.e. congruences on the product of two 
algebras can be factored into two congruences on the algebras). 

PROOF: Let L = Con(A1) x Con(A2), and for fJ = (Oi, 02) E L define a relation 7i on A 
by 

(ai,a2)7f(bi,b2} if and only if a101b1 and a202b2. 

One easily checks that 7i E Con(A), and that if 'I/;= ('l/;i, 'l/;2) EL, then 

0 C 'I/; if and only if 01 ~ 'l/J1 and 02 C 'l/J2. 

Thus the map fJ 1--+ 0 from L to Con(A) is one-one and order preserving, so it remains to 
show that it is also onto. Let¢ E Con(A), and for i = 1,2 define Pi= ker1!'i, where 'lrf. is the 
projection from A onto Ai. Clearly P1 np2 = 0 in Con(A), hence¢=(¢+ p1) n (¢+ p2) by 
the distributivity of Con( A). Observe that for i = 1, 2 Pi C ¢+Pi and A/ Pi'.:::'. Ai, so from 
the second isomorphism theorem we obtain (Ji E Con(A;.) such that for a = (ai, a2), b == 
(bi,b2) EA 

(i E {1,2}). 

Therefore a¢b iff a(<f>+P1)b and a(<f>+P2)b iff a101b 1 and a2fJ2b2. Letting fJ = (0 11 02) EL, 
we see that ¢ = 0. I 

A short review of filters, ideals and ultraproducts. Let L be a lattice and F a filter 
in L (i.e. F is a sublattice of L, and for all y E L, if y 2:: x E F then y E F). A filter F 
is proper if F -=/= L, it is principal if F = [a) = {x E L: a :5 x} for some a E L, and F is 
prime if x + y E F implies x E F or y E F for all x, y E L. An ultrafilter is a maximal 
proper filter (maximal with respect to inclusion). In a distributive lattice the notions of a 
proper prime filter and an ultrafilter coincide. 

The notion of a (proper /principal/ prime) ideal is defined dually, and principal ideals 
are denoted by (a]. Let IL be the collection of all ideals in L. Then IL is closed under 
arbitrary intersections and has a largest element, hence it is a lattice, partially ordered by 
inclusion. Dually, the collection of all filters of L, denoted by 1 L, is also a lattice. The 
order on 1L is reverse inclusion i.e. F :5 G iff F 2 G. With these definitions it is not 
difficult to see that the map x 1--+ [x) (x 1--+ (x]) is an embedding of L into 1L (1 L), and 
that 1 L and IL satisfy the same identities as L. It follows that whenever L is a member 
of some lattice variety then so are 1 L and IL. 
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For an arbitrary set I we say that 1 is a filter over I if 1 is a filter in the powerset lattice 
p I ( = the collection of all subsets of I ordered by inclusion). Since PI is distributive, a 
filter U is an ultrafilter if and only if U is a proper prime filter, and this is equivalent to the 
condition that whenever I is partitioned into finitely many disjoint blocks, then U contains 

exactly one of these blocks. 
Let A= XierAi be a direct product of a family of algebras {Ai : i E J}. If 1 is a filter 

over I (i.e. a filter in the powerset lattice PI), then we can define a congruence </>.,. on A 

by 
a¢.,.b if and only if {i EI: ai =bi} E 1 

where ai is the ith coordinate of a. 
If A is a direct product of algebras Ai (i E J) and U is an ultrafilter over J, then the 

quotient algebra A/ <Pu is called an ultraproduct. For any given class of algebras K, we 
denote by 

Pu K - the class of all ultraproducts of members of K. 

J6nsson's Lemma. We are now ready to state and prove this remarkable result. 

LEMMA 0.4. (Jonsson [67]). Suppose B is a congruence distributive subalgebra of a 
direct product A = XierAi, and () E Con(B) is meet irreducible. Then there exists an 

ultrafilter U over I such that </> u I B ~ (). 

PROOF: We will denote by [J) the principal filter generated by a subset J of I, and to 
simplify the notation we set 1/JJ = ¢p)IB. Clearly a'l/JJb if and only if J ~ {i EI: ai =bi}, 
for a, b E B ~ A. If () = 1 E Con(B) then any ultrafilter over I will do. So assume () < 1 
and let C be the collection of all subsets J of I such that 1/JJ C 8. We claim that Chas the 
following properties: 

(i) IE C, 0 i: C; 
(ii) K 2 J E C implies K E C; 
(iii) J U K E C implies J E C or K E C. 

(i) and (ii) hold because 1/Jr, 1/J0 are the zero and unit of Con(B), and K 2 J implies 
1/JK ~ 1/JJ. To prove (iii), observe that JUKE C implies 

by the distributivity of Con(B), and since() is assumed to be meet irreducible, it follows 
that () = () + tPJ or () = () + tPK, whence J E C or KE C. 

C itself need not be a filter, but using Zorn's Lemma we can choose a filter U over I, 
maximal with respect to the property U ~ C. It is easy to see that 

so it remains to show that U is an ultrafilter. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a 
set H ~ I such that neither H nor I - H belong to U. If H n J E C for all J E U, then by 
(i) and (ii) U U { H} would generate a filter contained in C, contradicting the maximality of 
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U, and similarly for I - H. Hence we can find J, K E U such that H n J, (I - H) n K <;. C. 
But J n K E U, and 

J n K = (H n J n K) u ((I - H) n J n K) 

which contradicts (iii). This completes the proof. I 

COROLLARY 0.5. (Jonsson [6'TJ). Let K be a. class of algebras such that 'V 
congruence distribuUve. Then 

(i) 'Vs1 c 'VFSI c HSPuK; 
(ii) 'V = PsHSPuK. 

K 11 is 

PROOF: (i) We always have 'Vs1 ~ 'VFsI· Since 'V = HSP K, every algebra in 'V is 
isomorphic to a quotient algebra B /fJ, where B is a subalgebra of a direct product A = 
Xie! Ai and {Ai : i E I} ~ K. H B / (} is finitely subdirectly irreducible, then (} is meet 
irreducible, hence by the the preceeding lemma there exists an ultrafilter U over I such 
that ¢ = <PulB ~ (}, Thus Bj(J is a homomorphic image of B/¢, which is isomorphic 
to a subalgebra of the ultraproduct A/ <Pu. (ii) follows from (i) and Birkhoff's subdirect 
representation theorem. I 

To exhibit the full strenght of J6nsson's Lemma for finitely generated varieties, we need 
the following result: 

LEMMA 0.6. (Frayne, Morel and Scott [62]). If K is a finite set of finite algebras, then · 
every ultra.product of members of K is isomorphic to a member of K. 

PROOF: Let A= XieIAi be a direct product of members of K, and define an equivalence 
relation ,..., on I by i ,..., ;' if and only if Ai ~ Aj. Since K is finite, ,..., partitions I into 
finitely many blocks I0 , Ii, ... , In· HU is an ultrafilter over I, then U contains exactly one 
of these blocks, say J = I1c. Let U ={Un J: U EU} be the ultrafilter over J induced by 
U, and let A= XieJA;. We claim that 

where B is an algebra isomorphic to each of the A; (j E J), and hence to a member of K 
as required. 

Consider the epimorphism h: A--+ Af ¢u given by h(a) = a/4>rJ, where a is the restric
tion of a to J. We have 

akerhb iff a4>rJb iff {i E J: a;= bi} EU 

iff { i E I : ai = bi} E U iff a¢ub 

so ker h = ¢u, whence the first isomorphism follows. To establish the second isomorphism, 
observe that A ~ BJ, and therefore A/ 4>rJ is isomorphic to an ultrapower BJ/ <Pu over the 
finite algebra B. In this case the canonical embedding B c.....+ BJ /4>rJ, given by b r-+ b/4>rJ 
(b = (b, b, ... ) E BJ), is always onto (hence an isomorphism) because for each c E BJ we 
can partition J into finitely many blocks Jc,b = {i E J: Cj = b} (one for each b EB), and 
then one of these blocks, say Jc,b' must be in U, hence b' r-+ cf <Pu· I 
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CORO LL ARY 0. 7. (Jonsson [67]). Let K be a finite set of finite algebras such that 
V = K v is congruence distributive. Then 

(i) 'Vsr f; VFsr c HSK; 
(ii) V has up to isomorphism only finitely many subdirectly irreducible members, each 

one finite; 
(iii) V has only finitely many subvarieties; 
(iv) if A, BE 'Vsr are non-isomorphic and IAI < IBI, then there is an identity that holds 

in A but not in B. 

PROOF: (i) follows immediately from 0.5 and 0.6, and (ii) follows from (i), since HSK 
has only finitely many non-isomorphic members. (iii) holds because every subvariety is 
determined by its subdirectly irreducible members, and (iv) follows from the observation 
that if both A and B are finite, non-isomorphic and !Al < IBI, then B tf:. HS{A}, which 
implies B tf:. {A} v by part (i). I 

Lattices are congruence distributive algebras. This is one of the most important 
results about lattices, since it means that we can apply Jonsson's Lemma to lattices. We 
first give a direct proof of this result. 

THEOREM 0.8. (Funayama and Nakayama [42]). For any lattice L, Con(L) is distribu
tive. 

PROOF: Let (}, 'tj;, ¢ E Con( L) and observe that the inclusion ( (} n .,P) + ( (} n ¢) f; (} n ( 'tj; + ¢) 
holds in any lattice. So suppose for some x, y E L the congruence (} n ( .,P + ¢) identifies x 
and y. We have to show that (fJ n 't/;) + (fJ n ¢) identifies x and y. By assumption xfJy and 
x(.,P+</>)y, hence by Lemma 0.1 

x = zo't/iz1 ¢z2't/Jzs¢z4 · · ·Zn = y . 

for some z0 , z1, .•• , Zn E L. If we can replace the elements Zi by z:, which all belong to 
the same fJ-class as x and y, then 

x = zb(fJ n ,P)z~ (fJ n <P)z~(fJ n ,P)z~(fJ n ¢)z~ · • · z~ = y, 

whence x( (} n .,P) + ( (} n ¢ )y follows. One way of making this replacement is by taking 
zi = XZi + yz;, + xy (the median polynomial), then any congruence which identifies Zi with 
Zi+It also identifies zi with zi+v and (since Lis a lattice) xy :'$ zi ::::; x+y, whence zi E x/fJ 
for all i = O, 1, ... , n. I 

Consequently every lattice variety is congruence distributive. Notice that the proof 
appeals to the lattice properties of L only in the last few lines. 

J6nsson polynomials. The next theorem is a generalisation of the above result. 

THEOREM 0.9. (Jonsson [67)). A variety V of algebras is congruence distributive if and 
only if for some positive integer n there exist ternary polynomials to, ti, ..• , tn such that 
for i = O, 1, ••• , n, the following identities hold in V: 

to(x,y,z) = x, tn(x,y,z) = z, ti(x,y,x) = x 

ti(x,x,z) = ti+i(x,x,z) for i even 

ti(x,z,z) = ti+1(x,z,z) for i odd. 
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PROOF: Suppose V is congruence distributive and consider the algebra Fv({a,b,c}). 
Define 0 = con( a, c), <P = con( a, b) and t/l = con(b, c). Then (a, c) E 0 n (¢ + 1/;) = 
(0 n ¢) + (0n1/;). By Lemma 0.1 there exist d0 , di, ... , dn EA such that 

Each di is of the form di = t,(a, b, c) for so.me tenary polynomial ti, and it remains to 
show that the identities ( *) are satisfied for x = a, y = b and z = c in Fv ( {a, b, c}), since 
then they must hold in every member of V. The first two identities follow from the fact 
that do = a and dn = c. For the third identity let h' : Fv ( {a, b, c}) _. Fv ( {a, b}) be the 
homomorphism induced by the map a, c 1-+ a, b 1-+ b. Then h(a) = h(c) implies 0 ~ ker h 
and since each d, = ti(a, b, c) is 0-related to a we have 

a= h(a) = h(ti(a,b,c)) = ti(a,b,a). 

Now suppose i is even and consider h : Fv ({a, b, c}) _. Fv ( {a, c}) induced by the map 
a,b 1-+ a, c 1-+ c. Then <P ~ kerh, and since ti(a,b,c) <P ti+i(a,b,c) it follows that 

The proof for odd i is similar. 
Now assume the identities (*) hold in V for some ternary polynomials t 0 , ti, ... ,tn, let 

A E V and 0, ¢, '¢ E Con( A). To prove that V is congruence distributive it suffices to show 
that 0 n ( <P + 1/;) ~ ( 0 n <P) + ( 0 n '¢). Let (a, c) E 0 n ( <P + 1/;). Then (a, c) E 0 and by Lemma 
0.1 there exist bo, bi, ... , bm EA such that 

So for each i = O, 1, ... , n we have 

. The identity ti(x,y,x) = x together with (a,c) E 0 implies that the elements t,(a,b1,c) E 
a/O whence 

It follows that ti(a,a,c) {On¢)+ (Ont/;) ti(a,c,c) holds for each i = 0,1, ... ,n and the 
remaining identities now give (a, c) E ( 0 n <P) + ( 0 n 1/;). I 

The polynomials to, t 1 , ••• , tn are known as Jonsson polynomials, and will be of use in 
Chapter 4. Here we just note that for lattices we can deduce Theorem 0.8 from Theorem 
0.9 if we taken= 2, t0 (x,y,z) = x, t 1(x,y,z) = xy + zy + zx {the median polynomial) 
and t2(x, y, z) = z. 
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§0.4 CONGRUENCES ON LATTICES 

Prime quotients and unique maximal congruences. Let L be a lattice and u, v E L 
with v < u. By a quotient u/v (alternatively interval [v, u]) we mean the sublattice 
{x E L : v x ~ u}. We say that u/v is non-trivial if u > v, and prime if u covers v 
(i.e. u/v = {u,v}, in symbols: u >- v). H Lis subdirectly irreducible and con(u,v} is the 
smallest non-0 congruence of L, then u/v is said to be a critical quotient. 

LEMMA 0 .10. If u/v is a prime quotient of L, then there exists a unique maximal con
gruence (J that does not identify u and v. 

PROOF: Let Cs; Con(L} be the set of all congruences of L that do not identify u and v. 
Take (J = E C, and suppose (J identifies u and v. By Lemma 0.1 we can find 1/J1, 1/J2, ... , 'I/Jn E 
C and zo, z1, ... ,Zn EL such that 

Replacing Zi by z; = UZi + VZi + v we see that u = zf,1/J1z~ 1/J2z~ · .. z~_ 1 1/Jnz~ = v and 
v ~ z: < u for all i = 1, ... , n. Since u / v is assumed to be prime, we must have z~ = u 
or z~ = v for all i, which implies ut/Jiv for some i, a contradiction. Thus (J E C, and it is 
clearly the largest element of C. I 

Weak transpositions. Given two quotients r/s and u/v in L, we say that r/s transposes 
weakly up onto u / v (in symbols r / s / w u / v) if r + v = u and s ~ v. Dually, we say that 
r/s transposes weakly down onto u/v (in symbols r/s \,w u/v) if su = v and r ~ u. We 
write r / s ....., w u / v if r / s transposes weakly up or down onto u / v. The quotient r / s projects 
weakly onto u/v inn steps if there exists a sequence of quotients Xi/Yi in L such that 

r /s = xo/Yo ""w xif y1 ""w • • • ""w x,,Jyn = u/v. 

Note that the symbols /' w' \,w and .....,w define non-symmetric binary relations on the set 
of quotients of a lattice. Some authors (in particular [GLT], [ATL] and Rose [84]) define 
weak transpositions in terms of the inverses of the above relations, but denote these inverse 
relations by the same symbols. Usually the phrase "transposes weakly into" (rather than 
"onto") is used to distinguish the two definitions. 

The usefulness of weak transpositions lies in the fact that they can be used to characterise 
principal congruences in arbitrary lattices. 

LEMMA 0.11. (Dilworth [50]). Let r /sand u/v be quotients in a lattice L. Then con(r,s) 
identifies u and v if and only if for some finite chain u = to > t1 > · · · > tm = v, the 
quotient r / s projects weakly onto ti/ti+l (all i = 0, 1, ... , m - 1). 

Notice that if u/v is a prime critical quotient of a subdirectly irreducible lattice L, then 
by the above lemma every non-trivial quotient of L projects weakly onto u/v. 

Bijective transpositions and modularity. We say that r / s transposes up onto u / v (in 
symbols r/s /' u/v) or equivalently u/v transposes down onto r/s (in symbols u/v \, r/s) 
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if r + v = u and rv = s. We write r / s ,.., u/v if either r / s / u/v or r / s ~ u/v. Note that 
,...,, is a symmetric relation, and that 

r / s ,...,w u/v and u/v '""w r / s if and only if r / s,.,,, u/v. 

Suppose r/s / u/v and, in addition, for every t Er/sand t1 E u/v we have 

t = (t + v )r and 

Then the map t r-4 t + v is an isomorphism from r / s to u / v, and in this case we say that r / s 
transposes bijectively up onto u / v (in symbols r / s / fJ u / v), or equivalently u / v transposes 
bijectively down onto r/s (in symbols u/v ~fJ r/s). In a modular lattice every transpose 
is bijective, since t :::;; r and modularity imply 

(t + v)r = t + vr = t + s = t 

and similarly t1 = itr+v. It follows that for any sequence of weak transpositions x 0 /y0 ""'w 

xif y1 """w .. • '""w xn/Yn we can find subquotients x~Jy: of x,i.fyi (i = O, 1, ... , n - 1) such 
that 

In this case we say that the two quotients x&/Yb and Xn/Yn are projective to each other, 
and by Lemma 0.11 this concept is clearly sufficient for describing principal congruences 
in modular lattices. 

Congruence lattices of modular lattices. The symbol 2 denotes a two element lattice, 
-and a complemented distributive lattice will be referred to as a Boolean algebra (although 
we do not include complementation, zero and unit as basic operations). We need the 
following elementary result about distributive lattices: 

LEMMA 0. 12. Let D be a finite distributive lattice. If the largest element of D is a join 
of atoms, then D is a Boolean algebra. 

PROOF: It suffices to show that D is complemented. Let a E D and define a to be the 
join of all atoms that are not below a. By assumption a + a = ln and by distributivity 
aa =On, whence a is the complement of a. I 

A chain C is a linearly ordered subset of a lattice, and if !Cl is finite then the length of 
C is defined to be ICI -1. A lattice L is said to of length n if there is a chain in L that has 
length n and all chains in Lare of length :::;; n. Recall the Jordan-Holder Chain condition 
([GLT} p.172): if Mis a (semi-) modular lattice of finite length then any two maximal 
chains in M have the same length. 
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LEMMA 0 .13. Let M be a modular lattice. 

(i) If u/v is a prime quotient of M, then con(u,v) is an atom of Con(M). 
(ii) If M has fi.nite length m, then Con(M) is isomorphic to a Boolean algebra 2n, 

where n ~ m. 

PROOF: (i) If con(u, v) 2 con(r, s) for some r-=/= s EM, then u/v and a prime subquotient 
of r+s/rs are projective to each other, which implies that coil(u,v) = con(r,s). It follows 
that con( u, v) is an atom. 

(ii) Let zo ~ z1 ~ • • • ~ Zm be a maximal chain in M. Then the principal congruences 
con(zi, Zi+i) (i = 0, 1, ... , m-1) are atoms (not necessarily distinct) of Con(M), and since 
their join collapses the whole of M, the result follows from the distributivity of Con(M) 
and the preceeding lemma. I 

As a corollary we have that every subdirectly irreducible modular lattice of finite length 
is simple (i.e. Con(M) ,-w 2). 
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CHAPTER 1 

General Results 

§ 1.1 THE LATTICE A 

A is a dually algebraic distributive lattice. In §0.1 it was shown that the collection 
A of all lattice subvarieties of £ is a complete lattice, with intersection as meet. A com
pletely analogous argument shows that this result is true in general for the collection of 
all subvarieties of an arbitrary variety V of algebras. We denote by 

A 11 - the lattice of all subvarieties of the variety V. 

(If V =£then we usually drop the subscript,V.) 
Call a variety V 1 E Av finitely based relative to V if it can be defined by some finite set 

of identities together with the set Id V. If V is finitely based relative to the variety Mod 0 
( = the class of all algebras of the same type as V) then we may omit the phrase "relative 
to V". 

THEOREM 1.1. For any variety V of algebras, Av is a dually algebraic lattice, and the 
varieties which are finitely based relative to V are the dually compact elements. 

PROOF: Let V', Vi (i E J) be subvarieties of V, and suppose that V' ;:2 nieI Vi = 
Mod(LJieI Id Vi). If V' is finitely based relative to V, then V 1 = V n Mode for some finite 
set e s;; Id V'. It follows that G s;; uiEI Id Vi, and since G is finite, it will be included 
in the union of finitely many IdVi. Clearly the finite intersection of the corresponding 
subvarieties is included in V', whence V' is dually compact. 

Conversely, suppose V 1 is dually compact. We always have 

V' =Mod Id V' = V n n Mod{e}, 
£EldV1 

so by dual compactness V' = vnn7=1 Mod{ e.:} for some finite set e = { ei, ... , en} s;; IdV'. 
Hence V 1 is finitely based relative to V. 

Finally ( *) implies that every element of Av is a meet of dually compact elements, and 
so Av is dually algebraic. I · 

Let Cv(V') denote the collection of all varieties in Av that cover V'. We say that 
Cv(V') strongly covers V' if any variety that properly contains V', contains some member 
of Cv (V '). 

Recall that a lattice L is weakly atomic if every non-trivial quotient of L contains a 
. prime subquotient. An algebraic (or dually algebraic) lattice L is always weakly atomic, 
since for any non-trivial quotient u/v in L we can find a compact element cs u, c '1:. v and 
using Zorn's Lemma we can choose a maximal element d of the set { x E L : v s d < c + v}, 
which then satisfies v S d -< c + v S u. In particular, if u is compact, then there exists 
d E L such that v s d -< u. 
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THEO REM 1 . 2 . Let "V' be a su bvariety of a variety "V . 
(i) If "V' is finitely based relative to "V then Cv("V') strongly covers "V'. 

(ii) If Cv("V') is finite and strongly covers "V' then "V' is finitely based relative to "V. 

PROOF: (i) "V' is dually compact, so by the remark above, any variety which contains "V', 
contains a variety that covers "V 1• 

(ii) Suppose Cv("V') = {'Vi, ... , "Vn} for some n E w. Then for each i = 1, ... , n there 
exists an identity E:i E Id "V' such that ei fails in 'Vi. Let "V" = "V n Mod{ei: i = 1, ... , n}. 
We claim that "V 1 = "V 11

• 

Since each E:i holds in "V', we certainly have "V' ~ "V". H "V' #- "V" then the assumption 
that Cv("V') strongly covers "V' implies that 'Vi~ "V" for some i E {1, ... ,n}. But this is 
a contradiction since ei fails in 'Vi. I 

We now focus our attention on congruence distributive varieties, since we can then apply 
J6nsson's Lemma to obtain further results. 

THEOREM 1. 3. (Jonsson [67]). Let "V be a congruence distributive variety of algebras 
and let "V 1, "V 11 E A. v. Then 

(i) ("V, + "V ")SI = "V ~I u "V Y1i 
(ii) A. v is a distributive lattice; 

(iii) if "V' is finitely generated, then "V 1 + "V 11 /"V" is a finite quotient in A. v. 

PROOF: (i) We always have "V~1 U "VY1 ~ ("V' + "V")s1· Conversely, if A E ("V' + "V")s1 
then J6nsson's Lemma implies that A E HSPu("V' U "V"). It is not difficult to see that 
HSPu("V'u "V") = HSPu "V'UHSPu "V" = "V'u "V", and since A is subdirectly irreducible, 
we must have A E "V~1 or A E "Vg1. 

(ii) If "V1 , "V2, 'Vs E A. v, then (i) implies that every sub directly irreducible member of 
'Vi n ("V2 + '\l3) belongs to either 'Vi n "V2 or 'Vi n '\l3, whence 'Vi n ("V2 + 'Vs) ~ ('Vi n "V2) + 
("V1 n "V3 ). The reverse inclusion is always satisfied. 

(iii) By Corollary 0. 7(iii), the quotient "V' /"V 1 n "V" is finite, and it transposes bijectively 
up onto "V 1 + "V 11/"V 11 since A. v is distributive. I 

The fact that, for any congruence distributive variety "V, the lattice A. v is dually algebraic 
and distributive can also be derived from the following more general result, due to B. H. 
Neumann [62·]: 

THEOREM 1.4. For any variety "V of algebras, Av is dually isomorphic to the lattice of 
all fully invariant congruences on Fv(w). 

(A congruence fJ E Con(A) is fully invariant if afJb implies f(a)fJf(b) for all endomor- . 
phisms f: A~ A). However, we will not make use of this result. 

Some properties of the variety £. For any class K of algebras, denote by 

KF - the class of all finite members of K. 

The variety "V = £ of all lattice varieties has the following interesting properties: 

(Pl) "V is generated by its finite (subdirectly irreducible) members (i.e. "V = ("VF) 'Y). 
(P2) Every member of "V can be embedded in a member of "Vs1 (i.e. "V ~ S"Vsr). 
(P3) Every finite member of "V can be embedded in a finite member of "Vsr· 
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That £, satisfies (Pl) was proved by Dean [56], who showed that if an identity fails in 
some lattice, then it fails in some finite lattice (see Lemma 1.23). In §1.3 we prove an even 
stronger result, namely that e is generated by the class of all splitting lattices (which are 
all finite). (P2) follows from the result of Whitman [46J that every lattice can be embedded 
in a partition lattice, which is simple (hence subdirectly irreducible, see also Jonsson [53J). 
(P3) follows from the analogous result for finite lattices and finite partition lattices, due 
to Pudlak and Tuma [80J. 

THEOREM 1.5. (McKenzie ['12J). Let lJ be a variety of algebras and consider the follow
ing statements about a subvariety lJ / of lJ: 

(i) lJ' is completely join prime in Av (i.e. lJ' ~ LiEI lJi implies lJ' ~ lJi some i EI); 
(ii) lJ' can be generated by a finite subdirectly irreducible member; 

(iii) lJ' is completely join irreducible in Av; 
(iv) lJ' can be generated by a finitely generated subdirectly irreducible member; 
(v) lJ' can be generated by a (single) subdirectly irreducible member; 

(vi) lJ' is join irreducible in Av; 

Then we always have (iii)=>(iv)=>(v). If (Pl) holds, then (i)=>(ii), and if lJ is congruence 
distributive then (ii)=>(iii) and (v)=>(vi). 

PROOF: (iii)=>(iv) Every variety is generated by its finitely generated subdirectly irre
ducible members, so if lJ' is completely join irreducible, then it must be generated by one 
of them. (iv)=>(v) is obvious. 

Suppose now that lJ = (lJF)v (i.e. (Pl) holds). Then lJ is the join of all its finitely 
generated subvarieties. If lJ' ~ lJ is completely join prime, then it is ineluded in one of 
these, and therefore lJ / is itself finitely generated. This means that lJ / can be generated 
by finitely many finite subdirectly irreducible algebras, and since it is also join irreducible, 
it must be generated by just one of them, i.e. (ii) holds. 

If lJ is congruence distributive and (ii) holds, then Theorem 1.3(i) implies that lJ' is 
join irreducible, and by Corollary 0. 7(iii), lJ' has only finitely many subvarieties, hence it 
is completely join irreducible. (v)=>(vi) also follows from Theorem 1.3(i). I 

Thus for lJ = .C we have (i) =>(ii)=>(iii)=>(iv)=>(v)=>(vi). McKenzie also gives examples 
of lattice varieties which show that, in general, none of the reverse implications hold. If 
lJ' is assumed to be finitely generated, then of course (ii)-(vi) are equivalent. 

THEOREM 1.6. (Jonsson [6'1]). Let lJ be a congruence distributive variety of algebras. 
Then 

(i) (Pl) implies that every proper subvariety of lJ has a cover in Av; 
(ii) (P2) implies that lJ is join irreducible in Av; 

(iii) (Pl) and (P2) imply that lJ has no dual cover. 

PROOF: (i) If lJ' is a proper subvariety of lJ = (lJF) v, then there exists a finite algebra 
A E lJ such that A </:. lJ'. By Theorem 1.3(iii) the quotient {A} v + lJ' /lJ' is finite and 
therefore contains a variety that covers lJ '. 

(ii) If lJ' and l.1 11 are proper subvarieties of lJ, then there exist algebras A' and A" in 
lJ such that A'</:. lJ' and A"</:. lJ". Assuming that lJ ~ SlJs1, we can find a subdirectly 
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irreducible algebra A E 'V which has A' x A11 as subalgebra. Then A tf. 'V 1 and A tf. 'V 11
, so 

Theorem 1.3(i) implies that At/. 'V' +'V", whence 'V' + 'V" =ft 'V. 
(iii) Again we let 'V 1 be a proper submiety of 'V. By (Pl) there exists a finite algebra 

A E 'V such that A tf. 'V'. Now (P2) implies that {A} v =ft 'V, whence by (ii) 'V properly 
contains V' + {A} v which in tum properly contains V'. Consequently V' is not a dual 
cover of 'V . I 

The cardinality of A. Let J be the (countable) set of all lattice identities. Since every 
variety in A is defined by some subset of J, we must have IAI ~ 2w. The same argument 
shows that if 'V is any variety of algebras (of finite or countable type), then IA v I < 2w. 
Whether this upperbound on the cardinality is actually attained depends on the variety 
'V. For 'V = .C, the answer is affirmative, as was proved independently by McKenzie [70J 
and Baker [69] (see also Wille [72] and Lee [85}). Baker in fact shows that the lattice A.M 
of all modular subvarieties contains the Boolean algebra 2w as a sublattice. We postpone 
the proof of this result until we have covered some theory of projective spaces in the next 
chapter. In §3.3 we give another result, from Lee [85], which shows that there are 2w almost 
distributive lattice varieties (to be defined). In contrast, J6nsson's Lemma implies that 
any finitely generated congruence distributive variety 'V has only finitely many subvarieties 
(Corollary 0.7(iii)), and therefore Av is finite. 

An as yet unsolved problem about lattice varieties (possibly congruence distributive 
varieties in general) is whether the converse of the above observation is true, i.e. if a 
lattice variety has only finitely many subvarieties, is it finitely generated? This problem 
can also be approached from below: if a lattice variety 'V is finitely generated, is every 
cover of 'V finitely generated? 

Sometimes these problems are phrased in terms of the height of a variety 'V in A ( = length 
of the ideal ('V] ) . Since A is distributive, to be of finite height is of course equivalent to 
having only finitely many subvarieties. Call a variety 'V locally finite if every finitely 
generated member of 'V is finite. For locally finite congruence distributive varieties, the 
above problem is easily solved. 

PROPOSITION 1. 7. Every finitely generated variety of algebras is locally finite. Con
versely, if 'V is a locally finite congruence distributive variety, then 

(i} every join irreducible subvariety of 'V that has finite height in Av is generated by a 
finite subdirectly irreducible member, and 

(ii) every variety of finite height in Av is finitely generated. 

PROOF: If 'V is finitely generated, then 'V = {A} v for some finite algebra A E 'V. For 
n E w the elements of Fv(n) are represented by n-ary polynomial functions from An to 
A, of which we can have at most IAjlAI". Hence Fv(n) is finite for each n E w, and this is 
equivalent to 'V being locally finite. 

Conversely, assume that 'V is a locally finite congruence distributive variety. (i) If a 
subvariety 'V 1 of 'V is join irreducible and has finite height in Av, then it is in fact completely 
join irreducible, whence Theorem 1.5 implies that 'V' is generated by a finitely generated 
subdirectly irreducible algebra, which must be finite. (ii) follows from (i) and the fact that 
a variety of finite height is the join of finitely many join irreducible varieties. I 
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Non-finitely based and non-finitely generated varieties. It is easy to see that a 
variety can have at most countably many finitely based or finitely generated subvarieties, 
hence McKenzie's and Baker's result (IA.I = IA.MI = 2w) imply that there are both non
finitely based and non-finitely generated (modular) lattice varieties. An example of a 
modular variety that is not finitely based is given in §4.3, and C and .M are examples of 
varieties that are not finitely generated. In fact Freese [79] showed that, unlike C, .M is 
not even generated by its finite members (see §2.3). Other such varieties were previously 
discovered by Baker [69] and Wille [69]. 

§ 1. 2 THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOTTOM OF A. 

Covering relations between modular ·varieties. The class of all trivial (one-element) 
lattices, denoted by T = Mod{x = y}, is the smallest lattice variety and hence the least 
element of A. If a lattice variety 'V properly contains T, then 'V must contain a lattice 
which has the two--element chain 2 as sublattice, hence 2 E 'V. It is well known that, 
up to isomorphism, 2 is the only subdirectly irreducible distributive lattice, and therefore 
generates the variety of all distributive lattices, [) = { 2} v = Mod { x(y + z) = xy + xz}. It 
follows that [) is the unique cover of T in the lattice A. 

The next important identity is the modular identity xy + xz = x(y xz), which defines 
the variety .M of all modular lattices. Of course every distributive lattice is modular, and 
a lattice L satisfies the modular identity if and only if, for all u, v, w E L with u :5 w we 
have u + vw = (u + v)w (for arbitrary lattices we only have :5 instead of equality). The 
diamond M 3 (see Fig 1.1) is the smallest example of a non-distributive modular lattice. 

'IT' 

c 
0. c ~I a., a, a" b 

0... 

M3 ?A. M,, N 

Figure 1.1 

A well known result due to Birkhoff [35] states that Ms is in fact a sublattice of every 
non-distributive modular lattice. We give a sketch of the proof. Let x, y, z E L and define 
u = xy xz + yz and v = (x y)(x + z)(y + z). Then clearly u :5 v, and the elements 

a = u + xv = ( u + x) v 

b = u + yv = ( u + y) v 

c = u + zv = (u + z)v 

generate a diamond with least element u and greatest element v. On the other hand, if 
u = v for all choices of x, y, z E L, then the identity 

xy + xz + yz = (x + y)(x + z)(y + z) 
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holds in L, and it is not difficult to see that this identity is equivalent to the distributive 
identity. 

It follows that every non-distributive modular lattice contains a sublattice isomorphic 
to Ma, and consequently the variety .Ma = {Ma} 'V covers [). More generally, since the 
lattices Mn (see Fig 1.1) are simple (hence subdirectly irreducible) modular lattices for 
each n ~ 3, and since Mn is a sublattice of Mn+h it follows from Corollary 0.7(i) that, 
up to isomorphism, (.Mn)sr = {2} U {Mk: 3 ~ k ~ n}, where .Mn= {Mn} v. Hence the 
varieties Mn form a countable chain of join irreducible modular subvarieties of .M, with 
.Mn+l covering .Mn for n > 3. Jonsson [68) proved that for n > 4, .Mn+l is in fact the only 
join irreducible cover of Mn, and that .Ma has exactly two join irreducible covers, .Ma2 and 
.M 4. This result is presented in §2.4. Further remarks about the covers of .Ma2 and various 
other modular varieties appear at the end of Chapter 2. 

Covering relations between non-modular varieties. A lattice variety is said to be 
non-modular if it contains at least one non-modular lattice L (i.e. L ¢:. .M). If L E 1J is 
non-modular, then we can infer the existence of three elements u, v, w EL such that u < w 
and u + vw < (u + v)w. In that case the elements a= u + vw, b = v and c = (u + v)w 
generate a sublattice of L that is isomorphic to the pentagon N with critical quotient c/a 
(see Fig 1.1). Since the pentagon is non-modular, one obtains the well known result of 
Dedekind [oo]: 

Every non-modular lattice contains a sublattice isomorphic to N. 

Many of the later results will be of a similar flavour, in the sense that a certain property 
is shown to fail precisely because of the presence of some particular sublattices. If Land 
K are lattices, we say that L excludes K if L does not have a sublattice isomorphic to 
K. Otherwise we say that L includes K. In this terminology, modularity is said to be 
characterised by the exclusion of the pentagon. 

An immediate consequence is that the variety generated by the pentagon (denoted by 
J./) is the smallest non-modular variety. Again, Jonsson's Lemma enables us to compute 
J.lsr = {2,N} and hence}./ is a join irreducible cover of the distributive variety[). Since 
every lattice is either modular or non-modular, we conclude that .Ma and }./ are the only 
covers of [). 

In McKenzie [72] is a list of 15 subdirectly irreducible lattices Li,L2, ... ,L1s (see Fig 
1.2) each of which satisfy (..Ci)sr = {2, N, Li}, where .Ct. = {Li} 'V (i = 1, ... , 15). Hence 
each .Ci is a join irreducible cover of the variety }./. It is a non-trivial result, due to Jonsson 
and Rival [79], that McKenzie's list is complete. A proof of this result appears in Chapter 
3. 

Rose [84] proves that above each of the varieties ..Ca,..C1,..Ca,..C9,..C10,..C1a,..C14,..C1s there 
is a chain of varieties .Cf (n E w), each one generated by a finite subdirectly irreducible 
lattice Li (L? = Li), such that ..Cf+1 is the unique join irreducible cover of .Cf (i = 
6,7,8,9,10,13,14,15). 

Lattice varieties which do not include any of the lattices Ma, Li, ... , L12 are called 
almost distributive by Lee [85]. They are all locally finite, and Lee shows that their finite 
subdirectly irreducible members can be characterised in a certain way which, in principle, 
enables us to determine the position of any finitely generated almost distributive variety 
in the lattice A. 
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Ruckelshausen [78] investigates the covers of .Ma + JI, and further results by Na
tion [86] [a] include a complete list of the covers of the varieties £ 1 and £ 11 , £ 12• Nation 
also shows that above .C 11 and .C 12 there. are exactly two covering chains of join irreducible 
varieties. These results are discussed in more detail at the end of Chapter 3. 

A diagram of A is shown in Figure 1.3. 

L13 • L~l 
IL~• ll tho duol of L~ 3 > 

Figure 1.2 
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Figure 1.4 

§ 1.3 SPLITTING LATTICES, PROJECTIVE LATTICES 
AND BOUNDED HOMOMORPHISMS 

The concept of splitting. A pair of elements (x, y) in a lattice Lis said to be a splitting 
pair of L if L is the disjoint union of the principal ideal ( x] and the principal filter [y) (or 
equivalently, if for any z E L we have z :-::.; x if and only if y 1:. z). The following lemma is 
an immediate consequence of this definition: 

LEMMA 1. 8. In a complete lattice L the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) ( x, y) is a splitting pair of L; 
(ii) x is completely meet prime in L and y = fL:t;x z; 

(iii) y is completely join prime in L and x = Lzly z. 

The notion of "splitting" a lattice into a (disjoint) ideal and filter was originally inves
tigated by Whitman [43]. In McKenzie [72J this concept is applied to the lattice A, as a 
generalisation of the familiar division of A into a modular and a non-modular part. What 
is noteworthy about McKenzie's and subsequent investigations by others is that they yield 
greater insight, not only into the structure of A, but also into the structure of free lattices. 
In this section we first present some basic facts about splitting pairs of varieties in general 
and then discuss some related concepts and their implications for lattices. 

Let 'V be a variety of algebras and suppose (1'0 , Vi) is a splitting pair in A. By Lemma 
1.8 'Vo is completely meet prime, hence completely meet irreducible, and since . 

'Vo= Mod Id 'Vo= n Mod{e} 
eEldVo 

it follows that 1'0 can be defined by a single identity e0 • Dually, since every variety is 
generated by its finitely generated subdirectly irreducible members, 1'1 = {A} v for some 
finitely generated subdirectly irreducible algebra A. We shall refer to such an algebra A 
(which generates a completely join prime subvarity of 'V) as a splitting algebra in 'V, and 
to the variety 'Vo as its con;'ugate variety, defined by the c.on;'ugate identity e0 • Note that 
if 'V is generated by its finite members, then we can assume, by Theorem 1.5, that A is a 
finite algebra. If, in addition, 'V is congruence distributive, then Corollary 0.7(iv) implies 
that A is unique. In particular, if (1'0 , Vi) is a splitting pair in A, then 1'1 = {L} v where L 
is a finite subdirectly irreducible lattice, and we refer to such a lattice as a splitting lattice. 
The two standard examples of splitting pairs in A are (T, D) and (.M, JI). 

Projective Algebras. An algebra P in a class K of algebras said to be pro;'ective in K 
if for any homomorphism h : P -+ B and epimorphism g : A - B with A, B E K, there 
exists a homomorphism f: P-+ A such that h = gf (Fig. 1.4(i)). 
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An algebra B is a retract of an algebra A if there exist homorphisms f : B -+ A such 
that g f is the identity on B. Clearly f must be an embedding, and g is called a retraction 
of/. 

LEMMA 1. 9. Let K be a class of algebras in which K-free algebras exist. Then, for any 
P E K, the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) P is projective in K; 
(ii) For any algebra A EK and any epimorphism g: A--*" P there exists an embedding 

f : P <--+ A such that g f is the identity on P; 
(iii) P is a retract of a K-free algebra. 

PROOF: (ii) is a special case of (i), with B = P and h the identity on P. Clearly f must 
be an embedding in this case. Suppose (ii) holds, and let X be a set with !XI= IPI. Then 
there exists an epimorphism g : F.1c(X) --*" P. Since Fx:(X) E K, it follows from (ii) that 
Pis a retract of FK(X). Lastly, suppose Pis a retract of some K-free algebra Fx:(X), and 
let h: P-+ Band g: A--*" B be given (A,B EK). Then there exist f': P-+ Fx:(X) and 
g1 

: FK(X) -+ P such that g1 
/

1 is the identity on P (Fig. 2.(ii)). Since g is onto, we can 
define a map k : X-+ A satisfying gk(x) = hg'(x) for all x EX. Let k be the extention of 
k to Fx:(X), then kf' is the required homorphism from P to A. I 

Thus, for any variety 'V, every 'V-free algebra is projective in 'V. 

LEMMA 1.10. (Rose [84}). Let K be a class of algebras and suppose that P E KV is 
subdirectly irreducible and projective in K v. Then P is isomorphic to a subalgebra of 
some member of K. 

PROOF: Since P E K v = HSP K, Lemma 1.9 {ii) implies that P E SP K. Hence we can 
assume that P is a subalgebra of a direct product Xie1Ai, where Ai E K for i in some 
index set I. Denoting the projection map from the product to each Ai by 7ri, we see that 
Pis a subdirect product of the family of algebras {1ri(P): i E J}. But Pis assumed to be 
subdirectly irreducible, so there exists i EI such that 7ri(P) is isomorphic to P. Therefore 
11'" i : P -+ Lj is an embedding. I 

Recall from §0.1 that Fv (X) can be constructed as a quotient algebra of the word algebra 
W(X), whence every element of Fv(X) can be represented by a term of W(X). Also if 
A is an algebra and p, q are terms in W(X), then the identity p = q holds in A if and 
only if h(p) = h(q) for every homomorphism h: W(X) -+A. Notice that if 'V is a variety 
containing A, then any such h can be factored through Fv(X). The following theorem was 
proved by McKenzie ['12J for C-free lattices, and then generalised to projective lattices by 
Wille ['12] and to projective algebras by Day ['15]. 

THEOREM L 11. Let 'V be a variety of algebras, suppose P E 'V is projective in 'V, and 
for some a, b E P there is a largest congruence 't/J E Con(P) which does not identify a and 
b. Then P /¢ is a splitting algebra in 'V, and if f : P <--+ Fv(X) is an embedding and 
g: Fv(X)--*" Pis a retraction off (i.e. gf = idp) then for any terms p,q which represent 
/(a), f(b) respectively, the identity p = q is a conjugate identity of P /¢. 
PROOF: It is enough to show that p = q fails in P/¢ but holds in any subvariety of 'V 
that does not contain P / 't/J. Let 1 : P -+ P / 't/J be the canonical epimorphism. Then 19 
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does not identify f(a) and f(b), hence by the remark above, p = q fails in P /1/J. Suppose 
now that V' is any subvariety of V not containing P /1/J, and let h : Fv (X) ---. Fv1 (X) 
be the extention of the identity map on the generating set X. Clearly the identity p = q 

will hold in V' if and only if hf( a) = hf(b). Suppose to the contrary that a and b are 
not identified by kerh/. Since 1/J is assumed to be the largest such congruence, we have 
ker hf ~ 1/J, and it follows from the second homomorphism theorem that 1 : P ---. P /1/J 
factors through Fv1 ( X), hence P / 1/J E V 1, a contradiction. Therefore p = q holds in V 1• I 

In particular, any projective subdirectly irreducible algebra is splitting. Combining 
Lemma 0.10 with the above theorem we obtain the result of Wille [72]: 

COROLLARY 1.12. Let V be a lattice variety, u/v a prime quotient in some lattice PE V 
which is projective in V, and suppose 6 is the largest congruence on P that does not collapse 
u/v. Then P /6 is a splitting lattice in V. 

H we take V to be the variety .C of all lattices, then the converse of the above corollary 
is also true. In fact it follows from a result of McKenzie (Corollary 1.26) that every 
splitting lattice in .C is isomorphic to a quotient lattice of some finitely generated free 
lattice F(n) modulo a congruence 6 which is maximal with respect to not collapsing some 
prime quotient of F(n). Before we can prove this result, however, we need some more 
information about free lattices, which is due to Whitman [41] [42] and can also be found 
in [ATL] and [GLT]. Whitman showed that a lattice L is (.C-) freely generated by a set 
X ~ L if and only if for all x, y E X and a, b, c, d E L the following four conditions are 
satisfied: 

(Wl) x y implies x=y (i.e. generators are incomparable) 

(W2) ab< y implies a5::y or b 5:: y 

(W3) 
x<c+d implies x5::c or x5::d 

(W) 
ab5::c+d implies a5::c+d or .b5::c+d or ab 5:: c or ab 5:: d. 

(These conditions are also known as Whitman's solution to the word problem for lattices 
since they provide an algorithm for testing when two lattice terms represent the same 
element of a free lattice.) 

In fact Jonsson [70] showed that if V is a non-trivial lattice variety then (Wl), (W2) 
and (W3) hold in any 11-freely generated lattice. We give a proof of this result. A subset 
X of a lattice L is said to be irredundant if for any distinct x, xi, x2, ... , Xn E X 

(W2') 

(W3') 

X 'l. X1X2 ••• Xn and 

X f::. X1 + X2 + • • • + Xn• 

We also require the important notion of a join-cover. Let U and V be two non-empty 
finite subsets of a lattice L. We say that U ·refines V (in symbols U < V) if for every 
u E U there exists v E V such that u 5:: v. V is a join-cover of a E L if a 5:: EV, and a 
join-cover V of a is non-trivial if a i. v for all v E V. Observe that any join-cover of a, 
which refines a non-trivial join-cover of a, is itself non-trivial. The notion of a meet-cover 
is defined dually. 
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LEMMA 1.13. (J6nsson['TOJ). Let L be a lattice generated by a set X C L. 

(i) If every join-cover UC X of an element a EL is trivial, then every join-cover of a 
is trivial. 

{ii) X is irredundant if and only if for all x, y E X and a, b, c, d E L (Wl), {W2) and 
(W3) hold. 

PROOF: {i) Let Y be a subset of L for which every join-cover UC Y of a is trivial, and 
let S(Y) and P(Y) denote the sets of all elements of L that are {finite) joins and meets of 
elements of Y respectively. Since every join-cover V ~ S (Y) of a is refined by a join-cover 
U ~ Y, V is trivial. We claim that the same holds for every join-cover V C P(Y) of a. 
Suppose V is a finite non-empty subset of P(Y) such that for all v E V, a 1:. v. Each 
element v is the meet of a non-empty set Uv ~ Y. Since a 1:. v, there exists an element 
Uv E Uv such that a 1:. Uv· Each Uv belongs to Y, so the set W = {uv: v EV} cannot be 
a join-cover of a, i.e. a 1:. E w. But v = n u v :::; Uv, and hence Ev < E w. It follows 
that a 1:. EV which means that V is not a join-cover of a. This contradiction proves the 
claim. 

Now let Yo = P(X) and Yn+l = PS(Yn) for n E w. If every join-cover U ~ X of a 
is trivial, then by the above this is also true for X replaced by Yn. Since X generates L, 
we have L = UnEw Ym so if V is any join-cover of a, then V C Y m for some m E w, and 
therefore V is trivial. 

(ii) If Xis irredundant, then clearly the elements of X must be incomparable, so (Wl) 
is satisfied. It also follows that any join-cover U ~ X of a generator x E X is trivial, 
hence by part (i) every join-cover of x is trivial. This implies (W3), and (W2) follows by 
duality. Conversely, if x :::; x 1 + x2 + · · · + Xn with all x, xi, ... , Xn E X distinct, then 
repeated application of {W3) yields x <Xi and by {Wl) x =Xi for some i = 1, ... , n. This 
contradiction, and its dual argument, shows that Xis irredundant. I 

THEOREM 1.14. (J6nsson['TO]). Let K be a class of lattices that contains at least one 
non-trivial lattice. If F is a lattice that is K-freely generated by a set X, then X is 
irredunda.nt. 

PROOF: Suppose x, xi, ... , Xn E X are distinct, and let L E K be a lattice with more 
than one element. Then there exists a, b E L such that a 1:. b. Choose a map f : X -+ L 
such that f(x) = a and f(x;.) = b (all i). Then the extention off to a homomorphism 
7: F -+ L satisfies f(x) = a 1:. b = f(x1 + · .. + Xn), and hence x 1:. xi + · · · + Xn. By 
duality X is irredundant. I 

The last condition (W) is usually referred to as Whitman's condition, and it may be 
considered as a condition applicable to lattices in general, since it makes no reference to 
the generators of L. Clearly, if a lattice L satisfies (W), then every sub lattice of L again 
satisfies (W). In particular Whitman's result and Lemma 1.9 show that every projective 
lattice satisfies (W). Day {'10] found a very simple proof of this fact based on a construction 
which we will use several times in this section and in Chapters 3 and 5. Given a lattice L 
and a quotient I= u/v in L, we construct a new lattice 

L[ J] = (L - I) U (I x. 2) 
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with the ordering x ~ y in L if and only if one of the following conditions holds: 

(i) x, y E L - I and x ~ y in L; 
(ii) x EL - I, y = (b,j) and x ~ b in L; 

(iii) y EL- I, x = (a,i) and y ~a in L; 
(iv) x = (a,i), y = (b,j) and a~ bin L, i ~ j in 2. 

L[I] is referred to as L with doubled quotient u/v, and it is easy to check that L[J] is in 
fact a lattice ( 2 = { O, 1} is the two-element chain with 0 < 1). Also there is a natural 
epimorphism "I: L[u/v] --"* L defined by 

1(x) = {: 
if x EL- u/v 

if x = (a,i) some i E 2. 

We say that a 4-tuple (a, b, c, d) E L 4 a (W)-failure of L if ab~ c + d but ab~ c, d and 
a,b ~ c + d. 

LEMMA 1.15. (Day [70]). Let (a,b,c,d) be a (W)-failure of L, and let u/v = c+d/ab. 
Then there does not exist an embedding f: L c......+ L[u/v] such that "If is the identity map 
on L (i.e. there exists no coretraction of "f ). 

PROOF: Suppose the contrary. Then f(x) = x for each x E L - u/v, and f(v) ~ f(u). 
But f(v) = f(ab) = f(a)f(b) =ab= (v, 1) since a,b ~ u, and dually f(u) = (u,O). This 
is a contradiction since by definition ( v, 1) ~ ( u, 0). I 

From the equivalence of (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1.9 we now obtain: 

COROLLARY 1.16. (i) Every lattice which is projective in f, satisfies (W). 
(ii) Every free lattice satisfies (Wl), (W2), (W3) and (W). 

As mentioned before, the converse of (ii) is also true. A partial converse of (i) is given 
by Theorem 1.19. 

Bounded homomorphisms. A lattice homomorphism f: L ___.. L' is said to be 

upper bounded - if for every b EL' the set 1-1 (b] = {x EL: f(x) ~ b} is either 
empty or has a greatest element, denoted by a1(b); 
lower bounded - if for every b E L' the set 1-1 [b) = {x E L : f(x) ~ b} is either 
empty or has a least element, denoted by /31(b); 
bounded - if f is both upper and lower bounded; 
(upper/lower) bounded - if a particular one of the three above properties holds. 

The following lemma lists some easy consequences of the above definitions. 

LEMMA 1.1 7. Let f : L ___.. L' and g : L' ___.. L" be two lattice homomorphisms. 

(i) If L is a finite lattice, then f is bounded. 
(ii) If f and g are (upper/lower) bounded then gf is (upper/lower) bounded. 

(iii) If gf is (upper/lower) bounded and f is an epimorphism, then g is (upper/lower) 
bounded. 

(iv) If gf is (upper/lower) bounded and g is an embedding, then f is (upper/lower) 
bounded. 
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(v) If f is an upper bounded epirnorphism and b EL' then a1(b) is the greatest member 
of 1-1{b}, and the map a1 : L' <--+ L is meet preserving. Dually, if f is a lower 
bounded epimorphism then /J1(b) is the least member of 1-1{b}, and p1 : L' <--+ L 
is join preserving. 

A lattice is said to be upper bounded if it is an upper bounded epimorphic image of some 
free lattice, and lower bounded if the dual condition holds. A lattice which is a bounded 
epimorphic of some free lattice is said to be bounded (not to be confused with lattices that 
have a largest and a smallest element: such lattices will be referred to as 0,1- lattices). 
Of course every bounded lattice is both upper and lower bounded. We shall see later 
(Theorem 1.23) that, for finitely generated lattices, the converse also holds. 

The notion of a bounded homomorphism was introduced by McKenzie ['12], and he 
used it to characterize splitting lattices as subdirectly irreducible finite bounded lattices 
(Theorem 1.25). We first prove a result of Kostinsky ['12] which shows that every bounded 
lattice that satisfies Whitman's condition (W) is projective. For finitely generated lattices 
this result was already proved in McKenzie [72]. 

LEMMA 1.18. Suppose F(X) is a free lattice generated by the set X and let f : F(X) --+ L 
be a lower bounded epimorphism. Then for each b EL the set {x EX: /(x) ~ b} is finite. 

PROOF: Since f is lower bounded and onto, /3 f (b) exists. Suppose it is represented by a 
term t(xi, ... ,xn) E F(X) for some xi, ... ,xn EX, then clearly 

In particular note that if a finite lattice is a (lower) bounded homomorphic image of a 
free lattice F, then F must necessarily be finitely generated. 

THEOREM 1.19. (Kostinsky [72]). Every bounded lattice that satisfies (W) is projective 
(in .CJ. 
PROOF: Let f be a bounded homomorphism from some free lattice F(X) onto a lattice 
L, and suppose that L satisfies (W). We show that Lis a retract of F(X), and then apply 
Lemma 1.9. To simplify the notation we will denote the maps a f and /3 f simply by a and 
/3. 

Leth: F(X) --+ F(X) be the endomorphism that extends the map x 1--+ af(x), x EX. 
We claim that for each a E F(X), /Jf(a) S h(a) < af(a), from which it follows that 
fh(a) = f(a). This is clearly true for x EX. Suppose it holds for a,a' E F(X). Since /3 
is join- preserving 

/3/(a +a') = /3/(a) + /3/(a') S h(a) + h(a') = h(a +a') S af(a) + af(a') < af(a +a') 

and similarly since a is meet-preserving /3f(aa1
) S h(aa') S af(aa'). This establishes the 

claim. 
We now define the map g : L --+ F(X) by g = h/J. Then g is clearly join-preserving. 

Also f g(b) = fh/J(b) = f /3(b) = b for all b EL (since fh = /). Thus we need only show 
that g is meet-preserving. Since h/3 is orderpreserving, it suffices to show that 

h/3(bc) ~ h(/3(b)/3(c)) for all b,c EL. 
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We first observe that, by the preceeding lemma, the set S = {x EX: /(x) ~be} is finite. 
Let 

u = { fJ(b)fJ(e) TI s 
fJ(b)fJ(e) 

if s =I= 0 
if s = 0. 

Then clearly /(u) = be. We claim that u = fJ(be). To see this, let Y be the set of all 
a E F(X) such that be< f(a) implies u <a. By definition X Y, and Y is closed under 
meets. Suppose a, a' E Y and be ::; f (a) + f (a'). Since L satisfies (W), we have 

b < f(a) + f(a') or e::; f(a) + f(a') or be::; f(a) or be::; f(a'). 

Applying f3 to the first two cases we obtain u < fJ(b) ::; a+ a1 or u < fJ(e) ::; a+ a', and in 
the third and fourth case we have u < a < a+ a' or u ::; a' ::; a+ a' (since a, a 1 E Y). Thus 
Y = F(X), and it follows that u is the least element for which /(u) ~be, i.e. u = fJ(bc). 

Now consider h(u) = h{J(be). If S = 0 then fJ(be) = fJ(b)fJ(e) and so(*) holds. If S =/= 0 
then hfJ(be) = hf3(b)hf3(e) Ilh(S) so to prove(*), it is enough to show that h(fJ(b)fJ(c))::; 
h(x) for all x E S. But any such x satisfies f(f3(b)f3(e)) = be f(x), and applying a: 
we get fJ(b)fJ(e) ::; af(x) h(x). Thus h(fJ(b)fJ(c)) ::; hh(x) and, since we showed that 
h(a) ::; af(a), we have hh(x) ::; a:/ h(x) = af(x) = h(x) as required. I 

A complete characterisation of the projective lattices in f, can be found in Freese and 
Nation [78]. 

We now describe a particularity elegant algorithm, due to Jonsson, to determine whether 
a finitely generated lattice is bounded. 

Let D0 (L) be the set of all a E L that have no non-trivial join-cover (i.e. the set of 
all join-prime elements of L). For k E w let Dk+i(L) be the set of all a E L such that if 
V is any non-trivial join-cover of a, then there exists a join-cover U ~ Dk(L) of a with 
U < V. Note that Do(L) ~ D1(L), and if we assume that Dk-1(L) C Dk(L) for some 
k > 1, then for any a E Dk(L) any non-trivial join- cover V of a there exists a join-cover 
U ~ Dk-i(L) ~ Dk(L) of a with U < V, whence a E Dk+1(L). So, by induction we have 

Finally, let D(L) = LJkEw Dk(L) and define the sets D~(L) and D'(L) dually. Jonsson 
algorithm states that a finitely generated lattice is bounded if and only if D(L) = L = 
D'(L). This result will follow from Theorem 1.23. 

LEMMA 1.20. (Jonsson and Nation [75]). Suppose L is a lattice generated by a set 
X ~ L, let Ho be the set of all (finite) meets of elements of X, and fork E w let Hk+l be 
the set of all meets of joins of elements of Hk. Then Dk(L) ~ Hk for all k E w. 

PROOF: Note that the H1e are closed under meets, Ho~ Hi ... and L = LJkEwHk. 
Suppose a E Do(L) and let m E w be the smallest number for which a E Hm. If m > 0, 
then a is of the form a = n;=l EU;,, where each ui is a finite subset of Hm-1• ui is a 
join-cover of a for each i = 1, ... , n, and since a E Do( L), it must be trivial. Hence there 
exists ai E Ui with a :S ai for each i. But then a = n;=l ai E Hm-b a contradiction. 
Thus Do(L) C Ho. 
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We proceed by induction. Suppose D1c(L) ~ Hk, a E Dk+i(L) and m > k + 1 is the 
smallest number for which a E Hm. Again a is of the form a= TI7=1 E ui with ui c Hm-1 
and each Ui is a join-cover of a. If Ui is trivial, pick ai E U, with a :5 ai, and if Ui is 
non-trivial, pick a join-cover Vi ~ Dk(L) of a with Vi « U,. By assumption each Vi is a 
subset of Hk. If m > k + 1 then I: Vi E Hk+1 and a is the meet of these elements I: Vi 
and the ai, so a E Hm-1, a contradiction. Thus m = k + 1 and l?k+i(L) Hk+l· I 

For the next lemma, note that Whitman's condition (W) is equivalent to the following: 
for any two finite subset U, V of L, if a = TI U :::; I: V = b, then V is a trivial join-cover 
of a or U is a trivial meet-cover of b. 

LEMMA 1.21. Suppose L = F(X) is freely generated by X, and let H1c be as in the 
previous lemma. Then Dk(L) = Hk and therefore D(L) = L. 

PROOF: By the previous lemma, it is enough to show that Hk ~ Dk(L) for each k E w. 
If a E Ho, then a= TI7=1 Xi for some Xi E X, and Whitman's condition (W) and (Wl) 
imply that any join-cover of a must be trivial, hence a E D0 (L). Next suppose a E H 1 • 

Then a = TI7=1 E ui for some finite sets ui ~ Ho = Do(L), some n E w. If v is a 
non-trivial join-cover of a, then (W) implies that for some io we have I: Uio :::; I: V (see 
remark above). Since Uio ~ Do(L), Vis a trivial join-cover of each u E Ui0 , and therefore 
Uio « V. Since Ui0 is also a join-cover of a, it follows that a E D1 ( L). 

Proceeding by induction, suppose now that Dk(L) = Hk and a E Hk+i, for some k ~ 1. 
Then a = n;=l Eu, for some ui ~ Hk, some n E w, and each ui is a join-cover of a. 
Let V be any non-trivial join-cover of a. As before (W) implies that I: Uio :::; I: V for 
some io. Let W be the set of all u E Uio such that V is a non-trivial join-cover of u, and 
set W' = Uio - W. Since W C Hk = Dk(L), there exists for each u E W a join-cover 
Vu C Dk1 (L) of u with Vu « V. It is now easy to check that U = W' U UuEW Vu is a 
join-cover of a which refines Vandis contained in Dk(L). Hence a E Dk+i(L). I 

A join-cover V of a in a lattice L is said to be irredundant if no proper subset of V is a 
join-cover of a, and minimal if for any join-cover U of a, U « V implies V ~ U. Observe 
that every join-cover contains an irredundant join-subcover (since it is a finite set) and 
that the elements of an irredundant join-cover are non-comparable. Also, every minimal 
join-cover is irredundant. 

LEMMA 1.22. (Jonsson and Nation [75}). If Fis a free lattice and V is a non-trivial 
cover of some a E Dk(F), then there exists a minimal cover Vo of a with V0 « V and 
Vo~ Dk-1(F). . 

PROOF: First assume that F is freely generated by a finite set X. Suppose V is a non
trivial join-cover of a E Dk(F), and let C be the collection of all irredundant join-covers 
U ~ Dk-i(F) of a, which refine V. C is non-empty since a E Dk(F), and by Lemma 1.20 
Dk(F) is finite, hence C is finite. Note that if U EC and U « W « U for some subset W 
of F, then for each u E U there exists w E W and u' E U such that u :::; w :::; u', and since 
the elements of U are non-comparable, we must have u = w = u' and therefore U ~ W. 
In particular, it follows that C is partially ordered by the relation<<. Let V0 be a minimal 
(with respect to «) member of C, and suppose U is any join-cover of a with U « V0 • 

Because Vis assumed to be non-trivial, so are V0 and U, and since a E Dk(F), there exists 
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a join-cover Uo D1c-1(F) of a with Uo < U. It follows that Uo «Vo, and since we may 
assume that Uo E C, we have Uo =Vo. Therefore Vo « U « Vo which implies Vo U. 
Thus Vo is a minimal join-cover of a. 

Assume now that X is infinite, and choose a finite subset Y of X such that VU {a} 
belong to the sublattice F' generated by Y C F. By the first part of the proof, there 
exists a set Vo D1c-1(F') ~ D1c-1(F) such that Vo« V and Vo is a minimal cover of a 
in F'. We show that Vo is also a minimal cover of a in F. Let Fo be the lattice obtained 
by adjoining a smallest element 0 to F, and let h be the endmorphism of F0 that maps 
each member of Y onto itself and all the remaining elements of X onto 0. Then h maps 
every member of F' onto itself, and h( u) ~ u for all u E Fo. Hence, if U is any join-cover 
of a in F', then the set U' = h(U) - {O} is a join-cover of a in F' and U' << V0 , so that 
Vo U' « U. Thus V0 « U «Vo, which implies that Vo~ U. I 

For finitely generated lattices we can now give an internal characterisation of lower 
boundedness. This result, together with its dual, implies that an upper and lower bounded 
finitely generated lattice is bounded. 

THEOREM 1.23. (Jonsson and Nation [75]). For any finitely generated lattice L, the 
Following statements are equivalent: 

(i) L is lower bounded; 
(ii) D(L) = L; 

(iii) Every homomorphism of a finitely generated lattice into Lis lower bounded. 

PROOF: Suppose (i) holds, let f be a lower bounded epimorphism that maps some free 
lattice F onto L, and denote by f3(a) = /31(a) the smallest element of the set 1-1[a) for 
all a E L. We show by induction that 

implies 

then D(L) = L follows from the result D(F) = F of Lemma 1.21. Since f3 is a join
preserving map, the image f3(U) of a join-cover U of a is a join- cover of f3(a). If /3(U) is 
trivial, then f3(a) ~ f3(u) for some u E U, hence a = ff3(a) ~ f f3(u) = u and U is also 
trivial. It follows that f3(a) E D0 (F) implies a E Do(L). 

Suppose now that f3(a) E D1c(f) and that U is a non-trivial join-cover of a. Then f3(U) 
is a non-trivial join-cover of /3( a) and by Lemma 1.22 there exists a minimal join-cover 
U0 C D1c-i(F) of f3(a) with Uo « f3(U). Clearly f(Uo) is ajoin-cover of a and f(Uo) « U. 
Furthermore, the set f3f(U0 ) is a join-cover of f3(a) with /3/(Uo) « Uo. By the minimality 
of U0 , we have U0 ~ /3/(Uo), and since Uo is finite, this implies /3/(Uo) = Uo C Dk_i(F). 
It now follows from the induction hypothesis that f(Uo) ~ Dk-1' and therefore a E Dk(L). 

Now assume D(L) = L, and consider a homomophism f: K--+ L where K is generated 
by a finite set Y. Let H 0 = Y, and for k E w let H k+ 1 be the set of all joins of meets of 
elements in H1c. For each k E w define maps /31c: L--+ K by 

f3k(a) =IT {y E H1c : f (y) ;;:: a} 

(In particular n 0 = E y = 1K)· We claim that for every k E wand a E Dk(L), if the set 
1-1[a) is non-empty, then 1-1[a) = [f31c(a)), and f31c(a) is therefore the smallest element 
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of this set. Since D(L) = L it then follows that f is lower bounded. So suppose that 
a E Dk(L) for some k, and 1-1[a) is non-empty. If x EK and x > fJk(a) then 

f(x) > f fJk(a) = { /{lK) if {y E Hk : /(y) ~ a}= 0 
- Il{/(y) : y E Hk and /(y) ~a} otherwise, 

and in both cases f(x) ~ a (/(lK) ~ a since 1-1[a) is non-empty). Thus [fJk(a)) ~ /-1[a). 
For the reverse inclusion we have to show that for all x E K 

f(x) ~a implies 

The set of elements x E K that satisfy ( *) contains Y and is closed under meets, hence 
it is enough to show that it is also closed under joins. For k = O, we have a E D0 (L), so 
E f(U) ~ a implies /(u) >a for some u E U, and by ( *) u > fJo(a), hence EU~ fJo(a). 
Suppose now that ( *) holds for all values less than some fixed k > 0. Let x = EU and 
assume f (x) > a, i.e. f(U) is a join-cover of a. If it is trivial, then ( *) is satisfied as 
before, so assume it is non-trivial. Then there exists a join-cover V ~ Dk-i(L) of a with 
V <t:: f(U), and by the inductive hypothese x ~ fJk-i(v) for all v EV. Now the elements 
{J k-1 ( v) are meets of elements in H ki , and the element z = E {J k-i(V) therefore belongs 
to Hk. Since f(z) ~ EV >a, it follows from the definition of fJk that z > fJk(a), hence 
x ~ fJk(a) as required. (iii) implies (i) follows immediately from the assumption that L is 
finitely generated. I 

The equivalence of (i) and (iii) was originally proved by McKenzie [72]. Note that 
(i)=>(ii)=>(iii) is true for any lattice L, so the above theorem implies that if L is lower 
bounded then D(L) = L, and the converse holds whenever Lis finitely generated. Together 
with Lemma 1.21 we also have that every finitely generated sublattice of a free lattice is 
bounded. 

It is fairly easy to compute D(L) and D'(L) for any given finite lattice L. Thus one 
can check that the lattices N, Ls, L1, ... , Lis are all bounded, and since they also satisfy 
Whitman's condition (W), Theorem 1.19 implies that they are projective (hence sublattices 
of a free lattice). On the other hand L 1 fails to be upper bounded (dually for L 2 ) and Ma, 
La, L4 and Ls are neither upper nor lower bounded (see Fig 1.1 and 1.2). 

Note that if U is a finite subset of Dk(L) then EU E Dk+1(L). Since every join 
irreducible element of a distributive lattice is join prime, and dually, it follows that every 
finite distributive lattice is bounded. 

We now recall a construction which is usually used to prove that the variety of all lattices 
is generated by its finite members. In §0.2 it was shown that every free lattice F(X) can 
be constructed as a quotient algebra of a word algebra W(X), whence elements of F(X) 
are represented by lattice terms (words) of W ( X). The length .;\ of a lattice term is defined 
inductively by .A(x) = 1 for each x EX and .A(p + q) = .A(pq) = .A(p) + .A(q) for any terms 
p, q E W(X). Let X be a finite set, and for each k E w, construct a finite lattice P(X, k) 
as follows: 

Take W to be the finite subset of the free lattice F(X) which contains all elements that 
can be represented by lattice terms of length at most k, and let P(X, k) be the set of all 
finite meets of elements from W, together with largest element lF = EX of F(X). Then 
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P(X,k) is a finite subset of F(X), and it is a lattice under the partial order inherited from 
F(X), since it is closed under meets and has a largest element. However, P(X,k) is not a 
sublattice of F(X) because for a, b E P(X, k), a+ p b ~ a+ F b and equality holds if and 
only if a +F b E P(X,k). Nevertheless, P(X,k) is clearly generated by the set X. 

LEMMA 1. 2 4. (i) If p = q is a lattice identity that fails in some lattice, then p = q fails 
in a finite lattice of the form P(X, k) from some finite set X and k E w. 

(ii) If h : F(X) -Mo P(X, k) is the extention of the identity map on X, then h is upper 
bounded. 

PROOF: (i) Let X be the set of variables that occur in p and q, and let k be the gre~ter of 
the lengths of p and q. Since p = q fails in some lattice, p and q represent different elements 
of the free lattice F(X) and therefore also different elements of P(X, k). Thus p = q fails 
in P(X,k). (ii) Note that for a E P(X,k) C F(X), h(a) =a, and in general h(b) ~F b for 
any b E F. Therefore h(b) $.p a implies b '5.F h(b) $.p a, and conversely b '5.F a implies 
h(b) $.p h(a) =a, whence a is the largest element of 1-1(a] for all a E P(X,k). I 

THEOREM 1. 2 5. (McKenzie [72]). S is a splitting lattice if and only if S is a finite 
subdirectly irreducible bounded lattice · 

PROOF: Suppose S is a splitting lattice, and p = q is its conjugate identity. We have 
to show that S is a bounded epimorphic image of some free lattice F( X). As we noted 
in the beginning of §1.3, every splitting lattice is finite, so there exists an epimorphism 
h: F(X) -Mo S for some finite set X. The identity p = q does not hold in S, hence it fails 
in F(X) and also in P(X,k) for some large enough k E w (by Lemma 1.24 (i)). Therefore 
S E {P(X, k)} v and since Sis subdirectly irreducible and P(X, k) is finite, it follows from 
J6nsson's Lemma (Corollary 0.7 (i)) that SE HS{P(X, k)}. So there exists a sublattice L 
of P(X, k) and an epimorphism g: L ~ S. Since g is onto, we can choose for each x EX 
an element az EL such that g(az) = h(x). Let f: F(X)-+- L be the extention of the map 
xi-+- av By Lemma 1.24 (ii) P(X,k) is an upper bounded image of F(X), hence by the 
equivalence of (i) and (iii) of (the dual of) Theorem 1.23 f is upper bounded. Since L is 
finite, g is obviously bounded, and therefore h = g f is upper bounded. A dual argument 
shows that h is also lower bounded, whence S is a bounded lattice. 

Conversely, suppose S is a finite subdirectly irreducible lattice, and let u/v be a prime 
critical quotient of S. H S is bounded, then there exists a bounded epimorphism h from 
some free lattice F(X) onto S. Let r be the smallest element of h-1[u) and let s be the 
largest element of h- 1(v]. Now r + s/s is a prime quotient of F(X), for ifs < t $. r + s 
then h(t) = u = h(tr) = h(r), and by the coice of r, tr= r hence r < t = r+s. By Lemma 
0.10 there exists a largest congruence (Jon F(X) which does not identify r +sands. Since 
h(r + s) = u -::j:. v = h(s) we have kerh ~ fJ, and equality follows from the fact that u/v is 
a critical quotient of S. Now Corollary 1.12 implies that S is a splitting lattice. I 

With reference to the remark after Theorem 1.23 we note that the lattices L6, L1, ... , Lis 
are examples of splitting lattices. In fact McKenzie [72] shows how one can effectively 
compute a conjugate identity for any such lattice. For the details of this procedure we 
refer the reader to his paper and also to the more recent work of Freese and Nation [83J. 

From Corollary 1.12 and the proof of the above theorem we obtain the following: 
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COROLLARY 1.26. (McKenzie [72]). A lattice Lis a splitting lattice if and only if Lis 
isomorphic to F(n)/1/Jrs where F(n) is some finitely generated free lattice and 1/Jrs is the 
largest congruence that does not identify some covering pair r >- s of F(n). 

Canonical representations and semidistrihutivity. A finite set U of a lattice L is 
said to be a join representation of an element a in L if a = 2: U. Thus a join representation 
is a special case of a join-cover. U is a canonical join representation of a if it is irredun
dant (i.e. no proper subset of U is a join representation of a) and refines every other join 
representation of a. Note that an element can have at most one canonical join representa
tion, since if U and V are both canonical join representations of a then U <t:: V <t:: U and 
because the elements of an irredundant join representation are non-comparable it follows 
that U ~ V C U. However canonical join representations do not exist in general (consider 
for example the largest element of Ma). 

Canonical meet representations are defined dually and have the same uniqueness prop
erty. 

A fundamental result of Whitman's [41] paper is that every element of a free lattice has 
a canonical join representation and a canonical meet representation. We briefly outline the 
proof of this result. Denote by p the element of F(X) represented by the term p. A term p 
is said to be minimal if the length of pis minimal with respect to the lengths of all terms 
that represent p. If pis formally a join of simpler terms p1 , ••• ,pn, none of which is itself 
a join, then these terms will be called the join components of p. The meet components of 
p are defined dually. Note that every term is either a variable or it has join components 
or meet components. 

THEOREM 1. 2 7. (Whitman[41]). A _term p is minimal if and only if p = x E X or p has 
join components pi, ... ,Pn and for each i = 1, ... , n 

(1) Pi is minimal, 
(2) Pi 1:. Lj¢iPj, 
( 3) for any meet component r of Pi, f p, 

or the duals of (1), (2) and (3) hold for the meet components of p. 

PROOF: Allx EX are minimal, so by duality we may assume that p has join components 
pi, ... , Pn· If (1), (2) or (3) fail, then we can easily construct a term q such that q = p, 
but .A(q)..\(p), which shows that pis not minimal. (If (1) fails, replace a non-minimal Pi by 
a minimal term; if (2) fails, omit the Pi for which p1 :5 L;¢i P;i if (3) fails, replace Pi by 
its meet component r which satisfies r :5 p.) 

Conversely, suppose p satisfies (1), (2) and (3), and let q be a minimal term such that 
q = p. We want to show that ,\(p) = >.(q), then p is also minimal. First observe that 
q must have join components, for if q E X or if q has meet components qi, ... , qm, then 
q :5 p1 + · · · + Pn together with (W3) or (W) imply q <Pi < p or q :5 7i; :5 p for some i, 
and since q = p we must have equality throughout, which contradicts the minimality of q. 

So let qi, ... , qm be the join components of q. For each i E {1, ... , n}, Pi< q1 +···+7im 
and either Pi E X or Pi has meet components (whose images in F(X) are not below 
p by condition (3)), so we can use (W3) or (W) to conclude that Pi < 9.i· for some 
unique i* E {1, ... ,m}. Similarily, since q is minimal, it satisfies (1)-(3), and so for 
each i E {1, ... , m} there exists a unique j* E {1, ... , n} such that 7i; < P;... Thus 
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Pi ~ "iii· < Pi•. and "ii; < P;. ~ "ii;.·, whence (2) implies i = i• • and j = j:. It follows 
that the map i 1-t i• is a bijection, m = n, Pi= "iii· and since both terms are minimal by 
(1), >.(pi) =>.(qi•). Consequently >.(p) = >.(q). I 

COROLLARY 1.28. Every element of a free lattice has a canonical join representation 
and a canonical meet representation. 

PROOF: Suppose u is an element of a free lattice, and let p be a minimal term such that 
p = u. If p has no join components, then (W3) or (W) imply that u is join irreducible, in 
which case { u} is the canonical join representation of u. If p has join components p 1, ••• , Pn 

then condition (2) above implies that U = {p1, ... ,pn} is irredundant, and (W3) or (W) 
and condition (3) imply that U is a canonical join representation of u. The canonical meet 
representation is constructed dually. I 

The existence of canonical representations is closely connected to the following weak 
form of distributivity: 

A lattice L is said to be semidistributive if it satisfies the following two implications for 
all u,x,y,z EL: 

(sD+) 
(SD') 

u=x+y=x+z 
U = xy = XZ 

implies 

implies 

u = x + yz and dually 

u = x(y + z). 

LEMMA 1. 2 9. If every element of a lattice L has a canonical join representation then L 
satisfies (SD+). 

PROOF: Let u = EV be a canonical join representation of u, and suppose u = x + y = 
x + z. Then for each v E V we have v ~ x or v < y, z. It follows that v ~ x + yz for 
each v EV, which implies u < x + yz. The reverse inclusion always holds, hence (SD+) is 
satisfied. I 

Now Corollary 1.28 and the preceeding lemma together with its dual imply that every 
free lattice is semidistributive. The next lemma extends this observation to all bounded 
lattices. 

LEMMA 1.30. (i) Bounded epimorphisms preserve semidistributivity. 
(ii) Every bounded lattice is semidistributive. 

PROOF: (i) Suppose Lis semidistributive and f : L--.. L' is a bounded epimorphism. Let 
u, x, y, z EL' be such that u = x + y = x + z. Then P(u) = P(x) + P(y) = P(x) + P(z) = 
P(x) + P(y)P(z), where P = PI : L' <-+ L is the join-preserving map associated with f. 
Hence 

u = f P(u) = f(P(x) + P(Y)P(z)) = x + yz, 

which shows that (SD+) holds in L'. (SD·) follows by duality (using a1 ), whence L' 
is semidistributive. Now (ii) follows immediately from the fact that every free lattice is 
semidistributive. I 

Since there are lattices in which the semidistributive laws fail (the simplest one is the 
diamond Ms) it is now clear that these lattices cannot be bounded. However, there are 
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also semidistributive lattice which are 11ot bounded. An example of such a lattice is given 
at the end of this section (Fig 1.2). 

For finite lattices the converse of Lemma 1.29 also holds. To see this we need the 
following equivalent form of the semidistributive laws. 

LEMMA 1.31. (Jonsson and Kiefer [62]). A lattice L satisfies (SD+) if and only if for all 
u, ai, ... , am, bi, ... , bn E L 

m n 

implies U= LLaibj. 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 

PROOF: Assuming that L satisfies (SD+), we will prove by induction that the statement 

P(m,n) 
i j 

implies u =w+ LLaibj 
i j 

holds. for all m, n ?: 1. Then ( *) follows if we choose any w ~ L:i L:; aibj. 
P(l,1) is precisely (SD+), so we assume that n > 1, and that P(l,n') holds whenever 

1 ~ n' < n. By hypothesis u = w + a1 = w + b~ + bn, where b~ = L:j;:i b;. Therefore 

u = (w + b~) + a 1 = (w + b~) + bn implies 

u = w + b~ + a1bn by (SD+), and now 

u = w + a1 bn + a1 = w + a1 bn + L:j;:i b; implies 

u = w + a1bn + L:j;:1
1 

a1b; = w + L:j=l a1b; by P(l, n - 1). 

Hence P(l, n) holds for all n. 
Now assume that m > 1 and that P(m',n) holds for 1 ~ m' < m. By hypothesis 

. u = w +a~+ am= w + L:j=l b;, where a~= L:~~ 1 
a;. Consequently 

/ I "'n b • l• u = w + am + am = w + am + L..Jj=l j imp 1es 

u = w +a~+ L:'j=l ambj by P(l, n), and now 

u = (w + L:'j=l amb;) + L:~\ ai = (w + L:j=l amb;) + L:j=l b;. implies 

u = w + L:'j=l ambj + L:~~ 1 L:'j=1 aibj = w+ L:~ 1 L:'f =1 aibj by P(m - 1, n). 

as required. Therefore P ( m, n) holds for all m, n. 
Conversely, if ( *) holds and u = a + b = a + e for some u, a, b, e E L, then u = 

cia + ab+ ae + be = a +be. Hence (SD+) holds in L. I 

COROLLARY 1.32. (Jonsson and Kiefer [62]). A finite lattice satisfies (SD+) if and only 
if every eleme!lt has a canonical join representation. 

PROOF: Let L be a finite lattice that satisfies (SD+), and suppose that V and Ware two 
join representations of u E L. By the preceeding lemma the set {ab : a E V, b E W} is 
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4 

again a join representation of u, and it clearly refines both V and W. Since L is finite, u 
has only finitely many distinct join representations. Combining these in the same way we 
obtain a join representation U that refines every other join representation of u. Clearly 
a canonical join representation is given by a subset of U which is an irredundant join 
representation of u. The converse follows from Lemma 1.29 I 

Thus finite semidistributive lattices have the same property as free lattices in the sense 
that every element has canonical join and meet representations. Further results about 
semidistributivity appear in §3.2. 

Cycles in semidistributive lattices. We shall now discuss another way of characterising 
splitting lattices, due to Jonsson and Nation [75]. Let L be a finite lattice and denote by 
J(L) the set of all non-zero join-irreducible elements of L. Every element p E J(L) has a 
unique lower cover, which we denote by p,.. We define two binary relations A and B on 
the set J(L) as follows: for p, q E J(L) we write 

pAq if p < q + x, q < p, q 1:. x and q,. ::5 x for some x E L 

pBq if p ::5 p,. + q, p "!::. q and p "!::. p,. + q,.. 

A third relation u is defined by puq if pAq or pBq. Note that if pAq then qx = q,., 
p + x = q + x and px 2: q,.. So, depending on whether or not the last inequality is strict, 
the elements p, q, x generate a sublattice of L that is isomorphic to either A 1 or A2 (Fig 
1.5). Also if pBq, then p,. 1:. q,. (else p ::5 p,. + q ::5 q,. + q = q, contradicting p 1:. q) and 
p + q = p,. + q 2: p + q •. Now the elements p, p., q, q,. generate a sublattice of L isomorphic 
to 

p 

x. 

't 

Al 
'i. 

B 1 if q,. 1:. p,. and p,. + q > p + q,. 

B2 if q,. ::5 p. 

Ba if q. 1:. p. and p,. + q = p + q,.. 

.l 

p 4 p 

P. "h p* 

'1· 

Figure 1.5 

r 
4 

P,. 

i. 

H we assume that L is semidistributive, then the last case is excluded since Ba fails 
(SD+) (p. +·q. + p = p,. + q. + q # p. + q. + pq). Observe also that in general the element 
x in the definition of A is not unique, but in the presence of (SD") we can always take 
x = 1e(q), where 

1e(q) = L {x E L : q "!::. x and q,. ::5 x} = L {x EL: qx = q,.}, 
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since Lis finite and by (SD·) x:(q) itself satisfies qx:(q) = q •. In this case xis covered by 
q+x. 

The following lemma from Jonsson and Nation [75] motivates the above definitions. 
Note that if D(L) #- L for some finite lattice L, then some join-irreducible element of Lis 
not in D(L), since for any non-empty subset U of Dk(L), EU is an element of Dk+ 1(L). 

LEMMA 1.33. If Lis a fi.nite semidistributive lattice and p E J(L) - D(L) then there 
exists q E J(L) - D(L) with puq. 

PROOF: Since p fl. D(L), there exists a non-trivial join-cover V of p such that no join
cover U ~ D(L) of p refines V. Since p ~EV, we have EV 1: x:(p), whence v0 1: x:(P) 
for some v 0 EV. Choose y ~ vo minimal with respect to the property y 1: k(p). Clearly 
y E J(L) and p ~ y since V is a non-trivial join-cover. Note that y 1: x:(p) if and only if 
p ~ p. + y, so by the minimality of y, p 1: p. + y •. Thus pBy, and if y fl. D(L), then q = y 
yields the desired conclusion. 

Otherwise y E D(L), and we can choose an element z ~· p. subject to the condition 
p < y + z. We claim that z ~ D(L). Assume the contrary. Since z < p ~ EV, V is a 
join-cover of z, which is either trivial or non-trivial. If it is trivial, we let U = {y, z }, and 
if it is non-trivial, then there exists a join-cover W ~ D( L) of z which refines V, and we 
let U =WU {y}. In both cases U is a subset of D(L) and a join-cover of p which refines 
V (since y < v0 ), contradicting the assumption p fl. D(L). 

By Corollary 1.32 every element of L has a canonical join representation, so there exists 
a finite set Uo ~ L such that z = E Uo. Since z ~ D(L), there exists q E U0 such that 
q fl. D(L). Letting q1 = E(U0 - {q} and x = y + q. + q1 we see that x + q ~ y + z > p, 
q. ~ x and q < p (since z ~ p.). Furthermore, q. + q1 < z and therefore p 1: x by the 
minimality of z. Consequently pAq. I 

By a repeated application of the preceeding lemma we obtain elements Pi E J(L) with 
Pi<1Pi+1 for i E w. Since L is finite, this sequence must repeat itself eventually, so we can 
assume that poup1u · · · upn<1Po· Such a sequence is called a cycle, and it follows that the 
non-existence of such cycles in a finite semidistributive lattice L implies that D(L) = L. 
The next result, also from Jonsson and Nation [75], shows that the converse is true is an 
arbitrary lattice. 

THEOREM 1.34. If Lis any lattice which contains a cycle, then D(L) #- L. 

PROOF: Suppose poup1u · · · <1Pn<1Po for some Pi E J(L). From Figure 1.5 we can see that 
each Pi has a non-trivial cover, so Pi~ D0(L). Suppose no Pi belongs to Dk-l (L), but say 
Po E Dk(L). If P0Ap1, then Po < P1 + x, P1 <Po, P1 1: x and Pi. ~ x for some x EL. 
Since {p1,x} covers Po, there exists a cover UC Dk- 1(L) of p0 with U ~ {pi,x}. For 
each u EU, either u ~ x or u < P1 (since P1 ~ Dk_i(L)), but if u < P1, then u ~Pi.~ x. 
Hence u :::; x for all u E U, so that Po ~ E U ~ x, a contradiction. 

If p0Bp1, then {po.,P1} covers po, and therefore there exists a cover u ~ Dk_ 1(L) ofp0 
with U ~ {po.,p1}. For each u E U, either u ~Po• or u < P1, i.e. u :::; Po• or u ~Ph· 
Therefore Po ~EU~ PO•+ Pi., again a contradiction. By induction we have Pi~ D(L) 
for all i, and so D(L) #- L. I 
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COROLLARY 1.35. For a B.nite semidist.ributive lattice L, D(L) = L if and only if L 
contains no cycles. . · · 

An example of a finite semidistributive lattice which contains a cycle is give in Figure 
1.6. at the end of this sectfort. . . . 

Day's characterisation of finite bounded lattices. The results of this section are es
sentially due to Alan Day, ~ut the pJ;"esentation here is:.takenJrom J6nsson .and Nation [·75]. 
A .more general. treatment c.an be found in .Day [79J. . . 

We investigate the relationship between J(L) and J(Con(L)). By transitivity, a con
gruence relation on a finite lattice is determined uniquely .by the prime quotients which it 
collapses. The next lemma shows that we need only conside.r prime quotients of the form 
p/p,., where p E J(L). 

LEMMA l.36. Let L be a B.nite lattice, andsuppose IJ E Con(L). Then 

(i) IJ E J(Con(L)) ifand only if IJ = con(u,v) for some prime quotient ti/v of L; 
(ii) if u/v is a prime quotient of L then there exists p E. J(L) such that p/p·,. / ·u/v; 

(iii) if L is semidistributive, then the element p in (ii) is unique. 

PROOF: (i) In a finite lattiace 

IJ "'.'"" L{con(u,v): u/v is prime and uOv} 

so if IJ is join ... irteducible then IJ = con(u,v) for some prime quotient u/v. Conversely, 
suppose</> E .Con(L) is stric,tly below IJ. Then</>~ 1/Juuncon(u,v); where 1/Juu is the unique 
largest congruence that does not identify u and v. Hence 1/Juu n con(u, v) is the unique 
dual. cover of con(u, v), and it follows that con(u, v) E J(con(L)). To prove (ii) we simply 
choose p IIfinimal with 'respect to the condition u=·v + p. Then p E J(L) and p/p. / u/v. 

(iii) S~ppose for some q.E J(L), q # p, we also have q/q. / u/v. Then u = v+p = v+q, 
and by semidistributivity u = v+ pq. Now.p # q implies pq < q or pq < p, so pq::; p. or 
pq::; q,.. But then pq::; v, hence u = v + pq = v, which is a contradiction. I 

From (i) and (ii) we conclude that for any finite lattice L the map p ~ con(p, p.) from 
· J(L) to J(Con(L)) is onto. Day [79J .shows that the map· is one-orie if and only if Lis lower 
bounded. Let us say that a set Q of prime quotients in L corresponds to a congruenc~ 
relation IJ on L if IJ collapses precisely those prime quotients in L that belong to Q. . 

LEMMA 1. 3 7. A set of prime quotients Q in a finite lattice L corresponds to some 
IJ E Con(L) if and only if 

( *) For any two prime quotients r / s and u / v in L, if r / s E Q and if either s ::; v < u ::; 
r + v. or su ::; v < u::; r, then u/v E Q. 

PROOF: The two conditions of(*) can be.rewritten as either r/s / r +v/v u/v or 
r / s "\. u/ su 2 u/v, hence if t / s is collapsed by some congruence, so is u/v. Therefore· ( *) 
is clear'ly necessary. 
· Suppose (*)holds and let ·IJ = E{con(u,v) : u/v E Q}. ·If x/y is a prime quotient 
that is collapsed by IJ,' then con(x, y) ~ IJ. But con(x, y) is join irreducihle and Con(L) 
is distributive, so con(x, y) is in fact join prime, whence con(x,y) con(u, v) for some 
u/v E Q: By Lemma,O.ll·u/v projects weakly-onto x/y, and since(*) forces each quotient 
in the sequence of transposes to be in Q, it follows that· x/y E Q. I 
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p/p. / m• /m, and vice versa). Therefore the condition IJ(L)I = IJ(Con(L))I is equivalent 
to its own dual, and hence to the dual of D(L) = L, namely D'(L) = L. 

Lastly (ii) and (iii) together are equivalent to (iv) by Theorem 1.23 and its dual. I 

It is interesting to examine how the above conditions fail in the semidistributive lattice 
in Figure 1.6, which contains the cycle Po A P1 A P2 B Pa B Po· H we add an element a 
on the edge c,p2, then we obtain an example of a subdirectly irreducible semidistributive 
lattice which is not a splitting lattice. It is not difficult to prove that every critical quotient 
of a splitting lattice must be prime, but the example we just mentioned shows that the 
converse does not hold even for semidistributive lattices. 

Figure 1.6 

§ 1. 4 SPLITTING LATTICES GENERATE ALL LATTICES 

We will now prove a few lemmas which lead up to the result of Day [77}, that the variety 
f, of all lattices is generated by the class of all splitting lattices. This result and some of 
the characterisations of splitting lattices will be used at the end of Chapter 5. 

Let B be the class of all bounded lattices and let BF be the class of finite members of 
B. By Theorem 1.25 (BF) s1 is the class of all splitting lattices, and it is clearly sufficient 
to show that f, = (BF) v. 

LEMMA 1.40. BF is closed under sublattices, homomorphic images and direct products 
with finitely many [actors. 

PROOF: H Lis a sublattice of a lattice BE BF, then by Lemma 1.17 (iv), any f: F(X) -
- L, where F(X) is a finitely generated free lattice, is bounded. H L is a homomorphic 
image of B, say h : B --* L, then there exists g : F(X) - B such that f = hg, and 
by the equivalence of (i) and (iii) of Theorem 1.23 g is bounded. h is bounded since B 
is finite, hence f is also bounded. Lastly, if Bi, B 2 E BF and f : F(X) --... B1 x B 2 is 
an epimorphism, then 7rd is bounded, where 'Tri : B 1 x B2 --* Bi is the projection map 
(i = 1,2). For bi E Bi, let fh(bi) be the least preimage of bi under the map 7rd, and denote 
the zero of Bi by Oi. Since (b1,02) is the least element of 7rl1{b1}, P1(b1) is also the least 
element of 1-1{(bi,02)}, and similarly P2(b2) is the least element of 1-1{(0i,b2)}. It 
follows that .B1(b1) + P2(b2) is the least preimage of (b1,02) + (Oi,b2) = (b 1,b2) under/. 
Hence f is lower bounded, and a dual argument shows that f is also upper bounded. I 
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The two element chain is a splitting lattice, so the above lemma implies that every finite 
distributive lattice is bounded. Recall the construction of the lattice L[u/v] from a lattice 
Land a quotient u/v of L (see above Lemma 1.15). 

LEMMA 1.41. (Day [77]). If LE BF and I= u/v is a quotient of L, then L[I] E BF. 

PROOF: By assumption L is a finite lattice, hence L[J] is also finite. Let X be a finite 
set with f : F(X) -* L[J] a lattice epimorphism and let "/ : L[J] -* L be the natural 
epimorphism. Since L E BF, h = "ff : F(X) -* L is bounded, so for each b E L there 
exists a least member fh(b) of h- 1{b}. By definition of"/, we have 

if bEL-1 -l{b} - { {b} 
"I - {(b,O),(b,1)} if b E J. 

hence fh"f(b) is the least member of 1-1{b} for each b E (L - I) U Ix {O}. Note that for 
any a 1 , a 2 , bi, b2 E L if ai is the least member of 1-1{bi} (i = 1, 2) then a 1 + a 2 is the 
least member of /- 1{b 1 + b2}. Since for any t E u/v, (t, 1) = (t, 0) + ( v, 1) it is enough 
to show that /- 1{(v, 1)} has a least member. f is surjective, so there exists aw E F(X) 
with f(w) = (v, 1). Define 

w = w ·II {x EX: (v, 1) ~ f(x)} ·II {{h(b) : b EL - I and v < b }. 

Clearly f(w) = (v, 1), and if 

S = {p E F(X) : (v, 1) ~ f(p) implies w ~ p} 

then X ~ S and S is closed under meets. We need to show that S is also closed under joins. 
Let p, q E S and suppose that (v, 1) ~ f (p + q) = f(p) + f(q). Note that by construction 
of L[J], r + s E Ix {1} implies r E Ix {1} or s E Ix {1}, so if f(p + q) E I x {1}, 
then (v, 1) ~ f(p) or (v, 1) ~ f(q), whence w ~ p or w ~ q, which certainly implies 
w ~ p + q. On the other hand, if f(p + q) E L - I, then "ff(p + q) = f(p + q), and so 
w ~ fh"lf(p + q) ~ p + q. Therefore f is lower bounded by {3 I: L[J] <--+ F(X), where 

( b) = { f3 h "/ ( b) if b E ( L - I) u I x { O} 

f3 I w + f3 h "/ ( b) if b E I x { 1}. 

A dual argument shows that f is also upper bounded, hence L[J] E BF. I 
Let W(L) be the set of all (W)-failures of the lattice L (see Lemma 1.15) and define 

lw(L) ={c+d/ab: (a,b,c,d) EW(L)}. 

LEMMA 1.42. (Day [77]). If Lis a lattice that fails (W), then there exists a lattice L 
and a bounded epimmorphism p: L-* L satisfying: For any (a 1,a2,a3,a4) E W(L) and 
any Xi E p-1{ai} (i = 1,2,3,4) X1X2 1:. X3 + X4. 

PROOF: For each IE lw(L) we construct the lattice L[J] and denote by "/I the natural 
epimorphism from L[J] onto L. Note that "/I is bounded with the upper and lower bounds 
of "/- 1{b} given by 

0:1(b) = { ~b, 1) 
if b EL - I 

if b EI 

40 

f31(b) = { ~b, 0) 
if b EL - I 

if b EI 



respectively. Let L' be the product of all the L[I] as I ranges through lw(L), and let 
'Ir/ : L' --11- L[I] be the Ith projection map. Recall that for f, g : L' -t L we can define a 
sublattice of L' by · · 

Eq(f, g) = {x EL': f(x) = g(x)}. 

Let L = n{Eq("Y17r1, ')'J'lrJ) : I, J E lw(L)} and take p : L ~ L to be the restriction of 
')'J'lrJ to L. Now, for every y E L, ')'1a1(Y) = y = ')'JO'.J(y), hence the I-tuple (a1(Y)) is 
an element of L, and clearly ap(Y) = (a1(y)) is the greatest element of p-1{y}. Similarly 
/3p(Y) = (/31(Y)), and therefore p is a bounded epimorphism. To verify the last part of the 
lemma, it is sufficient to show that for all (a,b,c,d) E W(L), /3p(a)/3p(b) 1:. ap(c) + ap(d). 
This is indeed the case, since c + d/ab =IE lw(L) implies · 

/31(a)/31(b) =(ab, 1) 1:. (c + d,O) = a1(c) + a1(d). I 

Note that if LE Sp, then Lis a sublattice of a finite product of lattices L[I], hence by 
Lemmas 1.40 and 1.41, LE 8p. 

THEOREM 1. 4 3. (Day [77]). For .any lattice L, there is a lattice L satisfying (W) and a 
bounded epimorphism p : L --11- L. 

PROOF: Let Lo= Land, for each n E w, let Ln+l = Ln and Pn+l : Ln+l --11- Ln be given 
by the preceeding lemma. L is defined to be the inverse limit of the Ln, Pn, i.e. L is the 
sublattice of the product XnewLn defined by 

xEL if and only if Pn+1(Xn+1) = Xn for all n E w 

where Xi E Li is the image of x under the projection 'Tri : XnewLn --11- Li. We claim that 
L satisfies (W). Suppose a,b,c,d E L with a,b 1:. c + d and ab 1:. c,d. Then there exist 
indices j, k, l, m such that 

Since each Pi is order- preserving, we have that for any i ;?: max{j, k, l, m}, 

and 

Now if a,;bi: 1:. ci: + di, then ab 1:. c + d and we are done. If aibi ~ Ci + di, then by the 
previous lemma ai+1bH1 1:. Ci+1 + di+i, and again ab 1:. c + d. Hence L satisfies (W). 

Let f> = 'lrolL: 1.. -t L, let Cio = /3 0 be the identity map on Lo= L, and for n;?: 1 define 
the maps Cin,/3n: L <--+ Ln by 

and 

Then it is easy to check that for y EL the sequences (an(Y)) and (/3n(Y)) are the greatest 
and least elements of f>- 1{y} respectively, hence f> is a bounded epimorphism. I 
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THEOREM 1.44. (Day [77]). f, is generated by the class of all splittting lattices. 

PROOF: Let L = Fv (3), the free distributive lattice on three generators, say x, y, z, and 
consider the lattice L constructed in the preceeding theorem. L is a finite distributive 
lattice, hence LE BF, and it follows that t E (BF) 11 • Choose elements x,y,z Et which 
map to x,y,z under p: L-+t L. Since the set X = {x,y,z} satisfies (W2') and (W3'), so 
does the set X = {x, fj, z}. In addition L satisfies (W), hence the sublattice of L generated 
by Xis isomorphic to F.c(3). By a well known result of Whitman [42], the free lattice on 
countably many generators is a sublattice of F.c(3), and therefore F.c(w) E (BF) 11 • The 
result now follows. I 

The two statements of the following corollary were proven equivalent to the above the
orem by A. Kostinsky (see McKenzie [72]). 

COROLLARY 1.45. (i) F.c(n) is weakly atomic for each n E w. 
(ii) For any proper subvariety V of£, there is a splittting pair (V1, V2) off, such that 

V ~ V1. 

PROOF: (i) By the above theorem F.c(n) is a subdirect product of splitting lattices Si 
(i E J). Let f: F.c(n) c.....+- XiEISi be the subdirect representation, and supposer/sis a non
trivial quotient of F .c ( n). Then for some index i E I, 1f d ( r) =f. 1f d ( s). Since Si is finite, 
we can choose a prime quotient p/q ~ 1ri/(r)/1rd(s). By Theorem 1.25 1fd: F.c(n)--* Si 
is a bounded epimorphism, so there exists a greatest preimage v of q and a least preimage 
u of p, and it is easy to check that u + v / v is a prime sub quotient of r / s (see proof of 
Theorem 1.25). 

(ii) This is an immediate consequence of the preceeding theorem, since f, = (BF) 11 if 
and only if every proper subvariety off, does not contain all splitting lattices. I 

Note that if F.c(n) is weakly atomic for n E w, then by Corollary 1.26 F.c(n) is a 
subdirect product of splitting lattices, hence F.c(n) E (BF) 11 for each n E w. This clearly 
implies f, = (BF) v. 

Using some of the results of this section, we prove one last characterisation of finite 
bounded lattices. 

THEOREM 1. 46. (Day [79]). A fi.nite lattice Lis bounded if and only ifthere is a sequence 
of lattices 1 = Lo, Li, ... , Ln+l = L and a sequence of quotients uo/vo, ... , un/vn with 
ui/Vi Li such that Li+1 ::: Li[ui/vi] (i = O, 1, ... , n). 

PROOF: The reverse implication follows from Lemma 1.41, since the trivial lattice 1 is 
obviously bounded. 

To prove the forward implication, let ()be an atom in Con(L). We need only show that 
L can be obtained from Ln = L/fJ by finding a suitable quotient un/vn in Ln such that 
Ln[un/vn] ::: L. Since Ln is again a finite bounded lattice, we can then repeat this process 
to obtain Ln-1' Ln-2, ... , Lo = 1. 

By Theorem 1.39 the map p ..--+ con(p,p.) is a bijection from J(L) to J(Con(L)), and 
since () E J(Con(L)), there exists a unique p E J(L) with () = con(p, p.). L is semidis
tributive, so by the dual of Lemma 1.36 (iii) we can find a unique meet irreducible m E L 
such that m* /m ~ p/p., where m* is the unique cover of m. We claim that 

(1) m/p,,,. transposes bijectively up onto m"' /p, and 
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(2) xOy if and only if x = y or {x,y} = {z,p + z}for some z E m/p •. 
Letting Un= m/O and Vn = p/O, we then have Ln[ttn/vn] '.::::'. L. 

To prove (1), suppose x E m/p,. but x < (p + x)m. Then we can find q E J(L) such 
that q < (p + x)m and q f:. x. Now p,.Op implies x e (p + x)m, which in turn implies q,.Oq. 
Since the map p ~ con(p,p.) is one-one, this forces p = q s m, a contradiction. Dually 
one proves that for x Em* /p, x = mx + p. 

Since L is a finite lattice we need only check the forward implication of (2) for pairs 
(x,y) E ()of the form x --< y. Clearly con(x,y) s con(p,p,.), and since con(p,p,.) is an 
atom of Con(L), equality holds. This means that pis the unique join irreducible for which 
p/p. / y/x, and therefore {x,y} = {x,p + x}. The reverse implication follows from the 
observation that if x = z, say, and z E m/p,., then x :;:::: p,., x l. p and y == p + x. This 
implies that p/p. / y/x, whence xOy. I 

§1.5 FINITE LATTICES THAT SATISFY ( W) 

We conclude this chapter with a result about finite lattices that satisfy Whitman's 
condition (W), and some remarks about finite sublattices of a free lattice. 

THEOREM 1. 4 7. (Davey and Sands[77]). Suppose f is an epimorphism from a finite 
lattice K onto a lattice L. If L satisfies (W), then there exists an embedding g : L <-+ K 
such that f g is the identity map on L. 

PROOF: Let f be the epimorphism from K onto L. Since K is finite, f is bounded, so we 
obtain the meet preserving map o: f : L <-+ K and the join preserving map (3 f : L <-+ K (see 
Lemma 1.17(v)). Let M be the collection of all join preserving maps "Y: L---+' K which are 
pointwise below O:J (i.e. "'f(b) s 0:1(b) for all b EL). Mis not empty since f31 EM. Now 
define a map g: L - K by g(b) = E{"'f(b) : "YEM}. g is clearly join preserving and is in 
fact the largest element of M (in the pointwise order). Also, since (31(b) s g(b) s 0:1(b) 
for all b E L, we have 

b = ff31(b) s fg(b) s fo:1(b) = b 

which implies that f g is the identity map on L. It remains to show that g is meet preserving, 
then g is the desired embedding of L into K. 

Suppose g(ab) '# g(a)g(b) for some a,b E L. Since g is order preserving, we actually 
have g(ab) < g(a)g(b). Define h: L - M by 

h(x) = { g(x) if ab f:. x 
g(x) + g(a)g(b) if ab< x. 

Then h fl. M because h(ab) = g(a)g(b) > g(ab), but h is pointwise below O:J since for 
ab s x we have h(x) = g(x) + g(a)g(b) S o: 1(x) + o: 1(a)o:1(b) = 0:1(x) + O:J (ab) = o: 1(x). It 
follows that h is not join preserving, so there exist c, d E L such that h( c + d) '# h( c) + h( d). 
From the definition of h we see that this is only possible if ab < c + d, ab f:. c and ab f:. d. 
Thus (W) implies that a < c + d or b s c + d. However, either one of these conditions 
leads to a contradiction, since then 

h(c + d) = g(c + d) + g(a)g(b) = g(c + d) = g(c) + g(d) = h(c) + h(d). I 

Actually the result proved in Davey and Sands [77J is somewhat more general, since it 
suffices to require that every chain of elements in K is finite. 
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Finite sublattices of a free lattice. Another result worth mentioning is that any finite 
semidistributive lattice which satisfies Whitman's condition (W) can be embedded in a 
free lattice. This longstanding conjecture of Jonsson was finally proved by Nation [83]. 
Following an approach originally suggested by Jonsson, Nation proves that a finite semidis
tributive lattice L which satisfies (W) cannot contain a cycle. By Corollary 1.35 and The
orem 1.39 Lis bounded, and it follows from Theorem 1.19 that L can be embedded in a 
free lattice. (Note that (W) fails in the lattice of Fig 1.6) 

Of course any finite sublattice of a free lattice is semidistributive and satisfies (W) 
(Corollary 1.16, Lemma 1.30). So in particular Nations result shows that the finite sub
lattices of free lattices can be characterised by the first-order conditions (SD+), (SD·) and 
(W). - . 
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CHAPTER 2 

Modular Varieties 

§ 2 .1 INTRODUCTION 

Modular lattices were studied in general by Dedekind around 1900, and for quite some 
time they were referred to as Dedekind lattices. The importance of modular lattices stems 
from the fact that many algebraic structures give rise to such lattices. For example the 
lattice of normal subgroups of a group and the lattice of subspaces of a vector space and 
a projective space (projective geometry) are modular. The Jordan Holder Theorem of 
group theory depends only on the (semi-) modularity of normal subgroup lattices and the 
theorem of Kuroli and Ore holds in any modular lattice. 

Projective spaces play an important role in the study of modular varieties because their 
subspace lattices provide us with infinitely many subdirectly irreducible (complemented) 
modular lattices of arbitrary dimension. They also add a geometric flavour to the study 
of modular lattices. 

The Arguesian identity, introduced by Jonsson [53] (see also Schiitzenberger [45]) implies 
modularity and is a lattice equivalent of Desargues' Law for projective spaces. Some of 
the results about Arguesian lattices are discussed in §2.2, but to keep the length of this 
presentation within reasonable bounds, most proofs have been omitted. 

As we have mentioned before McKenzie [70] and Baker [69] (see also Wille [72] and 
Lee [85]) showed independently that the lattice A of all lattice subvarieties has 2w mem
bers. Moreover, Baker's proof shows that the lattice A.M of all modular lattice subvarities 
contains the Boolean algebra 2w as a sublattice. 

Continuous geometries, as introduced by von Neumann [60], are complemented modular 
lattices and von Neumann's coordinization of these structures demonstrates an important 
connection between rings and modular lattices. Using the notion of an n-frame and its 
associated coordinate ring (due to von Neumann), Freese [79] shows that the variety .M 
of all modular lattices is not generated by its finite members. Herrmann [84] extends this 
result by showing that .M is not even generated by its members of finite length. 

The structure of the bottom end of A.M is investigated in Gratzer [66] and Jonsson [68], 
where it is shown that the variety .M 3 generated by the diamond M 3 is covered by exactly 
two varieties, .M 4 and .M32. Furthermore, Jonsson [68] proved that above .M 4 we have 
a chain of varieties .Mn, each generated by a finite modular lattice of length 2, such that 
.Mn+l is the only join irreducible cover of .Mn. Hong [72] adds further detail to this picture 
by showing, among other things, that .M 32 has exactly five join irreducible covers. The 
methods developed by Jonsson and Hong have proved to very useful for the investigation 
of modular varieties generated by lattices of finite length and / or finite width (=maximal 
number of pairwise incomparable elements). Freese [77] extends these methods and gives 
a complete description of the variety generated by all modular lattices of width 4. 

§2.2 PROJECTNE SPACES AND ARGUESIAN LATTICES 

We begin with a discussion of projective spaces, since many of the results about modular 
varieties make use of some of the properties of these structures. A some of the results 
reviewed here will also be used in Chapter 5. 
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Definition of a projective space. In this section we will be concerned with pairs of sets 
( P, L), where P is a set of points and a collection L of subsets of P, called lines. If a point 
p E P is an element of a line l E L, then we say that p lies on I, and I passes through p. 
A set of points is collinear if all the points lie on the same line. A triangle is an ordered 
triple of non-collinear (hence distinct) points (p, q, r). 

( P, L) is said to be a pro;"ecti"ve space if it satisfies: 

(Pl) each line contains at least two points; 
(P2) a.ny two distinct points p and q are contained in exactly one line (denoted by {p, q}); 
(P3) for a.ny triangle (p,q,r), if a line intersects two of the lines {p,q}, {p,r} or {q,r} 

in distinct points, then it meets the third side (i.e. coplanar lines intersect, see 
Fig 2.1). 

Figure 2.1 

The two simplest projective spaces, which have no lines at all, are (0, 0) and ( {p}, 0), 
while ({p,q},{{p,q}}) and ({p,q,r},{{p,q,r}}) have one line each, and 

({p,q,r},{{p,q},{p,r},{q,r}}) 

has three lines. 
The last two examples show that we can have different projective spaces defined on the 

same set of points. However we will usually be dealing only with one space ( P, L) at a 
time which we then simply denote by the letter P. 

A subspace Sofa projective space Pis a subset S of P such that every line which passes 
through any two distinct points of S is included in S (i.e. p, q E S implies {p, q} s;; S, 
where we define {p, p} ::::: {p}). The collection of all subspaces of P is denoted by .C. ( P). 

Projective spaces and modular geometric lattices. A lattice L is said to be upper· 
semimodular or simply semimodular if a -< b in L implies a+ c -< b + c or a+ c ::::: b + c for 
all c E L. Clearly every modular lattice is semimodular. 

A geometric lattice is a semimodular algebraic lattice in which the compact elements are 
exactly the finite joins of atoms. The next theorem summarises the connection between 
projective spaces and (modular) geometric lattices. 

THEOREM 2 .1. Let P be an arbitrary projective space. Then 

(i) (.C.(P), s;;) is a complete modular lattice; 
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(ii) associated with every modular lattice M is a projective space P(M), where P(M) 
is the set of all atoms of M, and a line through two distinct atoms p and q is the 
set of atoms below p + q (i.e. {p,q} = {r E P(M): r < p + q}); 

(iii) P(.C(P)) ,..., P; 
(iv) for any modular lattice M, if M' is the sublattice of M generated by the atoms of 

M, and 1 M' is the ideal lattice of M', then 1 M' ::'. .C(P(M)); 
(v) .C(P) is a modular geometric lattice; 

(vi) .C(P(M)) ::'. M for any modular geometric lattice M 

PROOF: (i) .C(P) is closed under arbitrary intersections and P E .C(P), hence .C(P), 
ordered by inclusion, is a complete lattice. For S, TE .C(P) the join can be described by 

S + T = LJ{ {p, q} : p ES, q ET} 

(here we use (P3), see [GLT] p.203). Suppose R E .C(P) and R T. To prove .C(P) 
modular, we need only show that R(S + T) ~RS+ T. Let r E R(S + T). Then r E Rand 
r ES+ T, which implies r E {p, q} for some p ES, q ET~ R. If r = q then r ET, and if 
r-::/= q then p E {r, q} CR (by (P2)), hence p E RS. In either case r E RS+ T as required. 

(ii) We have to show that P(M) satisfies (Pl), (P2) and (P3). (Pl) holds by construction, 
and (P2) follows from the fact that, by modularity, the join of two atoms covers both atoms. 
To prove (P3), suppose (p, q, r) form a triangle, and x, y are two distinct points (atoms) 
such that x ~ p + q and y ~ q + r (see Fig 2.1). It suffices to show that {x, y} n {p, r} -::/= 0. 
Since p,q,r are non-collinear, p + q + r covers p + r by (upper semi-) modularity. Also 
x + y < p + q + r, hence x + y = (x + y)(p + q + r), which covers or equals (x + y)(p + r) 
by (lower semi-) modularity. If x + y = (x + y)(p + r), then x + y ~ p + r, and since x + y 
and p + r are elements of height 2, we must have x + y = p + r. In this case { x, y} = {p, r} 
and there intersection is certainly nonempty. If x + y >- ( x + y) (p + r) = z, then z must be 
an atom, and is in fact the point of intersection of { x, y} and {p, r}. 

(iii) A point p E P corresponds to the one element subspace (atom) {p} E .C(P), and 
it is easy to check that this map extends to a correspondence between the lines of P and 
.C(P). 

(iv) Each ideal of M' is generated by the set of atoms it contains, every subspace of P(M) 
is the set of atoms of some ideal of M', and the (infinite) meet operations (intersection) of 
both lattices are preserved by this correspondence. Hence the result follows. 

(v) By (iii) P ::'. P(M) for some modular lattice M, hence (iv) implies that .C(P) ,..., IM'. 
It is easy to check that IM' is a geometric lattice, and modularity follows from (i). 

Now (vi) follows from (iv) and the observation that if M is a geometric lattice, then 
IM'::'. M. I 

LEMMA 2. 2. (Birkhoff [35']). Every geometric lattice is complemented. 

PROOF: Let L be a geometric lattice and consider any non-zero element x E L. By 
Zorn's Lemma there exists an element m E L that is maximal with respect to the property 
xm = OL. We want to show x + m = lL. Every element of Lis the join of all the atoms 
below it, so if x + m < lL, then there is an atom p "!:. x + m, and by semimodularity 
m -< m + p. We show that x(m + p) = OL, which then contradicts the maximality of 
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m, and we are done. Suppose x(m + p) > OL. Then there is an atom q :$; x(m + p), 
and q f:: m since q :$; x. Again by semimodularity m -< m + q. Also q < m + p, hence 
m -< m + q < m + p, and together with m -< m + p we obtain m + q = m + p. But this 
implies p < m + q :$; x + m, a contradiction. I 

In fact MacLane [ 38] showed that every geometric lattice is relatively complemented 
(see [GLT] p.179). 

The next theorem is quite a significant result, essentially due to Frink {46], although 
Jonsson [54] made the observation that the lattice Lis in the same variety as K. 

THEOREM 2. 3. Let 11 be a variety of lattices. Then every complemented modular lattice 
KE 11 can be 0,1-embedded in some modular geometric lattice LE 11. 

PROOF: Let M = TK be the filter lattice of K, ordered by reverse inclusion. Then M 
satisfies all the identities which hold in K, hence M is modular and M E 11. For L we 
take the subspace lattice of the projective space P(M) associated with M. Note that the 
points of P(M) are the maximal (proper) filters of K. By Theorem 2.l(v), Lis a modular 
geometric lattice, and by (iv) L::: IM', which implies that L is also in 11. Define a map 
I :K~Lby 

f(x) = {FE P(M) : x E F} 

for each x EK. It is easy to check that f(x) is in fact a subspace of P(M), that f(OK) = 0, 
f(lK) = P(M) and that f is meet preserving, hence isotone. To conclude that f is also 
join preserving, it is therefore sufficient to show that f ( x + y) f ( x) + f (y). This is trivial 
for x or y equal to OK, so suppose x,y #OK and FE f(x + y). Then x + y E F, and we 
have to show that there exist two maximal filters GE /(x), HE f(y) such that F G+H 
(i.e. F ~ G + H). If x E F, then we simply take F = G, and H as any maximal filter 
containing y, and similarly for y E F (here, and subsequently, we use Zorn's Lemma to 
extend any filter to a maximal filter). Thus we may assume that x,y ¢:. F. Further we may 
assume that xy = 0 K, since if xy > 0 K, then we let y' be a relative complement of xy in 
the quotient y/OK (it is easy to see that every complemented modular lattice is relatively 
complemented). Clearly xy' = xyy1 = 0 K, x + y' = x + xy + y' = x + y and any filter that 
does not contain y must also exclude y 1

, so we can replace y by y'. 
Now y ¢:. F implies [y) < [y) + F, where [y) is the principal filter generated by y. Hence 

by modularity, we see that 

[OK) = [x) · [y) < [x) • ([y) + F) 

(else [y), [y) +F and [x) generate a pentagon). So there is a maximal filter G < [x) ·([y)+F), 
whence it follows that x E G and [y) + F = [y) + F + G. This time x ¢:. F gives G < G + F, 
and to avoid a pentagon, we must have [OK) = [y) · G < [y) · (G + F). Hence there is a 
maximal filter H < [y) · (G + F), and x E G, y E Hand xy =OK shows that G # H. 
Consequently F, G and H are three distinct atoms of T K, and since H :$; G + F, they 
generate a diamond. Thus F :$; G + H as required. 

To see that f is one-one, suppose x 1: y, and let x' be a relative complement of xy in 
x/OK. If Fis a maximal filter containing x', then FE /(x) but F ¢:. f(y) since x1y =OK. 
Therefore f(x) =/. f(y). I 
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The above result is not true if we allow K to be an arbitrary modular lattice. Hall and 
Dilworth [44] construct a modular lattice that cannot be embedded in any complemented 
modular lattice. 

Coordinitization of projective spaces. The dimension of a subspace is defined to be 
the cardinality of a minimal generating set. This is equal to the height of the subspace 
in the lattice of all subspaces. H it is finite, then it is one greater than the usual notion 
of Euclidian dimension, since a line is generated by a minimum of two points. A two
dimensional projective (sub-) space is called a projective line and a three dimensional one 
is called a projective plane. 

It is easy to characterise the subspace lattices of projective lines: they are all the (mod
ular) lattices of length 2, excluding the three element chain. Note that except for the four 
element Boolean algebra, these lattices are all simple. A projective space in which every 
line has at least three points is termed non-degenerate. A simple geometric argument 
shows that the lines of a non-degenerate projective space all have the same number of 
points. 

Non-degenerate projective spaces are characterised by the fact that their subspace lat
tices are directly indecomposable (not the direct product of subspace lattices of smaller 
projective spaces) and, in the light of the following theorem, they form the building blocks 
of all other projective spaces. 

THEOREM 2.4. (Maeda [51]). Every (modular) geometric lattice is the product of di
rectly indecomposable {modular) geometric lattices. 

A proof of this theorem can be found in [GLT} p.180. There we also see that a directly 
indecomposable modular geometric lattice is subdirectly irreducible (by Lemma 0.13, it 
will be simple if it is finite dimensional). 

An important type of non-degenerate projective space is constructed in the following 
way: 

Let D be a division ring (i.e. a ring with unit, in which every non-zero element has a 
multiplicative inverse), and let V be an a-dimensional vector space over D. (For a = n 
finite, V is isomorphic to DDn, otherwise V is isomorphic to the vector subspace of DD°' 
generated by the set {e"t : 'Y E a}, where the coordinates of the e"t are all zero except 
for a 1 in the 'Yth position.) It is not difficult to check that the lattice .C(V, D) of all 
vector subspaces of V over D is a modular geometric lattice, so by Theorem 2.1, .C(V, D) 
determines a projective space P such that .C(V, D) ::: .C(P). Clearly P has dimension a, 
and the points of P are the one-dimensional vector subspaces of V. Note that P is non
degenerate, for if Pu = {au : a E D} and p.., = {av : a E D} are two distinct points of P 
(i.e. u., v E V, u. =/;av for any a ED), then the line through these two points must contain 
the point Pu-v, which is different from Pu and p.., (else u.- v =av, say, giving u = (a+ l)v 
and therefore Pu= p..,). Observe also that the number of points on each line (=number 
of one-dimensional subspaces in any two-dimensional subspace) is IDI + 1. The smallest 
non-degenerate projective space is obtained from .C(Z2

3 ,Z2) where Z 2 is the two element 
field. The subspace lattice, denoted by P2 , is given in Figure 2.7. 

We say that a non-degenerate projective space P can be coordinatized if .C(P) '.:::'. .C(V,D) 
for some vector space V over some division ring D. To answer the question which projective 
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spaces can be coordinatized, we need to recall Desargues' Law. 
Two triangles a= (ao,a1,a2) and b = (bo,bi,b2) in a projective space Pare centrally 

perspective if {a,,a,.} =/= {b,,bj} and for some point p the points ai,bi,P are collinear 
(i,j E {O, 1, 2}). H we think of the points a,, b, as atoms of the lattice .C(P), then we can 
express this condition by 

The triangles are said to be axially perspective if the points co, c1 , c2 are collinear, where 
Ck= (ai + a1)(bi + b;), {i,j,k} = {0,1,2} (see Fig 2.2). This can be expressed by 

Des argues' Law states that if two triangles are centrally perspective then they are also 
axially perspective. A projective space which satisfies Desargues' Law is said to be Desar
guesaan. 

b, 

Figure 2.2 

It is a standard result of projective geometry that every projective space associated with 
a vector subspace lattice is Desarguesian. 

Conversely, we have the classical coordinitization theorem of projective geometry, due 
to Veblen and young [10] for the finite dimensional case and Frink [46] in general. 

THEOREM 2. 5. Let P be a non-degenerate Desarguesian projective space of dimension 
a~ 3. Then there exists a division ring D, unique up to isomorphism, such that .C(P) ~ 
.C(D°',D). 

For a proof of this theorem and further details, the reader should consult [ATL] p.111 
or [GLT] p.208. Here we remark only that to construct the division ring D which coordi
natizes P we may choose an arbitrary line l of P and define Don the set l - {p} where 
p is any point of l. The 0 and 1 of D may also be chosen arbitrarily, and the addition 
and multiplication are then defined with reference to the lattice operations in .C(P). This 
leads to the following observation: 

LEMMA 2. 6. Let P and Q be two non-degenerate Desarguesian projective spaces of 
dimension ~ 3 and let Dp and DQ be the corresponding division rings which coordinate 
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them. H .C(P) can be embedded in .C(Q) such that the atoms of .C(P) are mapped to 
atoms of .C(Q), then Dp can be embedded in DQ. 

It is interesting to note that projective spaces of dimension 4 or more automatically 
satisfy Desargues' Law ([GLT] p.207), hence any non-coordinatizable projective space is 
either degenerate, or a projective plane that does not satisfy Desargues' Law, or a projective 
line that has k + 1 points, where k is a finite number that is not a prime power. 

Arguesian lattices. The lattice theoretic version of Desargues' Law can be generalised 
to any lattice L by considering arbitrary triples a, b E L 3 (also referred to as triangles in 
L) instead of just triples of atoms. We now show that under the assumption of modularity 
this generalised form of Desargues' Law is equivalent to the Arguesian identity: 

where dis used as an abbreviation, for 

A lattice is said to be Arguesian if it satisfies this identity. 

LEMMA 2. 7. Let p = (ao + bo)(a1 + b1)(a2 + b2), then 

(i) the identity p 5 ao( ai + d) + bo is equivalent to the Arguesian identity, 
(ii) every Arguesian lattice is modular and 

(iii) to check whether the Arguesian identity holds in a modular lattice, it is enough to 
consider triangles a1 = (a~, a~, a~) and b1 = (b~, b~, b~) which satisfy 

I b' I I b' I ai + i = ai + P = i + P ' (i = o, 1,2) 

where p1 is defined in the same manner as p. 

PROOF: Since we always have b0 (b1 + d) 5 bo, the Arguesian identity clearly implies p 5 
a0(a1 +d) +b0 • Conversely, let L be a lattice which satisfies the identity p 5 ao(a1 +d) +bo. 
We first show that L is modular. Given u, v, w E L with u 5 w, let ao = v, bo = u and 
a1 = a2 = b1 = b2 = w. Then p = (v + u)w and d = w, whence the identity implies 
(v + u)w 5 vw + u. Since u + vw 5 (u + v)w holds in any lattice, we have equality, and 
so L is modular. This proves (ii). 

To complete (i), observe that p and d are unchanged if we swop the ai's with their 
corresponding bi's, hence we also have p 5 b0 (b1 +d) +ao. Combining these two inequalities 
gives 

p 5 (ao(a1 + d) + bo)(bo(b~ + d) + ao) 

= ao(a1 + d) + bo(bo(b1 + d) + ao) 

= ao( ai + d) + aobo + bo(b1 + d) 

by modularity. Also a0 bo 5 c2, c1 shows aobo 5 d and therefore aobo 5 ao(a1 + d). This 
means we can delete the term a0 b0 and obtain the Arguesian identity. 
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Now let a, b E L 3 and define a~= ai(bi + p), b~ = bi(ai + p). Since we are assuming that 
Lis modular, 

a~+ b~ = ai(bi + p) + bi(ai + p) = (ai(bi + p) + bi)(ai + p) 

= (bi+ p)(ai + bi)(ai + p) 

= (bi+ p)(ai + p) = (bi+ p)ai + p =a~+ p 

= bi(ai + p) + p = b~ + p. 

Thus p' = (ab+ p)(a'1 + p)(a~ + p) 2:'.: p, while a~ ~ ai and b~ ~ bi imply p' ~ p. So we 
have p = p', and condition ( *) is satisfied. If the Arguesian identity holds for a', b' and we 
define d' in the same way a.s d, then clearly d' ~ d and 

p = p1 ~ a~(a~ + d') + b~ ~ ao(a1 + d) + bo, 

hence the identity holds for the triangles a, b. I 

THEOREM 2. 8. A modular lattice L satisfies the generalised form of Desargues' Law if 
and only if L is Arguesian. 

PROOF: Suppose Lis modular and satisfies the generalised form of Desargues' Law. Let 
ao, a1, a2, bo, b1, b2 EL, p = (ao + bo)(a1 + b1)(a2 + b2), ck = (ai + a;)(bi + b; ), ( {i,j, k} = 
{ 0, 1, 2}) and d = c2 ( c0 + c i) a.s before. By part (iii) of the preceeding lemma we may 
assume that 

( *) ai +bi = ai + p = bi+ p i = 0, 1, 2. 

Define b2 = b2 + bo(a1 + b1). The following calculation shows that the triangles (ao, a 1, a2) 
and (bo, b1, b2) are centrally perspective: 

(ao + bo)(a1 + b1) = (p + bo)(a1 +bi) by ( *) 
= p + bo(a1 +bi) by modularity 

~ a2 + b2 + bo(a1 +bi) = a2 + b2. 

Therefore Des argues' Law implies that 

c2 ~ (a1 + a2)(b1 + b2) + (a2 + ao)(b2 + bo) 

= (a1 + a2)(b1 + b2 + bo(a1 + b1)) + (a2 + ao)(b2 + bo) 

= (a1 + a2)(b2 + (b1 + bo)(a1 +bi))+ c1 

= (a1 + a2)(b1 + b2 + a1(bo + b1)) + c1 

= (a1 + a2)(b1 + b2) + a1(bo +bi)+ c1 =co+ c1 + a1(bo +bi), 

whence c2 = c2(co + c1 + ai(bo + b1)) = c2(co + ci) + a1(bo +bi) = d + a1(bo +bi). It 
follows that 

a1 + d = a1 + c2 = a1 + (ao + ai)(bo +bi) 

= (a1 + b1 + bo)(ao + ai) 

= (a1 + p + bo)(ao + ai) 

= (a1 + p + ao)(ao + ai) 

= (ao + ai) 2:'.: ao, 
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so we finally obtain ao(ai + d) + bo = ao + bo 2 p. 
Conversely, suppose L is Arguesian (hence modular) and (ao,ai,a2), (b0 ,bi,b2) are 

centrally perspective, i.e.(ao + bo)(ai +bi) S a2 + b2. Let co = (ai + a2)(ci + c2) and 
take ab =co, ai = bi, a~ = ai, bb = ci, bi = bo, b~ = ao in the (equivalent form of the) 
Arguesian identity p1 :$ ab(ai + d') + bb. We claim that under these assignments p1 = c2 
and ab( ai + d') + bb :$ co + ci from which it follows that the two triangles are axially 
perspective. Firstly, 

co+ ci = (ai + a2 + ci)(ci + c2) 

= (ai + (ao + a2)(bo + a2 + b2))(ci + c2) 

2 (ai + (ao + a2)(bo + (ao + bo)(ai + bi)))(ci + c2) 

= (ai + (ao + a2)(ao + bo)(bo + ai + bi))(c1 + c2) 

2 (a1 + ao(bo + ai + bi))(c1 + c2) 

= (a1 + ao)(bo + ai + b1)(ci + c2) 

> (ao + ai)(bo + bi)(c1 + c2) = c2 

so p1 = (co+ c1)(b1 + bo)(ai + ao) = c2. Secondly, 

d' = (co+ bi)(c1 + bo)((co + ai)(ci + ao) + (b1 + a1)(bo + ao)) 

S (bo + b2)((ao + a2)(a1 + a2) + (ao + bo)(a1 +bi)) 

S (bo + b2)((ao + a2)(ai + a2) + b2) (by central persp.) 

= (bo + b2)(ao + a2)(a1 + a2) + b2 = c1(a1 + a2) + b2 

which implies 

ab(ai + d') + bb = co(bi + d') + c1 

S (a1 + a2)(b1 + b2 + c1(a1 + a2)) + c1 

= (a1 + a2)(b1 + b2) + c1(a1 + a2) + c1 =co+ ci I 

The first part of this theorem appeared in Gratzer, Jonsson and Lakser [73] and the 
converse is due to Jonsson and Monk [69]. In [GLT] p.205 it is shown that for any 
Desarguesian projective plane P the atoms of .C(P) satisfy the Arguesian identity and 
that this implies that .C(P) is Arguesian. Hence it follows from the preceeding theorem 
that Pis Desarguesian if and only if .C(P) satisfies (the generalised version of) Desargues' 
Law. 

Since modularity is characterised by the exclusion of the pentagon N, which is isomorphic 
to its dual, it follows that the class of all modular lattices .M is self-dual (i.e. M E .M 
implies that the dual of M is also in .M). The preceeding theorem can be used to prove 
the corresponding result for the variety of all Arguesian lattices. 
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LEMMA 2. 9. (J6nsson['12]). The variety of all Arguesian lattices is self-dual. 

PROOF: For modular lattices the Arguesian identity is equivalent to Desargues' Law by 
Theorem 2.8. Let L be an Arguesian lattice and denote its dual by L. Lemma 2. 7 (ii) 
implies that Lis modular, and by the above remark, so is L. We show that the dual of 
Desargues' Law holds in L, i.e. for all xo, xi, x2, Yo, yi, Y2 E L 

implies that 

(**) 

Then L satifies Desargues' Law and is therefore Arguesian. 
Assume (*) holds, and let ao = xox2, a1 = YoY2, a2 = xoyo, bo = x1x2, bi = Y1Y2, 

b2 = X1Y1 and Ck= (ai + a;)(bi + b;) ( {i,j, k} = {O, 1, 2} ). Then 

(ao + bo)(a1 +bi) = (xox2 + x1x2)(YoY2 + Y1Y2) :5 X2Y2 < a2 + b2 

by (*),so it follows from Desargues' Law that c2 :5 co+ c1. But co :5 YoYi, c1 :5 xox1 and 
c2 equals the right hand side of ( **). Therefore ( **) is satisfied. I 

So far we have only considered the most basic properties of Arguesian lattices. Extensive 
research has been done on these lattices, and many important results have been obtained 
in recent years. We mention some of the results now. 

Recall that the collection of all equivalence relations (partitions) on a fixed set form an 
algebraic lattice, with intersection as meet. If two equivalence relations permute with each 
other under the operation of composition then their join is simply the composite relation. 
A lattice is said to be linear if it can be embedded in a lattice of equivalence relations 
in such a way that any pair of elements is mapped to a pair of permuting equivalence 
relations. (These lattices are also referred to as lattices that have a type 1 representation, 
see [GLT] p.198). An example of a linear lattice is the lattice of all normal subgroups of 
a group (since groups have permutable congruences), and similar considerations apply to 
the "subobject" lattices associated with rings, modules and vectorspaces. 

Jonsson [53] showed that any linear lattice is Arguesian, and posed the problem whether 
the converse also holds. A recent example of Haiman [86] shows that this is not the case, 
i.e. there exist Arguesian lattices which are not linear. 

Most of the modular lattices which have been studied are actually Arguesian. The 
question how a modular lattice fails to be Arguesian is investigated in Day and Jonsson [a]. 

Pickering [84] [a] proves that there is a non-Arguesian, modular variety of lattices, all of 
whose members of finite length are Arguesian. This result shows that Arguesian lattices 
cannot be characterised by the exclusion of a finite list of lattices or even infinitely many 
lattices of finite length. For reasons of space the details of these results are not included 
here. 

The cardinality of A.M. In this section we discuss the result of Baker [69] which shows 
that there are uncountably many modular varieties. We begin with a simple observation 
about finite dimensional modular lattices. 
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LEMMA 2 .10. Let L and M be two modular lattices, both of dimension n < w. If a map 
f : L C-..j. M is one-one and order-preserving then f is an embedding. 

PROOF: We have to show that 

f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) and f(xy) = f (x)f (y). 

Since f is assumed to be order-preserving, f(x + y) ~ f(x) + f(y), f(xy) < f(x)f(y) and 
equality holds if xis comparable with y. For x, y non-comparable we use induction on the 
length of the quotient x + y / xy. 

Observe firstly that if u >- v in L then u, v are successive elements in some maximal 
chain of L, and since M has the same dimension as L and f is one-one it follows that 
f(u) >- f(v). If the length of x+y/xy is 2, then x and y cover xy and x,y are both covered 
by x + y, so ( *) holds in this case. Now suppose the length of x + y / xy is n > 2 and ( *) 
holds for all quotients of length < n. Then either x + y/x or x/xy has length ~ 2. By 
modularity x/xy ....., x + y/y, and by symmetry we can assume that there exists x' such 
that x < x' < x + y. The quotients x' + y/x'y and x + x'y/x(x'y) = x'/xy have length 
< n, hence 

f(x') = f(x + x'y) = f(x) + f(x')f(y) = (f(x) + f(y))f(x'). 

It follows that f(x') < f(x) + f(y) and so f(x+y) = f(x' +y) = f (x') + f(y) 5 f(x) + f (y). 
Similarly f(xy) ~ f(x)f(y). I 

Let P be a finite partially ordered set and define N (P) to be the class of all lattices that 
do not contain a subset order-isomorphic to P. For example if 5 is the linearly ordered set 
{O, 1, 2, 3, 4} then N(5) is the class of all lattices of length 5 4. 

LEMMA 2. 11. For any finite partially ordered set P 

(i) N(P) is closed under ultraproducts, sublattices and homomorphic images; 
(ii) any subdirectly irreducible lattice in the variety N(P) 11 is a member ofN(P). 

PROOF: (i) The property of not containing a finite partially ordered set can be expressed 
as a first-order sentence and is therefore preserved under ultraproducts. If Lis a lattice and 
a sublattice of L contains a copy of P, then of course so does L. Finally, if a homomorphic 
image of L contains P then for each minimal p E P choose an inverse image p E L, and 
thereafter choose an inverse image q of each q E P covering a minimal element in P such 
that q ~ E {p: p 5 q, p E P}. Proceeding in this way one obtains a copy of P in L. 

(ii) This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 0.5. I 

THEOREM 2 .12. (Baker (69]). There are uncountably many modular lattice varieties. 

PROOF: Let IT be the set of all prime numbers, and for each p E IT denote by Fp the 
p-element Galois field. Let Lp = f, ( F#, Fp) and observe that each Lp is a finite su bdirectly 
irreducible lattice since it is the subspace lattice of a finite non-degenerate projective space. 
We also let .A be the class of all Arguesian lattices of length < 4. 

Now define a map f from the set of all subsets of IT to A.M by 

f(S) = .A 11 n n{N{Lq) 11 : q ~ S}. 
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We claim that f is one-one. Suppose S, T ~IT and p ES - T. Then f(T) ~ N(Lp) '\I and 
since Lp ~ N(Lp) and Lp is subdirectly irreducible it follows from the preceeding lemma 
that LP~ f(T). 

On the other hand we must have Lp E f(S) since Lp ~ N(Lq) for some q <t S would 
imply that Lp contains a subset order-isomorphic to Lq. By Lemma 2.10 Lq is actually a 
sublattice of Lp and it follows from Lemma 2.6 that Fq is a subfield of Fp. This however 
is impossible since q =f p E S. I 

By a more detailed argument one can show that the map f above is in fact a lattice 
embedding, from which it follows that AM contains a copy of 2w as a sublattice. 

§2.3 n-FRAMES AND FREESE'S THEOREM 

Products of projective modular lattices. By a projective modular lattice we mean a 
lattice which is projective in the variety of all modular lattices. 

LEMMA 2 .13. (Freese[76]). If A and B are projective modular lattices with greatest and 
least element then A x B is a projective modular lattice. 

PROOF: Let f be a homomorphism from a free modular lattice F onto Ax B, and choose 
elements u, v E F such that f(u) = (lA,OB) and f(v) = (OA, lB). By Lemma 1.9 it suffices 
to produce an embedding g : A x B c......+ F such that f g is the identity on A x B. 

Clearly f followed by the projection 1rA onto the first coordinate maps the quotient u/uv 
onto A. Assuming that A is projective modular, there exists an embedding 9A : Ac......+ u/uv 
such that 1rAf 9A is the identity on A. Similarly, if Bis projective modular, there exists an 
embedding 9B: B c......+ v/uv such that 1rBf9B = idB. Define g by g(a,b) = 9A(a) + 9B(b) 
for all (a, b) E A x B. Then g is join preserving, and clearly f g is the identity on A x B. 
To see that g is also meet preserving, observe that by the modularity of F 

g(a, b) = 9A(a) +vu+ 9B(b) = (gA(a) + v)u + 9B(b) = (gA(a) + v)(u + 9B(b)). 

Hence 

g(a,b)g(c,d) = (gA(a) + v)(u + 9B(b))(gA(c) + v)(u + 9B(d)) 
= (gA(a)gA(c) + v)(u + 9B(b)gB(d)) = g(ac,bd), 

where the middle equality follows from the fact that in a modular lattice the map t ~ t + v 
is an isomorphism from u/uv to u + v/v. I 

Von Neumann n-frames. Let {ai: i = 1, ... ,n} and {c1;: j = 2, ... ,n} be subsets of 
a modular lattice L for some finite n ~ 2. We say that </> = (ai, c1;) is an n-frame in L 
if the sublattice of L generated by the ai is a Boolean algebra 2n with atoms ai, ... , an, 
and for each j = 2, ... , n the elements ai, c1;, a; generate a diamond in L (i.e. a 1 + c1; = 
a;+ c1; = ai +a; and aic1; = a;c1; = aia; ). The top and bottom element of the Boolean 
algebra are denoted by 04> (= a 1a 2) and 14> (= L:~ 1 ai) respectively, but they need not 
equal the top and bottom of L (denoted by OL and 1£). If they do, then </> is called a 
spanning n-frame. 
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If the elements ai, ... , an E L are the atoms of a sublattice isomorphic to 2n, then 
they are said to be independent over 0 = a 1a2. If L is modular this is equivalent to the 
conditions ai =/= 0 and ai L.f;l=i a; = 0 for all i = 1, ... , n (see [GLT] p.167). 

The index 1 in c1.i indicates that an n-frame determines further elements Ci.i for distinct 
i,j =/= 1 as follows: let C.f1 = C1.f and 

These elements fit nicely into the n-frame, as is shown by the next lemma. 

LEMMA 2.14. Let¢= (ai,c 1.i) be an n-frame in a modular lattice and suppose Ci.i is 
defined as above. Then, for distinct i,j E {1, ... , n} 

(i) ai + Ci.i = ai + a.i = Ci.i + a.i; 

(ii) Ci.i L r;l=.i ar = O<J>i 
(iii) ai Lr;l=k Ckr = O<J> for any fixed index k; 
(iv) ai, Ci.f,a; generate a diamond; 
( v) Ci.i = ( ai + a.i )( Cik + Ckj) for any k distinct from i, j. 

PROOF: (i) Using modularity and then-frame relations, we compute 

ai + Cij = ai + (ai + a.i)(ci1 + C1,i) 

= (ai + a,.)(ai + Ci1 + C1,i) 

= (ai + a.i)(ai + a1 + a.i) = ai +a,.. 

The second part follows by symmetry. · 
(ii) We first show that Ci.i Lr;l=.i ar ::; ai. 

ai + Cij L ar = ( ai + Cij) L ar by modularity since i =/= j 
r;l=.i r;l=j 

= (ai + a.i) L ar = ai since the ai's generate 2n. 
r;l=j 

Hence if i = 1 then O<J> ::; Ct.i Lr;l=j ar ::; C1.fa1 = O<J>. The general case will follow in the 
same way once we have proved (iv). 

(iii) We first fix i = k = 1 and show that a1 L:;i=2 C1r ::; L:;i=-;
1 

C1r for 3 ::; m ::; n. 

a1 L;i=2 C1r + L:;i:::!2 Ctr= (c12 + · • • + C1m)(a1 + C12 + • • • + C1m-1) 

= (c12 + · · · + C1m)(a1 + a2 + ·: · + am-1) 

"°'m-1 = C12 + • • • + C1m-l + C1m L...r=l ar 

= C12 + · · · + C1m-l + O<J> by part (ii). 
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Now (iv) follows from (i) and the calculation 

0</> ~ aiCij = ai(ai + a;)(cil + Cij) = ai(C1i + C1j) ~ aie = 0</>. 

Therefore (ii) holds in general. Using this one can show in the same way as for k = 1, 

that ak L:;.71=k+l Ckr ~ I:;.71=k~l Ckr for k + 1 < m ~ n and, letting c' = I:;=k+l Ckr, 
ak(c' + I:;.71=1 Ckr) ~ c' + I:;.71::i

1 
Crk for 1 ~ m ~ k -1. Assuming i # k, let e = L:r~k Crk· 

Then one shows as before that Cki+aie = Cki, whence aie = O<P. Thus (iii) holds in general. 
For k = 1 (v) holds by definition. Suppose i = 1 # j, k. 

(a1 +a;)( elk+ ck;) = (a1 +a;)( elk+ (ak + a;)(ck1 + c1;)) 

= (a1 +a;)( elk+ ak + a;)(ck1 + c1;) 

-= (a1 + a;)(a1 + ak + a;)ckl + C1j = 0</> + C1j by (ii). 

The case j = 1 # i, k is handled similarly. Finally suppose that i, j, k, 1 are all distinct 
and note that Cik ~ ai + a; + ak. 

(ai + a;)(cik +ck;) = (ai + a;)((ai +a;+ ak)(Ci1 +elk)+ Ckj) 

= (ai + a;)(cil +elk+ ck;) 

= (ai +a;) (ci1 + (a1 +a;) (elk+ ck;)) 

= (ai + a;)(ci1 + c1;) = Cij I 

A concept equivalent to that of an n-frame is the following: A modular lattice L contains 
an n-diamond 6 = ( a1, ... , an, e) if the ai are independent over 05 = a 1 a2 and e is a relative 
complement of each ai in l5/05 (16 = I:j=1 a;). The concept of an n-diamond is due to 
Huhn [72] (he referred to it as an (n - 1)-diamond). 

Note that although e seems to be a special element relative to the ai, this is not really 
true ·since any n elements of the set {a 1, ••• , an, e} are independent, and the remaining 
element is a rela.tive complement of all the others. · 

LEMMA 2.15. Let 6 = (ai,e) be an n-diamond and define c1; = e(a 1 +a;), then </>6 = 
(ai,c 1;) is an n-frame. Conversely, if</>= (ai,c 1;) is an n-frame and e = I:j=2c1; then 
64' = (ai, e) is an n-diamond. Furthermore </>64> =</>and 64'6 = 6. 

PROOF: Since e is a relative complement for each ai in l5/05, a 1e(a1 + a;) = 05 
a;e(a1 +a;) and 

a1 + e(a1 +a;) = (a1 + e)(a1 +a;) = l(a1 +a;) = a 1 +a;= a;+ e(a1 +a;), 

so </>6 = (ai, e(a1 +a;)) is an n-frame. 
Conversely, if e = I:.i=2 C1j then aie = o"' by Lemma 2.14 (iii) and 

ai + e = C12 + · · · + ai + C1i + · · · + C1n 

= c 12 + · · · + ai + a 1 + · · · + c 1 n 
= a1 + ... + an = 1. 

Hence 64' = (ai, e) is an n-diamond. 
Also e(a1 +a;) = c1; + (I:r~j C1r)(a1 +a;) = c1; since (I:r~j C1r)(a1 +a;) = O<P can 

be proved similar to Lemma 2.14 (iii). Finally, if 6 = (ai, e) is any n-diamond, and we let 
e' = I:j=2 c1;, then e' ~ e and in fact e' = e' + (a1 + a2)e = (e' + a 1 + a2)e = l5e = e. I 
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LEMMA 2.16. (Freese[76]). Suppose fJ = (ai,e) is an {n + 1)-tuple of elements of a 
modular lattice such that the ai form an independent set over Op = a1 a2, Ofi < e :$ lfi = 
joini=i a 1 and e is incomparable with each ai. Define (i ranges over 1, ... , n) 

b = L aie < e < c = IJ(ai + e) 

d = l:(ai + b)c = b+ l:aic = l:aic and 

/J* = (ai + b, e), /J,,, = (aic, ed), /J*,,, = ((ai + b)c, ed). 

(i) If ai + e = 1 for all i then (3* is an n-diamond in 1/b. 
(ii) If aie = Op -:f:. aic for all i then (3,. is an n-diamond in d/Op. 

(iii) If b -:f:. (ai + b)c for all i then (3*,,, is an n-dlamond in d/b. 

PROOF: (i) Since b < e and ai 1:. ewe have ai + b -:f:. b for all i. The following calculation 
shows that the· ai + b are independent over b: 

n 

(ai: + b) L;;ei(a; + b) = b + ai(l: a;+ I: ake) 
j=j=i k=l 

= b + ai(L;;ei a;+ ai:e) 

= b + ai L;=1=iai + aie 

= b + Oµ + aie = b. 

Furthermore (ai + b) + e = ai + b = 1 by assumption, and (ai + b)e = b + aie = b. 
(ii) Since aic -:f:. Op and Ofi < aic L;;ei a;c S ai L;;ei a; = Op, the aic are independent 

over Oµ. Also e S c and aie :$ aic :$ dimply (aic)(ed) = aied = aie =Op by assumption, 
and aic + ed = (aic + e)d = c(ai + e)d = cd = d. 

Now (iii) follows from (i) and (ii). I 
Suppose M and L are two modular lattices and f is a homomorphism from M to L. 

If 4> = (ai,c 1;) is an n-frame in Mand the elements f(ai), /(c1;) are all distinct, then 
(f (ai), /(c1j)) is an n-frame in L (since the diamonds generated by ai, c1i:, ai are simple 
lattices). Risking a slight abuse of notation, we will denote this n-frame by f ( 4>). Of course 
similar considerations apply to n-diamonds. 

The next result shows that n-diamonds (and hence n-frames) can be "pulled back" along 
epimorphisms. 

COROLLARY 2.17. {Huhn 172), Freese 176}). Let Mand L be modular lattices and let 
f : M ~ L be an epimorphism. If 6 = { ai, e) is an n-dlamond in L then there is an 
n-diamond 6 = (ai, e) in M such that /(6) = 6. 

PROOF: It follows from Lemma 2.13 that 2n is a projective modular lattice, so we can 
find <ii, ••• , an E M such that f(ai) = ai and the ai are independent over a1a2• Choose 
e E 1-1{e} such that <i1<i2 :$ e :$ L~1 ai and let fJ = (ai,e). Since 6 is an n-diamond, 
each ai is incomparable with e. Defining b, c, d in the same way as b, c, d in the previous 
lemma, we see that f(b) =Os, f(c) = ls and f((ai + b)c) = ai. Therefore b -:f:. (ai + b)c, 
whence 6 = (3*,,, is the required n-diamond. I 
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LEMMA 2.18. (Herrmann and Huhn[76]). Let <P = (ai,c1;) be an n-frame in a modular 
lattice L and let u1 E L satisfy Oq, :S u1 :S ai. Denne Ui = ai(u 1 + c1i) for i # 1 and 
u = E~=l Ui· Then q,u = (u + ai, u + c1;) and <Pu = (uai, uc1;) are n-frames in lq, and 
u/Oq, respectively. 

A proof of this result can be found in Freese [79]. We think of q,u (<Pu) as being obtained 
from <P by a reduction over (under) u. 

The canonical n-frame. The following example shows that n- frames occur naturally 
in the study of R-modules: 

Let (R, +, -, ·,OR, IR) be a ring with unit, and let .C(Rn, R) be the lattice of all (left-) 
submodules of the (left-) R-module Rn. We denote the canonical basis of Rn by ei, ••• , en 
(i.e. ei = (OR, ... ,OR,lR,OR,···,OR) with the lR in the ith position), and let 

ai = Rei = { rei : r E R} 

Cij = R(ei - e;) i,j=l, ... ,n i#j. 

Then it is not difficult to check that .C(Rn,R) is a modular lattice and that <PR= (ai,c1;) 
is a (spanning) n-frame in .C(Rn,R), referred to as the canonical n-frame of .C(Rn,R). 

Definition of the auxiliary ring. Let L be a modular lattice containing an n-frame 
<P = (ai, c1;) for some n 2:: 3. We define an auxiliary ring Rq, associated with the frame <P 
as follows: 

Rq, = Ri2 = {x EL: xa2 = a1a2 and x + a2 = ai + a2} 

and for some k E {3, ... , n }, x, y E Rq, 

7r(x) = (x + clk)(a2 + ak), 11"
1(x) = (x + C2k)(a1 + ak) 

x EB y = (a1 + a2)[(x + ak)(clk + a2) + 7r(y)] 

x e y = (a1 + a2)[ak + (c2k + x)(a2 + 11"
1(y))] 

x 0 y = (a1 + a2)[7r(x) + 11"
1(y)] 

THEOREM 2.19. Hn 2:: 4 or Lis Arguesian and n = 3, then (Rq,,©,8,0,0R,lR) is a 
ring with unit, and the operations are independent of the choice of k. 

This theorem is due to von Neumann [60] for n 2:: 4 and Day and Pickering [83] for 
n = 3. The presentation here is derived from Herrmann [84], where the theorem is stated 
without proof in a similar form. The proof is long, as many properties have to be checked, 
and will be omitted here as well. The theorem however is fundamental to the study of 
modular lattices. 

It is interesting to compare the definition of R with the definition D in the classical 
coordinatization theorem for projective spaces ([GLT] p.209). The element a2 corresponds 
to the point at infinity, and the operations of addition and multiplication are defined in 
the same way. 
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There is nothing special about the indices 1 and 2 in the definition of Rt/>= R 12. We can 
replace them throughout by distinct indices i and j to obtain isomorphic rings Ri;. For 
example the isomorphism between R12 and Ri; (i '!- 1, 2) is induced by the projectivity 

R12 ~ ai + a2/0 / ai + a2 + c2;/c2; ".. ai + a;/O ~ Ri;. 

(Since in a modular lattice every transposition is bijective, it only remains to show that 
this induced map preserves the respective operations. For readers more familiar with von 
Neumann's L-numbers, we note that they are n(n-1)- tuples of elements f3i; E Ri;, which 
correspond to each other under the above isomorphisms.) 

Coordinatization of complemented modular lattices. The auxillary ring construc
tion is actually part of the von Neumann coordinatization theorem, which we will not use, 
but mention here briefly (for more detail, the reader is referred to von Neumann [60]). 

THEOREM 2. 20. Let L be a complemented modular lattice containing a spanning n
frame {4 ::; n E w) and let R be the auxillary ring. Then L is isomorphic to the lattice 
,C 1 (Rn, R) of all finitely generated submodules of the R-module Rn. 

Notice that if R happens to be a division ring D, then nn will be a vector space over 
D, and £1(Dn,D) '.:::::'. ,C(Dn,D). Hence the above theorem extends the coordinatization 
of (finite dimensional) projective spaces to arbitrary complemented modular lattices con
taining a spanning n-frame {n > 4). Moreover, Jonsson [59] [60'] showed that if L is a 
complemented Arguesian lattice, then the above theorem also holds for n = 3. Further 
generalisations to wider classes of modular lattices appear in Baer [52], Inaba [48], Jonsson 
and Monk [69], Day and Pickering [83J and Herrmann [84]. 

Characteristic of an n-frame. Recall that the characteristic of a ring R with unit lR 
is the least number r = charR such that adding lR to itself r times equals OR. If no such 
r exists, then charR = 0. 

We define a related concept for n-frames as follows: 
Let <P = (ai, c1;) be an n-frame in some modular lattice L (n > 3), and choose k E 

{ 3, ... , n}. The projectivity 

ai + a2/0 / ai + a2 + ak/ak ".. C1k + a2/0 / a1 + a2 + ak/C2k ".. ai + a2/0 

induces an automorphism at/> on the quotient a 1 + a2/0 given by 

a<J>(x) = ((x + ak)(clk + a2) + C2k)(a1 + a2)· 

Let r be a natural number and denote by a; the automorphism CX.<J> iterated r times. We 
say that <P is an n-frame of characteristic r if a;(a1) = a 1• 

LEMMA 2.21. Suppose <P = {ai,c1;) is an n-frame of characteristic r, and R is the 
auxiliary ring of</>. Then the characteristic of R devides r. 

PROOF: By definition OR = a1 and lR = c12. From the definition of x ED y we see that for 
x ER, a<J>(x) = x ED lR (since 7r(lR) = (c21 + clk)(a2 + ak) = c2k)· This also shows that 
a<J>IR is independent of the choice of k. The condition a~(a 1 ) = a 1 therefore implies 

r terms 
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whence the result follows. I 

The next result shows that the automorphism <X¢> is compatible with the operation of 
reducing an n-frame. For a proof the reader is referred to the original paper. 

LEMMA 2.22. (Freese [79]). Let¢, u, q,u and <Pu be as in Lemma 2.18. If x E a 1 +a2/0¢i 
then 

(i) x + u E ai + a2 + u/u and <X¢iu (x + u) = <X¢i(x) + u; 
(ii) xu E aiu + a2u/0¢i and <X¢>u (xu) = <X¢>(x)u. 

It follows that if <P is an n-frame of characteristic r, then so are q,u and <Pu· The lemma 
below shows how one can obtain an n-frame of any given characteristic. 

LEMMA 2.23. (Freese [79]). Let <P = (ai,c1;) be an n-frame and r any natural number. 
If we define a = a;(a1), u2 = a2(a + ai), u1 = ai(u2 + c12), Ui = ai(u1 + C1i) and 
u = E~=l Ui then q,u is an n-frame of characteristic r. 

PROOF: Note that u2 , defined as above, agrees with the definition of u2 in Lemma 2.18. 
since 

a2(u1 + c12) = a2(ai(u2 + c12) + c12) 

= a2(u1 + c12)(u2 + c12) 

= a2(u2 + C12) = a2C12 + U2 = U2. 

Let R be the auxillary ring of ¢. By definition the elements of R are all the relative 
complements of a2 in ai + a2/0¢i. Since x ER implies <X¢i(x) = x EB IR ER, it follows that 
<X¢i(x) is again a relative complement of a2 in a 1 + a2/0¢i (this can also be verified easily 
from the definition of <X¢i)· Thus a= a;(ai) ER and a+ a2 = a 1 + a2. By the preceeding 
lemma 

a;u(a1 + u) = a;(ai) + u 

=a+u+a2(a+ai) 

= (a+ a2)(a + ai) + u 

= (a1 + a2)(a + ai) + u =a+ ai + u. 

Also ai + u2 = (a1 + a2)(a1 +a)= ai +a shows that ai + u ~a, whence a;u(a1 + u) = 
ai + u. I 

We can now prove the result corresponding to Theorem 2.17 for n-frames of a given 
characteristic. 

THEOREM 2.24. (Freese [79]). Let Mand L be modular lattices and let f: M---* L be 
an epimorphism. If <P = ( ai, c1;) is an n-frame of characteristic r in L, then there is an 
n-frame J, = (ai, c1;) of characteristic r in M such that f( if,) = ¢. 

PROOF: From Theorem 2.17 we obtain an n-frame <P = (ai,'Ci;) in M such that/(¢)=¢. 
If we let u2 = a2( a~(ai) + ai) and u be as in the preceeding lemma, then we see that 
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ef;u = (ai + u, c1; + u) is an n-frame of characteristic r in M. Since ¢has characteristic r 
by assumption, 

f(u2) = f(a2(a~(a1) + ai)) = a2(a~(a1) + ai) = a2(a1 + ai) = 04>, 

from which it easily follows that f(u1) = f(a1(u2 + 'C12) = 04> and f(ui) = 04>. Therefore 
f(u) = 04> and /(¢u) =¢,so we can take~= ¢u. I 

.M is not generated by its finite members. This is the main result of Freese [79), and 
follows immediately from the theorem below, where .MF is the class of all finite modular 
lattices. 

THEOREM 2.25. (Freese [79]). There exists a modular lattice L such that L fl. (.MF)". 

PROOF: The lattice L is constructed (using a technique due to Hall and Dilworth [44]) 
as follows: 

Let F and K be two countably infinite fields of characteristic p and q respectively, 
where p and q are distinct primes. Let Lp = .C (F4

, F) be the subspace lattice of the 
4-dimensional vector space F 4 over F and let 4> = (ai, c1;) be the canonical 4-frame in Lp 
(the index i = 1,2,3,4 and j = 2,3,4 through out). Note that¢ is a spanning 4-frame 
of characteristic p. Similarly let Lq = .C(K4, K) with canonical 4-frame ¢' = (a~, ci;) of 
characteristic q. Since IKI = w, there are precisely w one-dimensional subspaces in the 
quotient ai +a~/04>'' hence ai +a~/04>' """Mw (the countable two dimensional lattice). The 
quotient 1,p/aa+a4 of Lp is isomorphic to ai +a2/04> via the map x 1-+ x(a1 +a2) and since 
IFJ = w, we see that l1J>/aa+a4 is also isomorphic to Mw. Let u: l1J>/aa+a4--+ ai +a;/04>' 
be any isomorphism which satisfies 

u( ai + aa + a4) = ai 
u( a2 + aa + a4) = a; 

u(c12 + aa + a4) = cb 

The lattice L is constructed by "loosely glueing" the lattice Lq over Lp via the isomorphism 
u, i.e. let L be the disjoint union of Lp and Lq and define x ~ y in L if and only if 

x, y E Lp and x ~ y in Lp or 

x, y E Lq and x ~ y in Lq or 

x E Lp, y E Lq and x ~ z, u(z) ~ y for some z E 14>/aa + a4. 

Then it is easy to check that L is a modular lattice. (The conditions on u are needed to 
make the two 4-frames fit together nicely.) Let D be the finite distributive sublattice of L 
generated by the set {ai,a~: i = 1,2,3,4} (see Fig 2.3(i)). Notice that Dis the product 
of the four element Boolean algebra and the lattice in Figure 2.3(ii). Both these lattices 
are finite projective modular lattices, so by Lemma 2.13 D is a projective modular lattice. 

Suppose now that LE (.MF) v = HSP .MF. Then Lis a homomorphic image of some 
lattice L E SP .MF, and hence L is residually finite (i.e. a subdirect product of finite 
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Figure 2.3 

lattices). But hereafter we show that any lattice which has L as a homomorphic image 
cannot be residually finite, and this contradiction will conclude the proof. 

Let f be the homomorphism from L ---*' L. Since D is a projective modular sublattice 
of L, we can find elements ai,a;~ in L which generate a sublattice isomorphic to D, and 
f(ai) = ai, f (aD = a~.Let us assume for the moment that 

( *) there exist further elements c1; and ci; in L such that "¢ = (ai, c1;) is a 4-frame 
-I -

of characteristic p, 4> = (a~, ci;) is a 4-frame of characteristic q and !(</>) = t'/>, 

I (4>') = </>'. 
If Lis residually finite, then we can find a finite modular lattice Mand a homomorphism 

g: L ~ M which maps the (finite) 4-frames "¢and¢' in a one to one fashion into M, where 
we denote them by ¢ = (ai, c1j) and ¢'(a~, ci1) respectively. By Lemmas 2.19 and 2.21 
they give rise to two auxiliary rings R ~iii+ a2/0J, and R' ~ ai + a~/OJ,, of characteristic 
p and q respectively. Since M is a finite lattice, R and R' are finite rings, so IRI = pm and 
IR'I = qn for some n, m E w. Also, since OR = ai =f €12 = lR, R has at least two elements. 

Now in M the elements ai, a~ generate a sublattice b ::: D, hence ·a1 + a2/0~ / ai + 
a;/o~,, a 1 + O~, = ai and a2 + 0~, =a~ (see Fig 2.3(i)). It follows that the two quotients 
are isomorphic, and checking the definition of R<P above Theorem 2.19, we see that this 
isomorphism restricts to an isomorphism between Rand R'. Thus IRI = IR'I, which is a 
contradiction, asp and q are distinct primes and IRI ;:::: 2. Consequently Lis not residually 
finite, which implies that L is not a member of (.MF) 11 • 

We now complete the proof with a justification of(*). This is done by adjusting the 
elements ai, a~ in several steps, thereby constructing the required 4-frames. Since we will 
be working primarily with elements of L, we first of all change the notation, denoting the 
4-frames </>,</>'in L by¢= {ai,c1,.), ¢' = (a~,ci;) and the ai,a;~ in L by ai,a~. Also the 
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condition that the elements ai, ai generate a sublattice isomorphic to D (Fig 2.3 (i)) will 
be abbreviated by D ( ai, aD. To check that D ( ai, ai) holds, one has to verify that the ai 
are independent over a 1a2, the ai are independent over aia~ = O', l/aa+a4 / ai +a~/O', 
ai = a 1 + 01 and a~= a2 + O'. Actually, once the transposition has been established, it is 
enough to show that ai < ai and a2 ~ a~ since then O' ~ ai ( a2 + O') ~ ai a~ = O' implies 

and a~ = a2 + 01 follows similarly. 
Step 1: Let 1' = Et=l ai and e' = cb + cia + ci4· By Lemma 2.15 (ai,e') is a 4-

diamond in L. Since e' E lJ,,/OJ,,, we can choose e' E 1'/0' such that f(e') = e'. Clearly 
e' is incomparable with each ai. Defining b' = Eaie', c' = IJ(ai + e'), d' = E(ai + b')c' 
(i = 1,2,3,4) corresponding to b,c,d in Lemma 2.16 it is easy to check that b' < d' < c', 
(ai+b')c' = aic'+b', f(b') = 04>,, f(c') = 14>, = f(d') and f((ai+b')c') = ai, so combining 
part (iii) of that lemma with Lemma 2.15 shows that 

_, A 

is a 4-frame in d'/b' and/(¢)=¢'. 
Now let 0 = (a1 + a2)b' and consider the elements ai =aid'+ 0. Since D(ai,ai) holds, 

ai + a2 'f; OJ,,, whence /(0) = 04> and f(ai) = ai. In particular it follows that ai f= 0. We 
show that the ai are independent over 0. Observe that aa + a4 ~ O' ~ b' ~ d' implies - - _, 
aa = aa + 0 and a4 = a4 + 0. Since ai ~ ai, a2 ~a~, d' ~ c' and¢ is a 4-frame, 

a1 I..:ai =(aid'+ O)(a2d' + ag + a4 + 0) 
i:;i:l 

Since a 1 ~ a 1 + a2, the left hand side is ~ 01
, and the opposite inequality is obvious. 

Similarly a2 Li:;i:2 lli = 0. Also 

aa Lai= (aa + o)(a1d' + a2d' + a4 + o) 
i:;i=3 

because a1d' + a2d' + a4 + 0 ~ ai + a2 + a4, and likewise for a4 Li:;i=4 ai = 0. 
Let I= Et=l ai and observe that~/ = b'. We proceed to show that D(ai, ai) holds. 

Note firstly that aid'= aic' since aid'= ai Et=l akc' = ai(aic' + Lk:;i=iakc' = aic' + O'. 
Now 

I+ b' =aid'+ a2d' + aa + a4 + 0 + b' 
~aid'+ a~d' + b' = aic' + a~c' + b' = ai +a~, 
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and a1d' + b' ~ a1d' + 0 = (a1 + O')d' =a~ d' together with a similar computation for a2 
shows that I+ b' =a~+ a~. Furthermore 

I b' = (a 1d' + a2d' + ag + a4 + O)b' 
- ( I ') I = a = 3 + a = 4 + 0 + a1 d + a2d b 

= ag + a4 + 0 = a3 + a4. 

Since lli = aid'+ ( a1 + a2)b' s a~c' + b' =a~ we have D(ai, aD. 
Step 2: Using Lemmas 2.18 and 2.23 we now construct a new 4-frame 

,A.I ( I I ) ,l,.IU (-I + . -I + ) <r = ai,cli = <r = ai u,c 1; u, 

where u is derived from U2 = a~(~,(a~) +a~). By Lemma 2.23 </>'is a 4-frame of char

acteristic q. Since ¢' in L has characteristic q, it follows that f ( u) = 0 ~, and f ( </>') = ¢' 
(see proof of Theorem 2.24). Moreover, if we define 0 = (a1 + a2)u and ai = ai + 0 then 
f(ai) = ai and calculations similar to the ones in Step 1 show that the ai, a~ generate a 
copy of D. 

Step 3: In this step we first construct a new 4-frame </> = (ai, c1;) derived from the 
elements ai of Step 2 such that !(°'¢) = ¢. Then we adjust </>' accordingly to obtain 
,1,.' (-' _, ) t' f . f (,1,.') ;.., D(- _,) d _, ..:... + n <r = ai,cli sa is ymg <r = <r, ai,ai an c12 = c12 ~'· 

Since c23 +c24 S a2+a3+a4, it is possible to choose e EL such that f(e) = c23+c24 and 
a1a2 s e < a2+a3+a4. Let C12 = C~2(a1 +a2) and observe that /(c12) = cb(a1 +a2) = C12 
by the choice of a in the construction of L. Let e = c 12 + e and define b, c, d as in Lemma 
2.16. Since f(e) = c12 + c23 + c24 = e is a relative complement of each ai, considerations 
similar to the ones in Step 1 show that 

</> = (ai,c1;) = (aic + b, (a1c + a;c + b)ed) 

is a 4-frame ind/band!(</>) = ¢. 

4 

u' = I:u~ 
i=l 
4 

v' = L vi-
i=l 

Then O<f>' s v~ < u~ S a 1 and two applications of Lemma 2.18 show that 

,1,.
1 

(-I -I ) ,1,.I v' ( I I I I I ') 
<r = ai,clj ='Yu' = aiu + v ,c1;u + v 

is a 4-frame in u' /v'. Also since </>' has characteristic q, Lemma 2.22 implies that ¢' has 
characteristic q. Furthermore, it is easy to check that f(u') = 1~, and f(v') = O~,, whence 

!(¢') = ¢'. 
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We now show that the elements ai,a~ generate a copy of D. From D(ai,aD we deduce 
that 

Moreover 

e12 + O<J>' = ei2(a1 + a2) + O<J>' = ei2(a1 + a2 + O</>' = ei2(ai +a~)= ei2 
a1 + e12 = a1 + ei2(a1 + a2) = (a1 + ei2)(a1 + a2) 

= (a1 + O<J>' + ei2Ha1 + a2) = (ai + a~)(a1 + a2) = a1 + a2. 

e12 + a1e = (e12 + ai)e = (e12 + a2)e = e12 + a2e 

e12 + a1e = e12 + a2e. 

U~ = a~(a1e + 0</>' + ei2) = a~(a1e + 0</>' + e12) 

= a~(a2e + O</>' + e12) = a~(a2e + ei 2) 

= a2e + a~ei 2 = a2e + O<J>'. 

A similar calculation yields v~ ~ a2e + O<J>'· Now a2e + u~ + u~ ~a~+ a~+ a~ implies 

aiu' = ai(a1e + a2e + O</>' + u~ + u~) = a1e + O<J>', 

and similarly a~u' = a2e + O<J>'· Together with age+ a4e ~ v' we compute 

d + v' = Et=l aie + v' = Et=l aie + O<J>' + v' 
I I + I I + I -I + -I =a1u a2u v =a1 a2, 

dv' = d(ai + a~)(a 1 e + a2e + O</>' + v~ + v~) 
= d(a1e + a2e + O<J>' + (ai + a~)(v~ + v~)) 
= d(a1e + a2e + O<J>') 

= (a1e + a2e +age+ a4e)O<J>' + a1e + a2e 

=age+ a4e + (a1e + a2e)O<J>' + a1e + a2e 

= age+ a4e + b = llg + ll4. 

Since a 1 + v' = a1e + b + v' = a1e + O<J>' + v' = a1u' + v' = ai and similarly a 2 + v' =a~, 
we have D (ai, ai). 

Lastly we want to show that ci2 = 'C12 + ~'· Since d = "L,7=: 1 aie + b, e ~ a2 + ag + a4 
and e ~ e ~ e, 

'C12 = (a1e + a2e + b)ed = (a 1e + a2e)e + b 

= (a1e + a2e)(a1 + a2)(e12 + e) + b 

= (a1e + a2e)(e12 + (a1 + a2)e) + b 

= (a1e + a2e)(e12 + a2e) + b 

= e12(a1e + a2e) + a2e + b 

< I I I -I 
- e12U + V = el2> 
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where we used c12 :::; ci2, a1c + a2c :::; u' and a2e :::; b :::; v' in the la.st line. Also a2 :::; a~ 
implies v' :::; (a2 + v')ci2 :::; a~ci 2 = v', and since we already know that d/a3 + a4 / 
ai + a~/v' the calculation, 

_, . (d + ')-' (- + - ')-' ' C12 = v C12 = a1 a2 + v C12 

(- + - + ')-/ - + (- + ')-/ - I = C12 a2 v C12 = C12 a2 v C12 = C12 + v 

completes this step. 
Step 4: As in Step 2 we use Lemma 2.18 to construct a new 4-frame 

<P = (ai, c1;) =<Pu= (ai + u, 'C1; + u), 

where u is derived from U2 = a2(a~(ai) +a:1r and U1 = a1(u2 +c12). By Lemma 2.23 <P 

is a 4-frame of characteristic p and as before f ( <P) = ¢. 
L I I I -I ( I -I ) I "'4 I d "d th 4-f et w1 = u1 + v, wi = ai w1 + c1i , w = L..,,i=l wi an cons1 ·er e rame 

I 

.J.I ( I I ) .J../W (-I + I -I + ') 
_'P = ai,cli = o/ = ai w ,c1; w . 

Since ¢'was of characteristic q, so is <P' (Lemma 2.22). 
It remains to show that D(ai, a~) holds .. Note that lq, = 1~ = d and Oq,1 = w' 2:: Wi 2:: 

v' > aa + a4. Therefore 

lq, + w' = a1 + a2 + a3 + a4 + w' 
-1+-'+ I '+I = a 1 a2 w = a 1 a2 • 

Also u2 = a2(u1 + C12) (see proof of Lemma 2.23) and U1 = a1(u2 + C12) imply U2 + C12 = 
u1 + c 12. Together with ci2 = 'C12 + v'_ from Step 3 we have · 

I +-I +- + I +- + I W1 C12 = u1 C12 v = u2 C12 v 

w~ =a~(wi +ci2) =a~(u2 +c12+v') 

+ I +-I- + I = U2 V a2Cl2 = U2 V 

A la.st calculation shows that 

lq,W
1 

= lq,(u1 + U2 + W~ + W~) 

= u1 + u2 + lq,(ai + a~)(w~ + w~) 

= U1 + U2 + lq,V 1 = U1 + U2 + aa+ ll4 

= u + aa + a4 = aa + a4. 

Since a1 :::; ai, a2 :::; a~ and u = Oq, :::; w' it follows that a 1 :::; ai and a2 :::; a~. Hence 
D(ai, aD holds. . 

Denoting ¢, <P' by ¢, ¢' and ef,, ¢' by ¢, <P' we see that condition ( *) is now satisfied. I 
Note that the lattice L in the preceeding theorem has finite length. -
Let .M Fl be the class of all modular lattices of finite length, and denote by .M Q the 

collection of all subspaces of vector spaces over the rational numbers. 
By a result of Herrmann and Huhn [75] .MQ ~ (.MF)'v. Furthermore Herrmann [84] 

shows that any modular variety that contains .MQ cannot be both finitely based and 
generated by its members of finite length. From these results and Freese's Theorem one 
can deduce the following: 
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COROLLARY 2.26. 

(i) Both (MF) 11 and (MFl) 11 are not finitely based. 
(ii) (MF) 11 ~(MFZ) 11 ~M. 

(iii) The variety of Arguesian lattices is not generated by its members of finite length. 

§2.4 COVERING RELATIONS BETWEEN MODULAR VARIETIES 

The structure of the bottom of A.M. In §1.1 we saw that the distributive variety /) is 
covered by exactly two varieties, Mg and )./. The latter is non-modular, and its covers will 
be studied in the next chapter. Which varieties cover Mg? Gratzer [66] showed that if a 
finitely generated modular variety 'V properly contains Mg, then M 4 E 'V or Mg2 E 'V or 
both these lattices are in 'V (see Fig 1.1 and 2.6). The restriction that 'V should be finitely 
generated was removed by Jonsson [68]. In fact Jonsson showed that for any modular 
variety 'V the condition Mg2 ¢: 'V is equivalent to 'V being generated by its members of 
length ~ 2. The next few lemmas lead up to the proof of this result. 

Recall from §0.4 that principal congruences in a modular lattice can be described by 
sequences of transpositions, which are all bijective. Two non- trivial quotients in a modular 
lattice are said to be projective to each other if they are connected by some (alternating) 
sequence of (bijective) transpositions. For example the sequence a0 /b0 / aif b1 \. •.. / 

an/bn makes ao/bo and an/bn projective to each other inn steps. This sequence is said to 
be normal if bk= bk-1bk+1 for even k and ak = ak-1 + ak+l for odd k (k = 1, ... , n -1). 
It is strongly normal if in addition for even k we have bk-1 + bk+l ~ ak and for odd k 
ak-1ak+1 ~ bk. 

LEMMA 2. 2 7. ( Gratzer [66]). In a modular lattice any alternating sequence of transpo
sitions can be replaced by a normal sequence of the same length. 

PROOF: Pick any three consequtive quotients from the sequence. By duality we may 
assume that a/b / x/y \. c/d. If this part of the sequence is not normal (i.e. a+ c < x), 
then we replace x/y by a+ c/y(a + c). To see that a/b / a+ c/y(a + c) we only have 
to observe that ay(a + c) = ay = band, by modularity, a+ y(a + c) = (a+ y)(a + c) = 
x(a+c) = a+c. Similarly a+c/y(a+c) \. c/d. Notice also that the normality of adjacent 
parts of the sequence is not disturbed by this procedure, for suppose u/v is the quotient 
that preceedes a/bin the sequence, then vy = b implies vy(a + c) = b(a + c) = b. Thus we 
can replace quotients as necessary, until the sequence is normal. I 

Gratzer also observed that the six elements of a normal sequence a/b / x/y \. c/d are 
generated by a, y and c. Hence, in a modular lattice, they generate a homomorphic image 
of the lattice in Figure 2.4(i) (this is the homomorphic image of the free modular lattice 
F.M (a, y, c) subject to the relations a+ y = a+ c = y + c). 

H the sequence is also strongly normal, then y = y + ac, and so a, y and c generate a 
homomorphic image of the lattice in Figure 2.4(ii). Of course the dual lattices are generated 
by a (strongly) normal sequence a/b \. x/y / c/d. Figure 2.4(ii) also shows that strongly 
normal sequences cannot occur in a distributive latice, unless all the quotients are trivial. 
However Jonsson [68] proved the following: 
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LEMMA 2. 2 8. Suppose L is a modular lattice and p/ q and r / s are non-trivial quotients of 
L that are projective in n steps. If no non-trivial subquotients of p / q and r / s are projective 
in fewer than n steps, then either n $ 2 or else p / q and r / s are connected by a strongly 
normal sequence, also in n steps. 

PROOF: Let p/q = ao/bo - aifb1 - · · · - an/bn = r/s (some n 2: 3) be the sequence 
that connects the two quotients. By Lemma 2.27 we can assume that it is normal. If it 
is not strongly normal, then for some k with 0 < k < n we have ak-i/h-1 /' ak/bk \. 
ak+i/bk+li but ak1 ak+l 1::. bk, or dually. Let Ck-1 = bk-l + ak-lak+li and for i $ n, 
i # k - 1 we define Ci to be the element of aif bi that corresponds to Ck-I under the given 
(bijective) transpositions. With reference to Figure 2.4(i) it is straightforward to verify 
that 

Ck-i/bk-1 \. ak-1ak+i/bk-1bk+1 /' Ck+i/bk+l· 

Since 0 < k < n and n 2: 3 we have k > 1 or k < n - 1 (or both). In the first case 

and in the second 

Either way it follows that the non-trivial subintervals c0 /b0 of p/q and cn/bn of r/s are 
projective in n - 1 steps. This however contradicts the assumption of the lemma. I 

LEMMA 2. 29. (Jonsson [68]). Let L be a modular lattice such that M 32 is not homomor
phic image· of a sublattice of L. If ( v < x, y, z < u) and ( v' < x', y', z' « u') are diamonds 
in L such that y' = yu' and z = z' + v, then u/v \. u1 /v' (refer to Fig 2.5{i)). 

PROOF: Observe firstly that the conditions imply u/y \. z' /v', since y+z' = (y+v)+z' = 
y + z = u and yz' = y(t,i'z') = y1z 1 = v1

• Let w = v + u1
• Then w > v + z' = z and 

u 2: y',z' imply u 2: u', hence w E u/z. We show that w = u and dually vu'= v', which 
gives the desired conclusion. 

Note that we cannot have w = z since then the two diamonds would generate a sublattice 
that has M 32 as homomorphic image. So suppose z < w < u. Because all the edges of 
a diamond are projective to another, the six elements w, v, x, y, z, u generate the lattice 
in Figure 2.5(ii). Under the transposition u/y \. z'/v' the element xw + y is sent to 
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w' = z'(xw + y), and together with v',x',y',z',u' these elements generate the lattice 
in Figure 2.S(iii). It is easy to check that (xw + yw < x + yw, xw + y, w < u) and 
((x' + w')(y' + w') < y' + w', z' + x'(y' + w'), x' + w' < u') are diamonds (they appear in 
Fig 2.S(ii) and (iii)). We claim that w / xw + yw ~ u' /y' + w'. Indeed, since u' .:$ w :$ 
(x + u') (y + u') we have 

xw + yx + u' = u' + xw + u' + yw = (u' + x)w + (u' + y)w = w 
y1 + w' = y' + z'(xw + y) = (y' + z')(xw + y) 

= u'(xw + y) = u'(xw + y)w = u'(xw + yw). 

But this means that the two diamonds form a sublattice of L that is isomorphic to the lat
tice in Figure 2.5(iv), and therefore has M 3 2 as a homomorphic image. This contradiction 
shows that we must have u-.:. w. I 

LEMMA 2.30. (Jonsson [68]). If Lis a modular lattice such that M 32 is not a homomor
phic image of a sublattice of L, then any two quotients in L that are projective to each 
other have non-trivial subquotients that are projective to each other in three steps or less. 

PROOF: It is enough to prove the theorem for two quotients a/band c/d that are projective 
in four steps, since longer sequences can be handled by repeated application. of this case. 
We assume that no non-trivial subquotients of a/band c/d are projective in less than four 
steps and derive a contradiction. By Lemma 2.28 there exists a strongly normal sequence 
of transpositions 

or dually. Associated with this sequence are three diamonds (b0 +b2 < ao+b2,b1,bo+a2 < 
ai}, {b2 < b1a3, a2, a1ba < a1aa) and (b2 + b4 < a2 + b4 , b3 , a2 + b4 < aa). The first and 
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the second, and the second and the third diamond satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.29, 
since 

b1a3 = bi(a1aa), 

aiba = ba(a1aa), 

bo + a2 = a2 + ( bo + b2) 

a2 + b4 = a2 + (bo + b4) 

whence we conclude that 

This enables us to show that a/band c/d are projective in 2 steps. In fact 

( **) 

as is shown by the following calculations 

ao + (a2 + bo + b4) = ai + b4 = ai + aiaa + b2 + b4 (a1 ~ aiaa + b2) 

= ai + aa (a1a3 + (b2 + b4) = aa by(*)) 

ao(a2 + bo + b4) = bo + ao(a2 + b4) (by modularity) 

= bo + aoai(a2 + b4) (a1 ~ ao) 

= bo + ao(a2 + a1b4) (by modularity) 

::; bo + ao(a2 + b2) = bo + a1a2 = bo, 

where the inequality holds since a1b4 = aiaab4 ::; a1aa(b2 + b4) = b2 by (*). The second 
part of(**) follows by symmetry. Since a/band c/d were assumed to be projective in not 
less than 4 steps, this contradiction completes the proof. I 

LEMMA 2 .31. Suppose L is a modular lattice with b < a::; d < c in L. If a/b and c/d 
are projective in three steps, then a/b transposes up onto a lower edge of a diamond and 
c/d transposes down onto an upper edge of a diamond. 

PROOF: Since a ::; d, no non-trivial subintervals of a/b and c/d are projective to each 
other in less than three steps. Hence by Lemma 2.29 a/b and c/d are connected by a 
strongly normal sequence of length 3, say 

(the dual case cannot apply). Then a/b transposes up onto ao + b2/bo + b2 of the diamond 
(bo+b2 < ao+b2, b1, bo+ a2 < ai) (see Fig 2.4(ii)) and c/d transposes down onto a1a3/b 1b3 
of (b2 < b1a3, a2, aiba < aiaa) as required. I 

THEOREM 2.32. (Jonsson [68]). For any variety 'V of modular lattices the following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(i) Ma2 fl. 'V; 
(ii) every subdirectly irreducible member of 'V has dimension two or less; 

(iii) the inclusion a(b + cd) (c + d) ::; b + ac +ad holds in 'V. 
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PROOF: Suppose M 32 r/:. 'V but some subdirectly irreducible lattice L in 'V has dimension 
greater than two. Then L contains a four element chain a > b > c > d. Since L is 
subdirectly irreducible con(a, b) and con(b, c) cannot have trivial intersection, and therefore 
some non-trivial subquotients a'/b' of a/band p/q of b/c are projective to each other. By 
Lemma 2.30 we can assume that they are projective in three steps. Similarly some non
trivial subquotients p1 /q' of p/q and c'/d' of c/d are projective to each other, again in three 
steps. Since all transpositions are bijective, p1 

/ q1 is also projective to a subquotient of a'/ b1 

in three steps. From Lemma 2.31 we infer that p' / q1 transposes up onto a lower edge of 
a diamond and down onto an upper edge of a diamond. It follows that the two diamonds 
generate a sublattice of L which has M 32 as homomorphic image. This contradicts (i), 
thus (i) implies (ii). 

Every variety is generated by its subdirectly irreducible members, so to prove that (ii) 
implies (iii), we only have to observe that the inclusion a(b + cd)( c + d) :::; b ac + ad 
holds in every lattice of dimension 2. Indeed, in such a lattice we always have c :$; d or 
d:::; c or cd = 0. In the first case a(b + cd)(c d) = a(b + c)d :::; ad :::; b + ac +ad, in the 
second a(b + cd)( c + d) = a( b + d)c :::; ac :::; b + ac +ad and in the third a(b + cd)( c + d) = 
ab ( c + d) .:::; b :::; b + ac + ad. 

Finally, Figure 2.6 shows that the inclusion fails in M 32, and therefore (iii) implies (ii). I 

/ 

Figure 2.6 

For any cardinal a 2::: 3 there exists up to isomorphism exactly one lattice Mo: with 
dimension 2 and a atoms (see Fig 1.2). For a= n E w each Mn generates a variety .Mn, 
while for a 2::: w all the lattices Mo: generate the same variety .Mw since they all have the 
same finitely generated sublattices. Clearly .Mn ~ .Mw, and by J6nsson's Lemma .Mn+l 
covers .Mn for 3:::; n E w. The above theorem implies that M 32 r/:. .Mn for all n 2::: 3, and 
conversely, if 1J is a variety of modular lattices that satisfies M 32 r/:. 'V, then 1J is either T, 
D, .Mw or .Mn for some n E w, n 2::: 3. Thus we obtain: 

COROLLARY 2.33. (Jonsson [68]). In the lattice A, the variety .Mn (3 :$; n E w) is 
covered by exactly three varieties: .Mn+b .Mn+ .M32 and .Mn+ JI. 

PROOF: .Mn n .M 32 = .Ma is covered by .M 32, and .Mn n JI = D is covered by JI. By 
the distributivity of A, .Mn n .M 32 and .Mn n JI cover .Mn. Suppose a variety 'V properly 
includes .Mn. If 'V contains a non-modular lattice, then N E 'V, hence .Mn +JI ~ 1J. If 
1J contains only modular lattices, then either M32 E 'V or M 32 ¢. 1J. In the first case we 
have .Mn+ .M 32 ~ 1J, while in the latter case Theorem 2.32 implies that 'V = .Mk for some 
n < k E w. Hence .Mn+I ~ 'V, and the proof is complete. I 
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The proof in fact shows that, for n;::: 3, C(.Mn) = {.Mn+1, .Mn+ .Ma2, .Mn+ JI} strongly 
covers .Mn (see §1.1). But this is to be expected in view of Theorem 1.2 and the result 
that every finitely generated lattice variety is finitely based (§4.1). 

Observe that .Ma has two join irreducible covers (.M4 and .Ma2) whereas .Mn (4 ~ n E w) 
has only one. 

Further results on modular varieties. Consider the lattices in Figure 2.'J. The main 
result of Hong [72] is the following: 

THEOREM 2.34. Let L be a subdirectly irreducible modular lattice and suppose 

Then the dimension of L is less than or equal to n. 

The proof of this theorem is based on a detailed analysis of how the diamonds that are 
associated with a normal sequence of quotients fit together . 

.. ··<1> 
<1> 

Figure 2.7 

We list some consequences of this result. Let .Man, A1, A2 , Aa and P2 be the varieties 
generated by the lattices Ma2, Ai, A2, Aa and P2 respectively. 

COROLLARY 2.35. (Hong [70]). For 2 ~ n E w the variety .Man is covered by the 
varieties 

Let .M :i be the variety generated by all modular lattices whose length does not exceed 
m and whose width does not exceed n (1 ~ m, n < oo). Note that Theorem 2.32 implies 
.M~ = .Mw, and since every lattice of length at most 3 can be embedded in the sub
space lattice of a projective plane ([GLT] p.214), .M~ is the variety generated by all such 
subspace lattices. 
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Figure 2.8 

COROLLARY 2.36. (Hong [72]). The variety .M~ is strongly covered by the collection 

{.M;, + .Ma2, M! + Jh, M! + A2, M! + Aa, M! + N} 

From Theorem 1.2 one may now deduce that .M~ is finitely based. 
Considering the varieties .M~, we first of all note that since Ma has width 3, .Mf' and 

.M~ are both equal to the distributive variety [). The two modular varieties which cover 

.Ma are generated by modular lattices of width 4, hence .M3 = .Ma. 
The variety .M4 is investigated in Fre~e (77]. It is not finitely generated since it contains 

simple lattices of arbitrary length (Fig 2.8 (i)). Freese obtains the following result: 

THEOREM 2. 3 7. The variety .M4 is strongly covered by the following collection of ten 
varieties: 

{.M~ + {L} v: L = A2,Aa, ... ,As,Ms,P2,N}. 

He also gives a complete list of the subdirectly irreducible members of this variety, and 
shows that it has uncountably many subvarieties. Further remarks about the varieties .M ~ 
appear at the end of Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Non-modular Varieties 

§ 3 .1 INTRODUCTION 

The first significant results specifically about non-modular varieties appear in a paper 
by McKenzie [72], although earlier studies by Jonsson concerning sublattices of free lat
tices contributed to some of the results in this paper (see also Kostinsky [72], Jonsson 
and Nation [75]). Splitting lattices are characterised as subdirectly irreducible bounded 
homomorphic images of finitely generated free lattices, and an effective procedure for de
ciding if a lattice is splitting, and to find its conjugate equation (see §1.3) is given. Also 
included in McKenzie's paper are several problems which stimulated a lot of research in 
this direction. One of these problems was solved when Day [77] showed that the class of 
all splitting lattices generates the variety of all lattices (§ 1.3). 

McKenzie also listed fifteen subdirectly irreducible lattices L1,L2 , ••• ,L1s, (see Fig 1.2) 
each of which generates a join irreducible variety that covers the smallest non-modular 
variety JI. Davey, Poguntke and Rival [75] proved that a variety, generated by a lattice 
which satisfies the double chain condition, is semidistributive if and only if it does not 
contain one of the lattices Ma, Li, ... , Ls. Jonsson proved the same result without the 
double chain condition restriction, and in Jonsson and Rival [79] this is used to show that 
McKenzie's list of join irreducible covers of JI is complete. 

Further results in this direction by Rose [84] prove that there are eight chains of semidis
tributive varieties, each generated by a finite subdirectly irreducible lattice L~, L7, L8, 
L~, L~0 , Lia, L~4 , Li5 (n > O, see Fig 1.2), such that L? = Li, and {Lf+1} 11 is the only 
join irreducible cover of {Li} 11 for i = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15. · 

Extending some results of Rose, Lee [85] gives a fairly complete description of all the 
varieties which do not contain any of the lattices Ma, L 2 , La, ... , L12 • In particular, these. 
varieties turn out to be locally finite. 

Ruckelshausen [78] obtained some partial results. about the covers of .Ma + JI, and 
Nation [86] [a] has developed another approach to finding the covers of finitely generated 
varieties, which he uses to show that {L1} 11 has ten join irreducible covers, and that above 
{L12} 11 there are exactly two join irreducible covering chains of varieties. These results 
are mentioned again in more detail at the end of §3.4. 

The notions of splitting lattices and bounded homomorphic images have been discussed 
in §1.3, so this chapter covers the results of Jonsson and Rival [79], Rose [84] and Lee [85]. 

§3.2. SEMIDISTRIBUTIVITY 

Recall from §1.3 that a lattice L is semidistributive if for any u, v, x, y, z E L 

u=x+y=x+z 

v = xy = xz 

implies 

implies 

u = x + yz and dually 

v = x(y + z). 

A glance at Figure 3.1 shows that the lattices Ma, Li, L 2 , La, L 4 and L 5 fail to be semidis
tributive and hence they cannot be a sublattice of any semidistributive lattice. The next 
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lemma implies that for finite lattices the converse is also true. Given a lattice L and three 
non-comparable elements x, y, z E L we will write Li(x, y, z) to indicate that these ele
ments generate a sublattice of L isomorphic to Li, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 (Fig 3.1). Algebraically 
this is verified by checking that the corresponding defining relations (below Fig 3.1) hold. 

Figure 3.1 

Ma(x,y, z) L 1(x,y,z) L 3 (x, y, z) L 4 (x, y, z) 

(L2 is dual) (Ls is dual) 

x+y=y+z=x+z y(x + z) = xz x+z=y+z x+z=y+z 

xy = yz = xz (x + y)z = xy xy = xz (x + y)z = xy 

(x + y)(x + z) = x x + yz = x + y 

x~y+z (x + y)z = yz 

We denote by 1 L and 1 L the ideal and filter lattice of L respectively ( 1 L is ordered 
by reverse inclusion). L is embedded in 1 L via the map x f--+ ( x] and in 1 L via x f--+ [ x). 
We identify L with its image in 1 Land 1 L. Of course 1 L (1 L) is (dually) algebraic with 
the (dually) compact elements being the principal ideals (filters) of L. Hence both lattices 
are weakly atomic (i.e. in any quotient u/v we can find r,s E u/v such that r >- s). In 
particular, given a, b E L, there exists c E 1 L satisfying a ~ c ~ a + b. 

Note also that 1 L is upper continuous, i.e. for any x E 1 L and any chain C ~ 1 L, we 
have x LC = Lyec xy (see [ATL] p. 15). 

LEMMA 3 .1. (Jonsson and Rival [79]). If a lattice L is not semidistributive, then either 
111 L or 111 L contains a sublattice isomorphic to one of the lattices M 3 ,L1 ,L2 ,L3 ,L4 

or Ls. 

PROOF: Suppose that L is not semidistributive. By duality we may assume that there 
exist u, x, y, z E L such that 

u = x + y = x + z but x + yz < u. 

As a first observation we have that x, y and z must be non-comparable. By the weak 
~tomicity of 1 L, we can find x' E 1 L such that x + yz ~ x' ~ u, whence it follows that 

u = x' + y = x' + z, yz ~ x' ~ u 
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In 11 L we can then find minimal elements y', z' subject to the conditions u = x' + y' = 
x' + z', y' ::=; y and z' ::=; z. Now x'y' < y1 since equality would imply x' = u. Furthermore, 
if x' y' < w ::=; y', then x' < x' + w (equality would imply w :::; x' y') and x' + w :::; x' + y' = u. 
Hence x' + w = u and by the minimality of y', w = y1

• It follows that y' covers x'y', and 
similarly z' covers x'z'. So, dropping the primes, we have found u, x, y, z E 11 L satisfying 
(*) and 

(**) yz:::; x-< u, xy-< y, xz-< z 

(see Fig 3.2(i), double lines connect a covering pair of elements). 
I.I.. 

;( 

u u t x 
"" .J 

r 
XI.A ~=- "j x~ -

(i) (ii) (ii·,) 
~r Figure 3.2 

Since xy-< y,we have either y(xy + z) = xy or y:::; xy + z, and similarly z(xz + y) = xz 
or z ::=; xz + y. We will show that in each of the four cases that arise, the lattice 11 L or 
111 L must contain M 3 or one of the Li (i = 1, ... , 5) as a sublattice. 

Case 1: y ::=; xy + z and z:::; xz + y. Since x, y and z are non-comparable, so are xy and 
xz (~y ::=; xz would imply y ::=; xy + z :::; xz + z = z). Let w = xy + xz, then y, z 'f:. w :::; x 
and w 'f:. y, z since xy -< y and xz -< z. The following calculations show that we in fact 
have L 2 (w, y, z): wy + wz = xy + xz = w; w ~ xyz = yz; y + xz :::; y + z and equality 
follows from the assumption that y+xz ~ z; similarly z+xy = y+z (see Fig 3.l(ii),3.2(i) 
and (ii)). 

Case 2: y ::=; xy + z and z(xz + y) = xz. Let s = x(y + z:) and t = xz + y. The most 
general relationship between x, s, t and z is pictured in Fig 3.2(iii). We will show that 
either L 5 (s,t,z) or L 3 (z,s + t,x) (see Fig 3.1). Clearly sz = x(y + z)z = xz = xt by 
assumption. Furthermore t and z are non-comparable (z 'f:. t since tz = xz < z, y:::; t 'f:. z 
since y 'f:. z), as are s and z ( z 'f:. s :::; x, s 'f:. z else s + z = z = y + z), and t 'f:. s since y :::; t, 
s ::=; x but y 'f:. x. Suppose now that s + t = y + z. Thens 'f:. t (else y + z = s + t = t ~ z, 
contradicting t l z) and therefore s, t, z are non-comparable. Also st = xt since t :::; y + z, 
thus st+ z = xt + z > xy + z ~ y + z (by assumption), whence st+ z = y + z. This shows 
L 5 (s,t,z). On the other hands+ t < y + z implies that z,s + t,x are non-comparable, 
and so L3 (z, s + t, x) follows from the calculations: 

u = z + x = s + t + x (since x-< u) 

z(s + t) = zx (since zx-< x) 

z+x(s+t) = z+s = z+ (s+t) 

(z + s + t)x = (y + z)x = s = (s + t)x. 
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Case 3: y(xy + z) = xy and z ~ xz + y. This case is symmetric to the preceeding case. 
Case 4: y(xy + z) = xy and z(xz + y) = xz. We claim that for n = 0, 1, ... one can find 

increasing chains of elements Yn E y + z / y and Zn E y + z / z such that ( *) and ( **) hold 
with y and z replaced by Yn and Zn. Indeed, let Yo= y, zo = z and 

Yn+l = Yn + XZn, 

Then Yo ~ y + z and zo ~ y + z and if we suppose that Yn, zn. ~ y + z then clearly 
Yn+l = Yn + XZn ~ y + z and Zn+l ~ y + z. Now suppose that (*) and(**) hold with 
y and z replaced by Yn and Zn for some n 2:: 0. We show that the same is true for Yn+l 
and Zn+l· Firstly x + Yn+l = x + Yn + XZn = x + Yn = tt. by hypothesis, and similarly 
x+zn+l = tt.. Further we may assume that YnZn+l = XYn and ZnYn+l = XZn, for otherwise 
one of the three previous cases would apply. Now z ~ Zn+l and z i x, so Zn+i i x and 
hence XZn+l < Zn+l· If XZn+l < t < Zn+l then put s = Zn+ xt (Fig 3.3(i)). We show 
that either La(zn, t, x) or L4(s, t, x) or La(zn, st, x), from which it follows that we may 
assume XZn+l -< Zn+l· tt. = Zn+ x = t + x since x -< u, and XZn = tzn since XZn -< Zn· 
Also xt ~ x(zn + t) ~ XZn+l ~ xt shows that xt = x(zn + t) = XZn+l and x, t, Zn are 
non-comparable. 

u x. 

~ .... , 

(i) 

?"+t 
s•:"1"Xt 

(ii) (iii) 

Figure 3.3 

Now either Zn + t = s, which implies La(zn, t, x), or Zn + t > s in which case we 
have L 4 (s,t,x) (if st = xt) or L 3(zn,st,x) (if st > xt). Similarly we may assume 
that XYn+l -< Yn+l· Finally we can assume that Yn+1zn+I ~ x, other.Vise we obtain 
Ls(Yn+1zn+1, XYn+I, Yn) (Fig 3.3(ii)). 

In 171 L we now form the join Yoo of all the Yn and the join z00 of all the Zn. Clearly 

ti. = X + Yoo = X + Z00 , Yoo + Zoo = Y + Z. 

Furthermore, x i Yoo since x is compact and x i Yn for all n. Therefore xy00 < y00 and 
if xy00 ~ t < Yoo then there exists m E w such that for all n 2:: m t "l Yn, hence tyn = XYn 
(Fig 3.3(iii)). We compute 

t = ty00 = L tyn = L XYn = XYoo 
n;::m n;::m 

where the second and last equality make use of the upper continuety of 171 L. Thus 
XYoo -< Yoo and similarily XZoo -< z00 • Also, for each m, YmZoo = Lnew YmZn ~ x, hence 
YooZoo ~ x. Lastly, XYn ~ XZn+l implies 

XYoo = L XYn ~ L XZn+I = XZ00 
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and similarly xz00 ~ XYoo· Consequently XYoo = XZoo = YooZoo. 

Dropping the subscripts we now have u, x, y, z E 111 L satisfying ( *), ( **) and xy = 
xz = yz. Let t = x(y + z). Ht = yz then L 4(y, z, x) holds, and if t > yz then we consider 
the four cases depending on whether or not the equations y + z = y + t and y + z = t + z 
hold. H both hold, then we get Ms( w, y, z), if both fail then we let s = (y + w)( w + z) to 
obtain Li(s,y,z) (here we use xy--< y, xz--< z, see Fig 3.3(iv)), and if just one equation 
holds, say y + t < z + t = y + z, then L 4(y, t, z) follows. This completes the proof. I 

Semidistributive varieties. H L is a finite lattice, then 111 L '.::'. 111 L '.::'. L, so L is 
semidistributive if and only if L excludes Ms, Li, L2, Ls, L 4 and Ls. We say that a variety 
'V of lattices is semidistributive if every member of 'V is semidistributive. The next thereom 
characterizes all the semidistributive varieties. 

THEOREM 3.2. (Jonsson and Rival [79]). For a given lattice variety 'V, the following 
statements are equivalent: 

(i) 'V is semidistributive. 
(ii) Ms, Li, L2, La, L4, Ls €j. 'V. 

(iii) Both the filter and ideal lattice of Fv (3) are semidistributive. 
(iv) Let Yo = y, zo = z and, for n E w let Yn+l = y + XZn and Zn+l = z + XYn· Then 

for some natural number m the identity 

x(y + z) = XYm 

and its dual (SD~) hold in 'V. 

PROOF: Since each of the lattices in "(ii) fail to be semidistributive, (i) implies (ii), and 
(ii) implies (i) follows from Lemma 3.1 and the fact that L E 'V implies 111 L, 111 L E 'V. 
Also (i) implies (iii) since 1 Fv (3), 1 Fv (3) E 'V. 

(iii) implies (iv): By duality it suffices to show that, for some m, x(y + z) = XYm in the 
free lattice Fv (3) of 'V generated by x, y, z. By induction one easily sees that Yn ~ Yn+I 

and Zn ~ Zn+l· In 1 Fv (3) we define Yoo as the join of all the Yn and Zoo as the join of all 
the Zn. Now XYn ~ XZn+l and XZn ~ XYn+1, hence by the upper continuety of 1 Fv(3), 
xy00 = XZ00 = v, say. Also Yn +Zn = y + z for each n implies Yoo = Zoo = y + z. By 
semidistributivity we therefore have v = x(y00 + z00 ) = x(y + z). Hence v = LnEw XYn is 
a compact element of 1 Fv(3), so for some m E w, x(y + z) = XYm· 

(iv) implies (i): H L E 'V is not semidistributive, then there are elements x, y, z in L 
such that xy = xz < x(y + z) or dually. Then, for all n, Yn = y and Zn = z, whence 
XYn < x(y + z). Consequently the identity fails for each n. I 

The fourth statement shows that semidistributivity cannot be characterised by a set of 
identities, and so the class of all semidistributive lattices does not form a variety. 

Semidistributivity and weak transpositions. For the notions of weak projectivity we 
refer the reader to §0.4. The next result concerns the possibility of shortening a sequence 
of weak transpositions. Suppose in some lattice L a quotient x 0 /y0 projects weakly onto 
another quotient Xn/Yn inn> 2 steps, say 
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If there exists a quotient u / v such that 

xo/Yo \.w u/v / w x2/Y2, 

then we can shorten the sequence of weak transpositions by replacing the quotients xify1 
and x2/y2 by the single quotient u/v. In a distributive lattice this can always be done, 
since we may take u/v = xox2/YoY2· The non-existence of such a quotient u/v is therefore 
connected with the presence of a diamond or a pentagon as a sublattice of L. If L is 
semidistributive, then this sublattice must of course be a pentagon. The aim of Lemma 
3.3 is to describe the location of the pentagon relative to the quotients Xi/Yi· 

We introduce the following terminology and notation: A quotient cf a in a lattice Lis 
said to be an N-quotient if there exists b E L such that a + b = a + c and ab = ac. In this 
case a, b, c E L generate a sublattice isomorphic to the pentagon N, a condition which we 
abbreviate by writing N(c/a,b). 

LEMMA 3.3. (Jonsson and Rival [79]). Let L be a semidistributive lattice and suppose 
xo/Yo / w xify1 \.w x2/Y2 in L. Then either 

(i) there exist a, b, c EL with N(c/a, b), and b/bc is a subquotient of x0 /y0 or 
(ii) there exist a,b,c,t EL with N(c/a,b), Yo< t :$ Xo and t/yo /w a+ b/b or 

(iii) there exists a subquotient p/q of x0 /y0 such that p/q \. u/v / x 2/y2 for some 
quotient u/v. 

PROOF: Let xci = xo(Y1 + x2). (i) If xci + Y1 < X2 + Y1, then the elements a= xci + Y1, 
b = Xo and c = Y1 + X2 give N(c/a, b) and b/bc = xo/xci ~ xo/Yo (Fig 3.4(i)). 

(ii) Suppose xci + Y1 = X2 +YI· By the semidistributivity of L, X2 + Y1 = xcix2 + Y1 = 
xox2 + Y1, hence (xox2 + Y2) + Y1 = x2 + Yl· If xox2 + Y2 < x2, then the elements 
a= x 0 x 2 + y2, b = y 1 , c = x 2 satisfy n(c/a,b), and a+ b/b transposes down onto the 
subquotient xci/ XoY 1 of xo/Yo (Fig 3.4(ii)). 

(iii) If xox2 + Y2 = x2, then 

xo/Yo 2 p/q = XoY1 + xox2/XoY1 \. xox2/xoy2 / x2/Y2· I 

x, 

b " x. ::t. 

Xi x' xl.=c 
0 

x: X0 Xl.~'j'Z.:.~ 

(i) ~'I. x.y, !j 2. 

~· :1• 

Figure 3.4 "· ~z. 

LEMMA 3.4. (Rose [84]). IfLisasemidistributivelatticeandxo/Yo /13 xify1 \.13 x2/Y2 
in L, then xo/Yo \. xox2/YoY2 / x2/Y2· 

PROOF: Since we are dealing with transpositions, Yo = XoY1, Y2 = X2Y1 and x1 = 
Y1 + xo = Y1 + X1. By semidistributivity x1 = Y1 + xox2. Now the bijectivity of the trans
positions implies yo+xox2 = (Yo+xox2+Y2)xo = x1xo = xo, and similarly Y2+xox2 = x2. 
Also Yo(xox2) = XoY1X2 = YoY1 and Y2(xox2) = YoY1· I 
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3-generated semidistributive lattices. Let Fi, F2, Fa, F4 be the lattices in Figure 3.5. 
It is easy to check that each of these lattices is freely generated by the elements x, y, z 
subject to the defining relations listed below. 

x 

Fi 
(x+y)z = yz 

xy + z = x + z 

F2 

(x + y)z = yz 

xy + z = x + z 

x + y(x + z) 

= (x + y)(x + z) 

Figure 3.5 

Fa 

(x + y)z = yz 

xy + z = x + z 

(x + yz)y = xy + yz 

':l 

F4 
(x+y)z = yz 

xy + z = x + z 

(x + yz)y = xy + yz 

x+y(x+z) 

= (x + y)(x + z) 

LEMMA 3. 5. (Jonsson and Rival [79], Rose [84]). Let L be a semidistributive lattice 
generated by the three x, y, z with x ~ xy + z and xz ~ y. 

(i) If L excludes L12 then L E HF1. 
(ii) If L excludes L12 and L1 then LE HF2. 

(iii) If L excludes Li2 and La then LE HFa. 
(iv) If L excludes L 12 , L1 and La then LE HF4. 

PROOF: (i) x ~ xy+z is equivalent to xy+z = x+z, so it suffices to show that under the 
above assumptions (x + y)z = yz. The free lattice determined by the elements x, z, xy, yz 
and the defining relations x ~ xy + z and xz ~ y is pictured in Fig 3.6(i). Let y0 = x + yz, 
Y1 =_ xy + yoz, Y2 = yz + xy1 and w = xy + yz. To avoid Li2 we must have Y1 = Y2· 

Since w + YoZ = Y1 = Y2 = w + xyi, semidistributivity implies Y1 = Y2 = wyozxy1 = w. 
Further we compute YoZ = y1z = wz = yz. Again by semidistributivity yz = (Yo+ y)z = 
(x + yz + y)z = (x + y)z, as required. 

(ii) Let s = (x + y)(y + z) and t = x + y(x + z), then the sublattice of F1 generated by 
y, z and t is isomorphic to L 7 (Fig 3.6(iii)) with critical quotient s/t. 

(iii) is dual to (ii), and (iv) follows from (ii) and (iii). I 
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(iii) 

Figure 3.6 

LEMMA 3.6. (Rose [84]). Let L be a semidistributive lattice that excludes L11 and L12. 
If a, b, c, u, v E L with N( u/v, b), a< c and u/v projects weakly onto c/a, then N(c/a, b). 

PROOF: We show that u/v /w c/a implies N(c/a,b), then the result follows by repeated 
application of this result and its dual. Let x = u, y = a and z = b (Fig 3.7(i)). Then 
x ~ xy + z and xz ~ y, hence by Lemma 3.5 x, y, z generate a homomorphic image of F1 

(Fig 3.5). Computing in this lattice, we have be= z(x + y) = zy = ba and b +a= z + y = 
z+ (x+ y) = b+ c,which implies N(c/a,b). I 

COROLLARY 3. 7. Suppose u/v and c/a are non-trivial quotients in a semidistributive 
lattice L that excludes L11 and L 12 • If b EL and (a, c) E con(u, v), then N(u/v, b) implies 
N(c/a,b). 

PROOF: By Lemma 0.11 there is a sequence a = eo < e1 < · · · < en = c such that 
u/v projects weakly onto ei/ei-l for each i = 1, ... ,n. By Lemma 3.6 N(u/v) implies 
N(eifei-1,b), hence eib < ei-1 and ei-l +b > ei. It follows that ab= e1b = ··· = enb = cb 
and a+ b = c + b, whence N(c/a,b). I 

i. = b 

(ii) 
Figure 3.7 

b 

l 

c' 

o...' 

a. 

Figure 3.7(ii) shows that the above result does not hold if L includes Lu or (by duality) 
L12. The next result shows just how useful the preceeding few lemmas are. 
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THEOREM 3.8. (Rose [84]). Let L be a subdirectly irreducible semidistributive lattice 
that excludes Lu and L12. Then L has a unique critical quotient. 

PROOF:· Suppose to the contrary that c/a and p/q are two distinct critical quotients of 
L. Then (p, q) E con(a, c), hence ·by Lemma 0.11 there exists p' E p/ q such that p' > q 
and c/a projects weakly_ onto p'/q ink steps. We may assume that c/a g p/q (else p/c 

·or a/q is critical and can .replace p/q), and p/q g c/a. Consequently k ~ 1, p'/q g c/a 
and therefore we can find a non-trivial quot.ient u/v g c/a such that c/a ""w u/v. By 
duality, suppose that c/a / w u/v, and put a' = cv. Since c/a' is also critical, we get 
(a',c) E con(a',v). Again by Lemma 0.11 there exists c' E c/a, c'·> a' such that v/a' 
projects weakly onto c' /a' (see Fig 3.7(iii)) .. Consider a shortest sequence 

v/a' = xo/Yo ""w xify1 ""w •.. ""w Xn/Yn = c'/a'. 

Clearly n ~ 2 since c' 1:. v. Observe also that if n = 2, then we cannot have v /a' '\cw 

xify1 / w c'/a', since that would imply c' =a'+ x 1 ~ v. 
First suppose that v/a' / w xify1 '\,w x2/Y2· Then only (i) or (ii) of Lemma 3.2 can 

apply, since the sequence cannot be shortened if n ~ 3, and for n == 2 this follows from the 
observation above. If (i) holds, then there exist a",b,c" EL such that N(c"/a",b) and 
b/bc" ~ v/a'. Since c'/a' is critical, (a',c') E con(a",c"), when~e.by Corollary 3.7 we have 
N(c'/a',b). If (ii) holds, then there exist a",b,c",t EL such that N(c1'/a",b), t/a" ~ v/a' 
and t/a' / w a"+ b/b. Again we.get N(c'/a',b) from Corollary 3.7. But in both cases we 
also have b ~ a', so this is a contradiction. · 

Now suppose that v/a' ·'\cw xlfy1 / w i2/Y2· As we· already noted, this implies n ~ 3, 
so we may only apply the dual parts of (i) or (ii) of Lemma 3.2. That is, there exist 
a",b,c",t EL with'N(c"/a",b) and either a"+ b/b ~ v/a' or v/t ~ v/a', v/t '\,w b/bc". 
Again Corollary 3.7 gives N(c'/a',b). In the 'first· di.Se this contradids b ~a', and in the 
second, sin<;e b/bc" / v/t, we have v = b+t ~ b+a' ~ c', and this contradicts a'= vc''. I 
· Notice that if a lattice has a unique critical quotient c/a, then this quotient is prime 

(i.e. c covers a), c is join irreducible, a is meet irreducible, and con( a~ c) identifies no two 
distinct elements except c and a. To get a feeling for the above theorem, the reader should 
check that the lattices N, La, L1, L 8 , L9 , Lio, L 13, L14 and L 15 each have a unique critical 
quotient, where as Lu and L12 each have two. 

§3. 3 NEARDISTRIBUTIVE AND ALMOST DISTRIBUTIVE VARIETIES 

Recall the definition of the identities (SD~) and (SD;tj in Theorem 3 .. 2. Of course (SD0) 
and (SDd") only hold .in the trivial variety, while.· 

. (SDi) x(y + z) = x(y + xz) 

holds in the. distributive variety, but fails in Ma and N /(Fig 3.8). Thus (SDi) (and by 
duality (SDt)) is equivalent to the distributive identity. The first identities that are of 
interest are therefore 

x(y + z) = x(y + x(z + xy)) 

x + yz = x + y(x +z(i + y)). 
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Neardistributive lattices. A lattice, or a lattice variety, is said to be neardistributive 
if it satisfies the identities (SD2) and (SD;t). This definition appears in Lee [85]. By 
Theorem 3.2 every neardistributive lattice is semidistributive, and it is not difficult (though 
somewhat tedious) to check that N, L6, ... , Lio, L1s,L14 and Lis are all neardistributive. 
On the other hand Figure 3.S(iii) shows that (SD2) fails in Lu, and by duality (SD;t) fails 
in L12. 

? x. 

Figure 3.8 

THEOREM 3.9. (Lee [85]). A lattice variety ')./ is neardistributive if and only if')./ is 
semidistributive and contains neither Lu or Li2· 

PROOF: The forward implication follows immediately from the remarks above. Con
versely, supppose that Lu,L12 ~')./and')./ is semidistributive but not naerdistributive. We 
show that this leads to a contradiction. By duality we may assume that (SD2) does not hold 
in ').I, so for some lattice LE ').I, x,y, z, a, c EL we have x(y x(z+xy)) =a< c = x(y+z). 
Let L be a homomorphic image of L such that c/a is a critical quotient in L. Clearly L 
excludes Lu and L 12, hence Theorem 3.8 implies that c/a is prime and a is meet irre
ducible. Thus a= :X or a= y + x(z + xy). But c::; x, whence a= y + x(z + xy) ? y. This 
however is impossible, since :x ? y implies a = y + x(zy) = y + c = c. I 

For finite lattices we can get an even stronger result. 

THEOREM 3.10. (Lee [85]). A B.nite lattice L is neardistributive if and only if L is 
semidistributive and excludes Lu and L12. 

PROOF: The forward direction follows immediately from Theorem 3.9. Conversely, sup
pose L is finite, semidistributive and excludes L 11 and L12, but is not neardistribu
tive. Then by Theorem 3.9, {L} v contains a lattice K, where K is one of the lattices 
M 3 , Li, ... ,L5 , L 11 , L 12 . Since K is subdirectly irreducible, J6nsson's Lemma implies 
KE HS{L}. It is also easy to check that every choice of K satisfies Whitman's condition 
(W), hence Theorem 1.47 implies that K is isomorphic to a sublattice of L. This however 
contradicts the assumption that Lis semidistributive and excludes Lu, L 12. I 

It is not known whether the above theorem also holds for infinite lattices. Note that 
Theorem 3.8 implies that any finite subdirectly irreducible neardistributive lattice has a 
unique critical quotient. 

Rose [84] observed that any semidistributive lattice which contains a cycle must include 
. either Lu or L12 (refer to §1.3 for the definition of a cycle). This follows easily from Corol
lary 3.7 and the fact that if P1UP2U ... upnUPo is a cycle then con(pi, Pi,.) ~ con(Pi+1, Pi+1.) 
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(see Fig 1.5), whence all the quotients pif Pi. generate the same congruence. In particular, 
Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 1.35 therefore imply that every finite neardistributive lattice 
is bounded. 

Almost distributive lattices. The next definition is also from Lee [85]. A lattice or 
a lattice variety is said to be almost distributive if it is neardistributive and satisfies the 
inclusion 

(AD") v(u + c) ~ u + c(v +a), where a= xy + xz, c = x(y + xz), 

and it dual (AD+). 
Every distributive lattice is almost distributive, since the distributive identity implies 

u + c(v +a) = (u + c)(u + v +a) 2'.: (u + c)v. On the other hand L 11 and Li2 fail to be 
almost distributive, since they are not neardistributive. Further investigation shows that 
(AD") fails in Le, Ls and Lg (see Fig 3.9), and by duality (AD+) does not hold in L 7 and 
Lio, while the next lemma shows that N, Li3, L14 and Lis are almost distributive. 

L'i> 

Figure 3.9 

Recall from §1.3 Day's construction of "doubling" a quotient u/v in a lattice L to obtain 
a new lattice L[u/v]. Here we only need the case where L is a distributive lattice D, and 
u = v = d E D. In this case we denote the new lattice by D[d]. Note that N, L 13, Li4 

and L 1s can be obtained from a distributive lattice in this way. 

LEMMA 3 .11. (Lee [85]). For any distributive lattice D and d E D, the lattice D[d] is 
almost distributive. 

PROOF: By duality it suffices to show that D[d] satisfies (SD2) and (AD"). If (SD2) fails, 
then we can find x, y, z, a, c E D[d] such that x(y + x(z + xy)) = a < c = x(y + z). Let 
u be the image of u E D[d] under the natural epimorphism D[d] - D (i.e. u = u for 
all u =/:- d, and (d,O) = (d, 1) = d). Since Dis distributive, we must have a= c, whence 
a= (d,O) and c = (d, 1). Clearly a is meet irreducible by the construction of D[d], and 
this leads to a contradiction as in Theorem 3.9. To show that (AD") holds in D[d], let us 
now denote by u, v, x, y, z, a, c the elements of D[d] corresponding to an assignment of the 
(same) variables of (AD"). If a = c, then (AD·) obviously holds. If a =/:- d (i.e. a < c), 
then the distributivity of D again implies that a= c, hence a= (d, 0) and c = (d, 1). Now 
v ~a implies u + c(v +a) = u +a 2'.: v 2'.: v(a + c), while v '1:. a and the meet irreducibility 
of a imply v +a 2'.: c, whence u + c(v +a) = u + c 2'.: v(u + c). Thus (AD·) holds in all 
cases. I 
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Figure 3.11 

Of course not every almost distributive lattice is of the form D[d] (take for example 
2 x 2, or any one element lattice), but we shall see shortly that all subdirectly irreducible 
almost distributive lattices can indeed be characterised in this way. 

LEMMA 3. 12. (Jonsson and Rival [79]). Let L be a semidistributive lattice which 
excludes Li 2 , and suppose that a,b,c,a',b' EL with N(c/a,b) and c/a /' c'/a'. Set 
r = a'b+ c ands= (b+ c)a'. Then 

(i) c/a /13 r/a'r or L includes Ls or Lioi 
(ii) c' /a' '\.13 c + s/ s or L includes L1 or Lg; 

(iii) r /a' r /' /3 c + s / s or L includes L5. 

b 

Figure 3.10 

G 

PROOF: (i) Note that the lattice in Figure 3.lO(i) is isomorphic to F4 in Figure 3.5. 
Assume L excludes Ls and Lio (as well as Li 2), and take x = c, y = a', z = b in 
Lemma 3.5(iii). Then Lis a homomorphic image of F3 , and since we have N(c'/a',b) and 
ra' = a'b +a in F3 , the same is true in L. Fort E c/a we must have (t + a'b)c = t, else 
b,a'r,t, (t + a'b)c generate a sublattice isomorphic to Lio (see Fig 3.lO(ii)). Similarly, for 
t' E r/a'r we must have ct'+ a'b = t' to avoid Ls(t',c,b) (see Fig 3.lO(iii)). This shows 
that c /a transposes up onto r / a'r and also proves that this transposition is bijective. (ii) is 
dual to (i). Lastly (iii) hold because fort E r/a'r and t' E c+s/s, we must have (t+s)r = t 
and t'r + s = t', to avoid L 6 ((t + s)r /t, s, b) and L 6 (t'r + s/t', r, b) (see Fig 3.11). I 
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Characterising almost distributive varieties. The next theorem is implicit in Jonsson 
and Rival [79] and appeared in the present form in Rose [84]. 

THEOREM 3 .13. Let L be a subdirectly irreducible semidistributive lattice. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) L excludes L6, L1, La, L 9 , L10, Lu, L12i 
.(ii) L has atmost one N-quotient; 
(iii) L :::'. D[d] for some distributive lattice D and some d ED. 

PROOF: Assume that (i) holds, and consider an N-quotient u/v in L. By Theorem 3.8, 
Lhasa unique critical quotient which we denote by c/a. It follows that cf a is prime, and 
Lemma 0.11 implies that u/v projects weakly onto cf a, say 

u/v = xo/Yo / w xif y1 \.w ••. / w Xn/Yn = c/a. 

Figure 3.12 

Of course this implies that xifyi E con(u,v) for each i = 0,1, ... ,n, and since u/v is 
assumed to be an N-quotient, we have N(u/v, b) for some b E L. Thus Corollary 3.7 
implies N(xi/yi, b) for each i. In particular, it follows that cf a is an N-quotient. We show 
that it is the only one. Note that Xi/Yi \.w Xi+i/Yi+I implies Xi+i/Yi+I /Yi+ Xi+i/Yi, 
whence by Lemma 3.12 (i), (ii) and (iii) this transposition is bijective. Similarly the dual 
of Lemma 3.12 shows that xif yi / w Xi+i/Yi+I implies Xi+i/Yi+I \.13 xif xiYi+I· Hence 
cf a is projective to a subquotient of u/v (see Fig 3.12). By Theorem 3.8 this subquotient 
must equal c/ a, otherwise L would have two critical quotients. Furthermore u < v implies 
that u / c is also an N-quotient, and for the same reason as above, c /a would have to be a 
subquotient of u/c. But this is clearly impossible, hence u = c, and similarly v =a. 

If (ii) holds then L excludes L 11 and L12, so again Theorem 3.8 implies that c/a is a 
prime quotient and con(a, c) identifies no two distinct elements of L except a and c. Let 
D = L/con(a,c). Clearly D cannot include M 3 , otherwise the same result would be true 
for L, contradicting semidistributivity. D also excludes the pentagon N, since con( a, c) 
collapses the only N-quotient of L. Hence D is distributive. Let d = a, c E D, then it is 
easy to check that the map x 1-+ { x} ( x =/= c, a), c 1-+ ( d, 1) and a 1-+ ( d, 0) is an isomorphism 
from L to D[d]. To prove that (iii) implies (i), we first note that since D is distributive, 
the natural homomorphism from D[d] to D must collapse any N-quotient in D[d]. Hence 
(d, 1)/(d, 0) is the only N-quotient, and as each of the lattices L 6 , L 1 , ••• , L 12 has at least 
two N-quotients, (i) must hold. I 

The following corollary summarises the results that have been obtained about almost 
distributive lattices and varieties. 
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COROLLARY 3.14. (i) A subdirectly irreducible lattice L is almost distributive if and 
only if L ::: D[d] for some distributive lattice D and d E D. 

(ii) A lattice variety is almost distributive if and only if it is semidistributive and con
tains none of the lattices Ls, L7, ... , L12. 

(iii) Every fi.nitely generated subdirectly irreducible almost distributive lattice is fi.nite. 
(iv) Every almost distributive variety that has fi.nitely many subvarieties is generated 

by a finite lattice. 
( v) Every join irreducible almost distributive variety of fi.nite height is generated by a 

fi.nite subdirectly irreducible lattice. 
(vi) Every fi.nite almost distributive lattice is bounded (in the sense of §1.3) . . 

PROOF: (i) The forward implication follows from Theorem 3.13, since L is certainly 
semidistributive and, as Ls, L7, ... , L12 all fail to be almost distributive, L must exclude 
these lattices. Theorem 3.11 provides the reverse implication. 

(ii) The forward direction is trivial. Conversely, if V is semidistributive and contains 
none of Ls, L 1 , ••• , L 12, then Theorem 3.11 and Theorem 3.13 imply that every subdirectly 
irreducible member, and hence every member of V is almost distributive. 

(iii) If the lattice L ::: D[d] in (i) is finitely generated, so is the distributive lattice D. It 
follows that Dis finite, and since ILi = ID[d]I = IDI + 1, Lis also finite. Now (iv) and (v) 
follow from Lemma 1.7, and (vi) is a consequence of Lemmas 1.40 and 1.41. I 

In particular the last result shows that any finite subdirectly irreducible almost distribu
tive lattice is a splitting lattice. 

Part (iii) above says that almost distributive varieties are locally finite, and this is the 
reason why they are much easier to describe than arbitrary varieties. More generally we 
have the following result: 

LEMMA 3.15. (Rose [84]). Let L be a finitely generated subdirectly irreducible lattice 
all of whose critical quotients are prime. If cf a is a critical quotient of L, and if L /con( a, c) 
belongs to a variety that is generated by a fi.nite lattice, then L is fi.nite. 

PROOF: Since every critical quotient of Lis prime, each congruence class of con(a,c) has 
at most two elements. Thus the assumption that L is infinite implies that L/con(a, c) 
is infinite as well. However, this leads to a contrdiction, since the lattice L /con( a, c) is 
finitely generated and belongs to a variety generated by a finite lattice, hence L /con( a, c) 
must be finite. I 

Subdirectly irreducible lattices of the form D[d]. We continue our investigation of 
semidistributive lattices that exclude Lu and L 12 , which will then lead to a characterisa
tion of all the finite subdirectly irreducible almost distributive lattices. 

LEMMA 3.16. (Rose [84]). Let L be a subdirectly irreducible semidistributive lattice 
that excludes Lu and Li2, and suppose c/a is the (unique) critical quotient of L. Then 

(i) the sublattices fa) and ( c] of L are distributive; 
(ii) for any non-trivial quotient u/v of (c] there exist b, v' E L with v :$ v' < u such 

that N(c/a, b), b < u, b 1:. v' and v' + b/v' "I. a+ b/(a + b)v' (Fig 3.13). 
(iii) if u >- v = c in (ii), then we also have u = a+ b. 
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b 

Figure 3.13 

PROOF: (i) By semidistributivity, L excludes Ma. Suppose that for some u, v, b E L we 
have N(u/v,b). Then Corollary 3.7 implies N(c/a,b), whence b rf- [a) and b rf- (c]. It 
follows that [a) and (c] also exclude the pentagon, and are therefore distributive. 

(ii) Choose a shortest possible sequence 

u/v = xo/Yo ""'w xif y1 ""'w • • • ....,w Xn/Yn =cf a. 

Since v ~ c, we must have n ~ 3. Suppose that u/v / w xif y1 '\.w x2/Y2· By the mini
mality of n, only part (i) or (ii) of Lemma 3.3 can apply. That is, there exist a', b, c', u' E L 
with N(c' /a', b) and v < u' ~ u such that b/bc' ~ u/v or u' /v / w a'+ b/b. But Corollary 
3.7 implies N(c/a,b, which is impossible since in both cases b ~ a. Thus we must have 
u/v '\.w x1/y1 / x2/Y2· By the dual of Lemma 3.3 (i) and (ii), there exist a', b, c', v' E L 
with N(c'/a',b) and v ~ v' < u such that either a'+ b/b ~ u/v or u/v' '\.w b/bc'. Only 
the latter is possible, since we again have N(c/a,b) by Corollary 3.7. Now a,b < u implies 
a+ b ~ u, and a < v' implies v' + b = v' +(a+ b), hence v' + b/v' '\. a+ b/(a + b)v'. 
Also bv' = be' # b implies b 1:. v, and the bijectivity of the transposition follows from the 
distributivity of [a) (part (i)). (iii) is a special case if (ii). I 

THEOREM 3 .17. (Rose !84]). Let D be a finite distributive lattice and d E D. Then 
D[d] is subdirectly irreducible if and only if all of the following conditions hold: 

(i) every cover of d is join reducible, 
(ii) every dual cover of d is meet reducible, and 

(iii) every prime quotient in Dis projective to a prime quotient p/q with p = d or q = d. 

PROOF: Suppose L = D[d] is subdirectly irreducible. Let a= (d,O) and c = (d, 1). Notice 
that D = d implies that (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied vacuously. If u E D covers d, then u 
covers c in L, whence by Lemma 3.16 (iii) there exists b E L non-comparable with c, and 
u = a+ b . Thus u is join reducible in L and also in D. Dually, every element that is 
covered by dis meet irreducible. To prove (iii), consider a prime quotient u/v # c/a in L, 
and choose a sequence 

u/v = xo/Yo -w xify1 ""'w • • • .....,w Xn/Yn 2 c/a 

with n as small as possible. For i < n none of the quotients xify.;, contains c/a, and is 
therefore isomorphic to xi/Yi in D (where x denotes the image of x under the natural 
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epimorphism D{dj -+ D). Since D is distributive and u/v is prime, each x.if y, is prime, 
whence xo/Yo,...., :r:.1/Y1 ,...., • • ·,...., Zn/Yn· It follows that Xn = d or Yn = d, so (iii) holds with 
p/q = Zn/Yn· 

Conversely, suppose (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. Since D and hence La.re finite, it suffices to 
show that every prime quotient of L projects weakly onto cf a. We begin by showing that 
every prime quotient u/v 'f. cf a is projective to a prime quotient x/y with x =a or y = c. 
Since c is the only cover of a (and dually), we cannot have v =a or u = c. Also if u =a 
or v = c, then we take x/y = u/v. Otherwise, using (iii), we may assume by duality, that 
u/v is projective to a prime quotient x/d with x >- c. Since Dis distributive, this means 
that u ~ d and u/v / u + x/v + c '\, x/c, i.e. u + c = u + x = x + v, u(v + c) = v and 
x(v + c) = c. Hence u + c = u + x = z + v, and further more v -:j:. d implies u(v + c) = v 
and x(v + c) = c (since a < c). Thus u/v / u + z/v + z '\, z/c. Now we apply (i) to 
obtain b EL with b < x and x = c + b. It follows that x = c + b =a+ b (since a is meet 
irreducible), while the join-irreducibility of c implies cb =ab. Thus we have N(c/a,b), and 
since con( u, v) identifies z and c, it also identifies c and a. Consequently L is subdirectly 
irreducible. I 

Varieties covering that smallest non-modular variety. From the results obtained 
so far one can now prove the following: 

THEOREM 3 .18. The variety JI is covered by precisely three almost distributive varieties, 
£13, £14 and .Cu;. 

PROOF: With the help of J6nsson's Lemma it is not dificult to check that each of the 
varieties £1( = {Li} l') cover JI { i 1, ... , 15). So let lJ be an almost distributve variety 
that properly includes JI. We have to show that lJ includes at least one of .C 13, .C 14 or 
.C 15 • Every variety is determined by its finitely generated subdirectly irreducible members, 
hence we can find such a lattice LE lJ not isomorphic to Nor 2. By Corollary 3.14 (i) and 
(iii), L ~ D{dj for some finite distributive lattice D, d E D. We show that D[dj contains 
one of L 1s, L14 or L15 as a sublattice. D is non-trivial since D[dJ ~ 2. Let Ov and lv be 
the smallest and largest element of D respectively. Theorem 3.17 {i) and {ii) imply that 
d ::j::. Ov, lv. Also, Ov -< d-< lv would imply D[d] ,.., N, so by duality we can find u, v ED 
such that v-< u-< d. By Theorem 3.17 (iii) u/v is projective to a prime quotient p/q such 
that p = d or q = d. Since D is distributive and u < d, the case q = d is excluded, hence 
u/v is projective to d/q. Again, by the distributivity of D, u ::j::. q and therefore d u + q 
(see Fig 3.14(i)). By Theorem 3.l 7(ii) u and q are meet reducible, so there exist x, y E D 
such that u = xd, q =yd and since D is finite we may assume that x >- u and y >- v. The 
sublattice D' of D generated by x, d, y is a homomorphic image of the lattice in Figure 
3.14 (ii) (the distributive lattice with generators x, d, y and defining relation d = xd = yd). 
Since x >- u and y >- v, D' must in fact be isomorphic to the lattice in Figure 3.14 (iii) or 
(iv). Consequently D'[d], as a sublattice of D{d], is isomorphic to L 14 or L 15 • A sublattice 
isomorphic to L 1a is obtained from the dual case when d-< v -< u. I 

The above theorem and Corollary 3.14(ii) now imply: 

THEOREM 3 .19. (Jonsson and Rival {79]). In the lattice A. of all lattice subvarieties, the 
variety JI is covered by exactly 16 varieties: .Ma+ JI, £ 11 £ 2 , ••• , £ 15 . 
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( i ) (ii j) (iv) 

Figure 3.14 

Representing finite almost distributive lattices. Building on Theorem 3.17, Lee [85] 
gives another criterion for the subdirect irreducibility of a lattice D[dJ, where Dis distribu
tive, and he also sets up a correspondence between finite subdirectly irreducible almost 
distributive lattices and certain matrices of zeros and ones. Before discusing his results, 
we recall some facts about distributive lattices which can be found in [GLTJ. 

LEMMA 3.20. Let D and D' be finite distributive lattices and denote by J(D) the poset 
of all non-zero join irreducible elements of D. Then 

(i) any poset isomorphism from J(D) to J(D') can be extended to an isomorphism 
from D to D'. 

(ii) every maximal chain of D has length IJ(D) I· 

Given a finite distributive lattice D and d E D, let B = {bi, ... , bm} be the set of all 
meet reducible dual covers of d, C = { c1 , ••• , en} the set of all join reducible covers of d, 
and consider the set 

Xd(D) = {x ED: xd-< d-< x + d}. 

We define two partitions {Bi, ... ,Bm} and {Ci, ... ,Cn} of Xd(D), refered to as the 
natural partitions of Xd(D), as follows: 

C; = {x E Xd(D) : x + d = c;}. 

(We assume here, and subsequently, that the index i ranges from 1 to m and i ranges 
from 1 to n.) By the distributivity of D, two blocks Bi and C; have at most one element 
in common, so we can define an m x n matrix A(D[d]) of O's and l's by ai; = IB n Cl. 
(If any, and hence all, of the sets B, C or Xd(D} is empty, then A(D[d]) = (), the 0 x 0 
matrix with no entries.) 

A(D[d]) is called the matrix associated with D[d], but notice that because the elements 
of Band C were labeled arbitrarily, A(D[d]) is determined only up to the interchanging of 
any rows or any columns. Observe also that A(D[d]) does not have any rows or columns 
with just zeros, since {Bi} and {C;} are partitions of the same set Xd(D). As an example 

we note that A(2) = (), A(N) = (1), A(L13) = (1, 1), A(Lu) = ( ~) and A(L 1s) = ( ~ ~) 
or ( ~ ~) (see Fig 3.15). . 
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A(N)=(t) A(L '") = (j) 
Figure 3.15 

We will also be concerned with the sublattice D" of D generated by the set U = Xd(D) U 

{ d}. Let 1" = E u' o· = n u' then clearly the elements c 11 ••• 'Cn will be atoms in the 
quotient 1"' / d and E i c i = 1"', so by Lemma 0.12, 1"' / d is isomorphic to the Boolean 
algebra 2", and the elements ci, ... , Cn are the only covers of d in D"'. Dually we have 
that d/O"' is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra 2m and that bi, ... , bm are the only dual 
covers of din D*. It follows that D"' has length m + n and therefore, by Lemma 3.20(ii), 
IJ(D"')I = m + n. We can in fact describe the elements of J(D"'): 

LEMMA 3. 2 L (Lee [85]). J(D") = {bi, ... , b:n, ci, ... , c~} where bi is the complement 
of bi in d/O"', and cj = n Ci. All elements of J(D"') are incomparable except: b~ $. cj if 
and only if Bi n Ci = 0. 

PROOF: It is clear that the b~ are distinct atoms of D* and therefore pairwise incomparable 
and join irreducible in D"'. As for the cj, we first note that in a distributive lattice every 
join irreducible element is a meet of generators. Thus if c is join irreducible and c < cj, then 
c $. cjx for some x EU - Cj. Now cj + d Cj =/= x + d, hence cjxd = (cj + d)(x + d) = d, 
which shows that c $. cjx $. d. But cj 1.: d and therfore cj cannot be a join of join 
irreducibles strictly less that itself. It follows that cj is join irreducible. Also ci, . .. , c~ 
are pairwise incomparable, since cj $. c~ for some j =!= k implies cj = cjc~ $. cjx for any 
x E Ck, and cjx $. d as above, which contradicts cj 1.: d. Clearly also cj 1.: bi for any i and 
j, since b~ $. d. Therefore it remains to show that bi $. C~· if and only if Bin C; = 0. If 
x E Bin C;, then b~ $. d and C~· $. x, so b~cj = b~(dx)c~· = (b~bi)C~· = O"'cj = O"' and hence 
bi 1.: cj. Conversely Bin Ci = 0 implies C; ~ U Bi, and since b: is a meet of generators, 
bi= n U - Bi $. n C; = cj. I 

So, given any m x n matrix A = ( ai;) of O's and 1 's, we define a finite distributive lattice 
DA and an element dA as follows: 

Let 2m+n be the Boolean algebra generated by m + n atoms pi, ... , Pm, qi, ... , Qn· Put 

and let XA = { Xij : a;.; 

XA u {dA}· 

and Xi.j =bi+ Qj 1 

1}. Now we let DA be the sublattice of 2m+n generated by 
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LEMMA 3.22. (Lee [85]). For no proper subset U of Xd(D) does U U {d} generate D*. 

PROOF: We may assume that Xd(D) is non-empty. Suppose to the contrary that U = 
Xd(D) - {xo} for some xo E Xd(D), and U U {d} generates D*. Then x0 EC; for some 
block C; of the natural partion {Ci, ... ,Cn} of Xd(D). Let cj =ITC; ED*. By Lemma 
3.21 c~- is join irreducible, and since U U { d} is a generating set, c~- is the meet of a subset 
V of Uu {d}. Notice that x-< x+d = cj for each x EC;, so by the dual of Lemma 0.12 C; 
generates a Boolean algebra with least element cj. Hence V is not a proper subset of C; 
and, as x0 rl. V, we also cannot have V = C;. Choose x EV -C;. Then x+d =/= x0 +d = c;, 
so 

d = (x + d)(xo + d) = xxo + d ~ xxo ~ 11C;=11 V = c~-. 

However this contradicts cj f; d. I 

THEOREM 3. 23. (Lee [85]). Let D be a finite distributive lattice and d E D. Then the 
following are equivalent: 

(i) D[d],...., DA[dA] where A= A(D[d]) and d ED corresponds to dA EDA; 
(ii) the set Xd(D) U { d} generates D (i.e. D* = D ); 

(iii) D[d] is subdirectly irreducible. 

PROOF: (i) implies (ii): Let dA, bk, Xij and XA be defined as above. Clearly XijdA -< 
dA -< Xij + dA for all i,i, hence XA ~ xdA (DA)· Since XA u {d} generates DA, so does 
xdA(DA) u {d}. Notice that DA.= DA, and by Lemma 3.22 XA = xdA(DA)· 

(ii) implies (i): In the Boolean algebra 2m+n generated by atoms P1, ... , Pm, qi, ... , Qn 

let c; = dA + q;. We claim that the elements ~, ... ,bm,Ci', ... ,cn are all in DA. This 
follows because XijdA = (bi+ q;)dA = bidA + q;dA = bi and Xij + dA = bi+ q; + dA = 
dA + q; = c; for all i,i, and A= A(D[d]) has no rows or columns of zeros, hence for any 
given i (or i) there exists i (respectively i) such that Xij E XA. Clearly the c; are covers 
of dA, and they are the only ones, since by Lemma 0.12 L c; = L XA = 1 A.. Dually the bi 
are all the dual covers of dA. Let {B1, ... , Bm} and { C1, ... , Cn} be the natural partitions 
of XdA(DA) = XA. By Lemma 3.21 J(DA_) = {bi, ... ,b~,ci, ... ,c~} where b~ =Pi and 
cj =ITC;. Now Bin C; =/= 0 iff ai; = 1 in A(D[d]) iff bi~ Xij ~ c; in DA iff Bin C; =!= 0. 
Consequently the map b~ 1-+ b~, cj 1-+ cj from J(D*) to J(DA.) is a poset isomorphism 
which extends to an isomorphism D*,...., DA. by Lemma 3.20(i). D* is the sublattice of D 
generated by Xd(D) U {d}, so by assumption D* = D, and we always have DA. = DA. 
Clearly also d =Lb~ is mapped to da =Lb~ by the isomorphism. 

(ii) implies (iii): We verify that the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.17 hold. 
By Lemma 0.12, the join reducible covers of d in D* = D are in fact all the covers of d, 
and dually, which implies that the first two conditions hold. Also, if u -< v in D, then the 
length of D /con( u, v) is less that the length of D. It follows that con( u, v) identifies d with 
one of its covers or dual covers, hence condition (iii) of Theorem 3.17 holds. 

(iii) implies (ii): Suppose D[d] is subdirectly irreducible, but D* is a proper sublattice 
of D. Let O* be the smallest and 1 *the largest element of D*, and choose an element 
z E D-D*. 
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Case 1: z 1:. 1 * or z 'l O*. Then one of the quotients z + 1 * /1 * or O* / zO* is non-trivial. 
Observe that in any distributive lattice, if v < u ~ v' < u', then the quotients u/v and 
u' /v' cannot project onto each other. Hence no prime quotients in z + 1 * /1 * or O* / zO* 
project onto any prime quotient p/q with p d or q = d, since p,q ED* by condition (i) 
and (ii) of Theorem 3.17. This however contradicts condition (iii) of the same theorem. 

Case 2: O* < z ~ 1 * . Choose z such that the height of z is as large as possible, and 
let z* be a cover of z. Then z* E D*, and z* is the only cover of z, else z would be the 
meet of two elements from D* and would also belong to D*. By Theorem 3.l 7(iii), the 
prime quotient z* /z projects onto a prime quotient p/q with p = d or q = d, and since Dis 
distributive, this implies z* / z / u/v ~ p/q for some quotient u/v. Since z* is the unique 
cover of z, we must have u/v = z*/z ~ p/q. Suppose p = d. Then z*/z ~ d/zd, and 
the two quotients are distinct, otherwise Theorem 3.l 7(ii) implies z E D*. Consequently 
z* / d ~{3 z/ zd. As before Lemma 0.12 implies that 1 * / d is a Boolean algebra, hence z* / d 
is a Boolean algebra, and so is z / zd (via the bijective transposition). Therefore z is the 
join of the atoms of z/ zd, which are in fact elements of Xd(D). This implies z E D*, a 
contradiction. Next suppose q = d. Since, by Lemma 0.12, 1 * ~ D* we would again have 
z E D* , a contradiction. Thus we conclude that D* = D. I 

Given any matrix A of O's and l's with no rows or columns of zeros, the equivalence of 
(ii) and (iii) tells us that D A[dA) is subdirectly irreducible. Conversely, for any subdirectly 
irreducible lattice D[d], the matrix A(D[d]) has no rows or columns of zeros, and it is 
not difficult to see that, up to the interchanging of some rows or columns, the matrices 
A and A(DA[dA] are the same. Furthermore, given any lattice D[d] and X' ~ Xd(D), 
the sublattice D' generated by X' \J { d} is subdirectly irreducible, and by Lemma 3.22 
Xd(D') = X'. Rephrased in terms of the matrices that represent the lattices D and D' we 
have the following: 

COROLLARY 3.24. Let A= A(D[d]) for some finite distributive lattice D, d ED, and 
suppose D' is the sublattice generated by some X' C Xd(D). Then the matrix A' which 
represents D'[d] is obtained from A by changing each 1 corresponding to an element of 
Xd(D)-X' to Oand deleting any rows or columns of zeros that may have arisen. Conversely 
any matrix obtained from A in this wa.y represents a. (subdirectly irreducible) subla.ttice 
of D[d]. 

Covering chains of almost distributive varieties. The next lemma, which was proved 
by Rose [84] directly from Theorem 3.17, can now be derived from the above corollary. 

LEMMA 3. 2 5. Let L be a finite subdirectly irreducible almost distributive lattice, L 1-
2, N. 

{i) If L 14 , Lu fl. {L} v then L:: Lt3 , 

{ii) if Lia, Lis fl. { L} v then L :: Lt4 and 
(iii) if L13,L14 fl. {L} v then L:: Lt5 for some k E w (see Fig 1.2). 

PROOF: (i) By Corollary 3.14(i) L:: D[d] for some finite distributive lattice D and d ED. 
Let A= A(D[d]) be the matrix representing D[d] and suppose A has more than one row. 
If A has no column with two l's in it, then it has at least two columns (since it has at 
least two rows, and no rows of O's), and we can therefore find two entries equal to 1 in two 
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different columns and rows. Deleting all other rows and columns, it follows from Corollary 
3.24 that Lis is a sublattice of L. Hence if Li4, Lis f/. {L} v, then A has only one row with 
all entries equal to 1. This is the matrix representing L~3 , where k + 2 is the number of 
columns of A (see Fig 3.16(i)). Similar arguments prove (ii) and (iii). I 

Figure 3.16 

THEOREM 3. 26. (Rose [84]). For each i E {13, 14, 15} and n E w the variety .. qi+i is 
the only join irreducible cover of£'/. 

PROOF: Let i = 13 and suppose V is a join irreducible variety that covers £13 = {L~3 } v. 
V must be almost distributive, otherwise, by Corollary 3.14(ii), V contains one, say L, of 
the lattices M 3 ,Li,L2 , ••• ,Li 2 , in which case V ~ £13 + {L}v > £}3 , hence either Vis 
not a cover off, }3 or V is join reducible. V is of finite height, thus by Corollary 3.14(i),(iii) 
and Lem.ma 1.7 V is generated by a finite subdirectly irreducible lattice L = D[d], where 
D is distributive. Since V is join irreducible, L 14 , Lis ¢:. V so by Lemma 3.25(i) L = L~3 , 
and since V covers £13 , we must have k = n + 1. The proof for i = 14 and 15 is completely 
analogous. I 

The smallest subdirectly irreducible almost distributive lattice that is not of the form 

2, Nor Lf for i = 13, 14, 15, n E w is represented by the matrix ( ! ~) (see Fig 3.16(iii)). 

Further results on almost distributive varieties. 

THEOREM 3. 2 7. (Lee [85]). Every almost distributive lattice variety of finite height has 
only finitely many covers. 

PROOF: Let V be an almost distributive variety of finite height. Then V is generated 
by finitely many subdirectly irreducible almost distributive lattices, which by Corollary 
3.14(i) are of the form Di[di], ... , Dn[dn] for some finite distributive lattices Di, ... , Dn. 
Let k = max{jXd; (Di) I : i = 1, ... , n}. By Corollary 3.14(iv), each join irreducible cover 
of V is generated by a finite subdirectly irreducible lattice D[dJ, and clearly we must have 
jXd(D)I = k+ 1. By Theorem 3.23 D[d] can be represented by a matrix of O's and l's with 
at most k+ 1 rows and k+ 1 columns, hence V has only finitely many join irreducible covers. 
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On the other hand, each join reducible cover of V is a join of V and a join irreducible cover 
of a subvariety of V. Therefore V also has only finitely many join reducible covers. I 

LEMMA 3.28. (Lee [85]). Let D be a sublattice of a finite distributive lattice D, and 
d E D. If D[d] is subdirectly irreducible, then D[d] ,..., D'[d], where D' is generated by d 
and a subset of Xd(D). 

PROOF: Let {Bi, ... ,Bm} and {Ci, ... ,Cn} be the natural partitions of Xd(D), and let 
bi= xd with x E Bi, c; = x + d with x EC;. Choose b~, ... ,b~,c~, ... ,c~ ED such that 
bi ~ b~ -< d and d -< cj ~ c;. For each x E Xd(D) we have x E Bin C; for unique i,j, 
in which case we define x' = xcj + b~. By distributivity x'd = (xcj + bDd = xd + b~ and 
x' + d = (x + d)c~., hence xd =bi implies x'd = b~, and x + d = c; implies x' + d = cj. It 
follows that the set X' = {x': x E Xd(D)} is a subset of Xd(D), and since the elements 
b~ and cj all have to be distinct, the map x 1-+ x' is bijective. Let D' be the sublattice 

of D generated by X' U {d}. By Lemma 3.22 Xd(D') = x'. We show that D and D' 
have the same matrix representation, then it follows from Theorem 3.23 that D '.::::'. D'. 
By Lemma 0.12 the elements c~, ... , c~ are all the (join reducible) covers of d, and dually 
for b~, ... ,b~. Let B: = {x' EX': x'd = ba and Cj = {x' EX': x' + d = cj} be 
the blocks of the natural partitions of X'. Clearly x E Bi implies x' E B: for all i, and 
the converse must also hold, since the map x 1-+ x' is bijective and the blocks Bi, b~ are 
finite. Similarly x EC; if and only if x' E c;. Hence IBi n C;I = IB: n Cj, which implies 

A(D[d]) = A(d'[d]). I 

LEMMA 3. 29. (Lee [85]). Let D be a finite distributive lattice, d E D, and let D* be the 
sublattice of D generated by Xd(D) U {d}. Then D*[d] is a retract of D[d]. In particular, 
D*[d] is the smallest homomorphic image of D[d] separating (d,O) and (d, 1). 

PROOF: Since (d,O) -< (d, 1), by Lemma 0.11 there is a unique subdirectly irreducible 
homomorphic image D[d] of D[d] such that (d, 1)/(d, 0) is a critical quotient of D[d]. By 
Theorem 3.23 D*[d] is also subdirectly irreducible with critical quotient (d, 1)/(d, 0), hence 
D*[d] is isomorphic to its image D*[d] ~ D[d]. We have to show that D*[d] = D[d]. The 
epimorphism D[d] - D[d] induces an epimorphism D - D, where Dis obtained from 
D[d] by collapsing the quotient (d, 1)/(d, 0). Then D* ,..., D* ~ D, and it suffices to show 
that D* = D. Consider x ED such that x E X'd(D). x must be non-comparable with d, 
so we can find b, c E D with xd ~ b -< d -< c ~ x + d. Let xo = xc + b, then one easily 
checks that Xo E Xd(D*) and b, c ED*. Notice that d =j:. c, for otherwise the epimorphism 
D[d] - D[d] would collapse the quotient c/(d, 1) and, as xo, (d,O) and (d, 1) generate a 
pentagon, it would also identify (d, 0) and (d, 1). Similarly b =j:. d, whence b -< d -< c in 
D*. Because x E X'd(D), it follows that xd = b, x + d = c and since b, c E D*, we in fact 
have x E X'd(D*). Thus X'd(D) ~ X'd(D*) ~ D* ~ D. By Theorem 3.23 X'd(D) u {d} is a 
generating set for D, hence n* = D, and therefore D*[d] ,..., D*[dJ = D[d). I 

LEMMA 3.30. (Lee [85]). Let D be a finite distributive lattice and d ED. Then every 
subdirectly irreducible member of {D[d]} 11 is isomorphic to D'[d], where D' is a sublattice 
of D generated by d and a subset of Xd(D). 
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PROOF: Let L be a subdirectly irreducible member of {D[d]} 11 . By J6nsson's Lemma 
L E HS{D[d]}, so there is a sublattice Lo of D[d] and an epimorphism f : Lo ---* L. If 
(d,1)/(d,O) g Lo, then Lo is distributive and hence L ~ 2. If (d,1)/(d,O) C Lo then 

·Lo = D 0 [d] for a sublattice Do of D. But if (d, 1)/(d,O) is collapsed by /, then again 
L ~ 2. Suppose (d, 1)/(d,O) is not collapsed by/. Since Lis subdirectly irreducible, and 
f(d,1)/f(d,O) is critical, Lis a smallest homomorphic image of Do[d] separating (d,O) 
and (d, 1). By Lemma 3.29, the same holds for D0[d]. Hence L ~ D0[d]. Also D0 is a 
sublattice of D, and D0[d] is subdirectly irreducible, therefore Lemma 3.28 implies that 
L ~ Do•[d] is isomorphic to D'[d], where D' is a sublattice of D generated by d and a 
subset Xd(D). I 

Notice that there are at least IXd(D) l+l non-isomorphic subdirectly irreducible members 
in {D[d]} 11 , since if U, V are two subset of different cardinality, then U U {d} and VU {d} 
generate two non-isomorphic sublattices. 

We now consider an interesting sequence of almost disributive lattices which is given in 
Lee [ 85], and was originally suggested by Jonsson. 

Let Ki be the finite subdirectly irreducible almost distributive lattice represente4 by the 
(i + 1) x (i + 1) matrix 

1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 0 

A(Ki) __: 
0 0 1 1 

0 0 0 0 
i 0 0 0 

and let Vo= {Ki,K2,K3, ... }11 , 

Vi= {K1, ... ,Ki-i,Ki+1, ... } 

LEMMA 3. 31. Ki i Vi for i = 1, 2, 3 .... 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

1 1 
0 1 

for i = 1, 2, 3, .... 

PROOF: Ki = Di[di] for some finite distributive lattice Di, di E Di, and by Corollary 
3.14 (vi) Ki is a splitting lattice, so it generates a completely join prime variety for each i 
(Lemma 1.8) .. Since vi= E;;i1:i{K;} v it suffices to show that Ki¢:. {K;} v for any i =I- j. 
By the preceeding lemma any sub directly irreducible lattice in { K;} is isomorphic to a 
sublattice of K; = D;[d;] generated by a subset of Xd;(D;). If j < i then IXd;(D;)I < 
IXd,(Di) which certainly implies Ki i {K;} 11 . Now suppose;· > i and let Xdo(Di) = 
{x1 , ••• , x2i+ 2 } with corresponding natural partitions 

{Bi, B2, ... , Bi+1} = {{xi, x2}, {xa, X4}, ... , {x2i+1, X2H2}} 

{Ci, C2, ... , Ci+1} = {{x2, xa}, {x4, xs}, ... , {x2i+2, x1}} 

and Xd;(D;) = {yi, ... ,y2;+2 } with natural partitions 

{B~,B~, ... ,B;·+1} = {{y1,Y2}, {y3,y4}, ... , {Y2;+i,Y2;+2}} 

{C~, C~, ... , C.f +1} = {{y2, Ya}, {y4, Ys}, ... , {Y2;+2, Y1}}. 
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If f is an embedding of Ki into K;, then we can assume without loss of generality that 
f(xi) = y 1. As an embedding f must map B-blocks onto B'-blocks and C-blocks onto 
C'-blocks, hence f(x2) = Y2, ... , f(x2H2) = Y2i+2· But f(Ci+1) = {f(x2H2), f(x1)} = 
{Y2i+2,yi} €/:. {C{, ... ,Cj+1} which is a contradiction. Therefore Ki is not isomorphic to 
a sublattice of K;, and consequently Ki€/:. {K;} 11 • I 

THEOREM 3.32. (Lee [85]). Let .A be the variety of all almost distributive lattices and 
let 'V0 , 'Vi be defi.ned as above. 

(i) JAAI = 2w. 
(ii) There is an infi.nite descending chain of almost distributive varieties. 

(iii) 'V0 has infi.nitely many dual covers. 
(iv) There is an almost distributive variety with infi.nitely many covers in AA. 

PROOF: (i) By the preceeding lemma, distinct subsets of the set {Ki,K2,K3, ... } gen
erate distinct subvarieties of 'Vo. 

(ii) Let 'Vf = {Ki, Ki+Ii Ki+2, ... } 11 for each i E w. Then 'Vo = 'Vf > 'V~ > 'V~ > ... 
follows again by Lemma 3.31. 

(iii) We claim that Ki is the only finitely generated (hence finite) subdirectly irreducible 
member of 'Vo that is not in 'Vi, from which it then follows that 'Vo :>- 'Vi for each i E w. 

By Lemma 3.31 Ki €/:. 'Vi. Every finite subdirectly irreducible member L E 'Vo is a 
splitting lattice, so L E {K;} 11 for some j. If i =/= j then L E 'Vi, and if L E {Ki} 11 and 
L is not isomorphic to Ki then, by looking at the matrix that represents L, we see that 
LE {K;} 11 for any j > i, so we also have LE 'V0 • This proves the claim. 

(iv) Let 'Vi be the conjugate variety of Ki relative to AA (i E w), and let 'V = niEw 'Vi. 
We show that 'V ~ 'V +{Ki} 11 for each i. By Theorem 1.3 (i) every subdirectly irreducible 
member of 'V +{Ki} 11 belongs to 'V or {Ki} 11 • Let L be a subdirectly irreducible lattice 
in {Ki} 11 • Lemma 3.30 implies that L is a sublattice of Ki, so K; €/:. {L} 11 for any j =/= i. 
It follows that L E 'V or L ,...,, Ki, hence Ki is the only subdirectly irreducible lattice in 
'V +{Ki} 11 which is not in 'V. I 

§3 .4 FURTHER SEQUENCES OF VARIETIES 

In §3.3 we saw that above each of the varieties £ 13, £ 14 and £ 1s there is exactly 
one covering sequence of join irreducible varieties (Theorem 3.26). These results are due 
to Rose [84], and he also proved the corresponding results for .Ca, ... , £10. Since these 
varieties are not almost distributive, the proofs are more involved. Here we only consider 
the sequence £6 above .Ca. 

Some technical results. Let L be a lattice and X a subset of L. An element z E L is 
said to be X-join isolated if z = x + y and x, y < z implies x, t E X. The notion of an 
X-meet isolated element is defined dually. A quotient u/v of L is said to be isolated if 
every element of u/v is u/v-doubly isolated. . 

The next four lemmas (3.32-3.35) appear in Rose [84], where they are used to prove 
that the variety £f+1 is the only join irreducible cover of .Ci for i E {6, 7, 8, 9, 10} (see Fig 
1.2). These lemmas only apply to lattices satisfying certain conditions summarised here 
as 
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CONDITION ( *): L is a fi,nite subdirectly iri;educible neardistributive lattice with.critical 
' • l~~·:·1·•1·. ,.,1 .• 1.··. . . • 

quotient cf a (which is unique by Theorem' 3'.8). Furthermore c' /a' is a quotient of L such 
that 

(i) 
' (ii) 
. (iii) 

a' <a< c < c'· - - ' 
any z E c'/a' - {a'} is c'/a'-join isolated; 
any z E c' /a' - {c'} is ·c1f a'-ineet Isolated . 

' . ~ ~· ' . . \ 

Observe thatdf•·b </. c' /a' and b is non-comparable with·some z E· c' /a'; then b· is non
comparable with all the· elements of ·c"f'a'., Mor'eover, ti'+ b = z + b ·= c' + b and a'b = 
zb = c'b, which implies N(c'/a',b). Hence, for any b ~ c1/a1

, the conditions N(c'/a',b) and 
N(c/a,b) are equivalent. 

LEMMA 3 .33 .. ~uppose L satisfies condition.(*) • . . 

(i) If u >- c' in L, then there exists b E L such that N ( c' /a', b) and iL = a'+ b >- b >- a'b. 
(ii) If L excludes L1, th.en we also have a' >- a'b. 

PROOF: (i) By Lemma 3.16(iii) there exists b E,L such that N(cfa,b), b ~ u, b f; c' 
and u / c' '\,13 a + b / (a + b )c'. b is non-comparable with c', so N { c', a', b) follows from the 
remark above, and we cannot have (a+b)c' < c', since (a+b)c' is not c'/a'-meet isolated. 
So (a + b )c'. = c' and therefore u = a + b = a' + b. Since L is finite we can choose t such 
that b ~ t -< a' + b. t is also non-comparable with c', so we get N ( c' /a', t), and of course 
ti= a'+ t. Hence we may a.Ssume that u >- b. Also b >- a'b; sinc-e·a'b < t <b.would imply 
N(bft,a'), hence N(bft,a), and-by Corollary 3.7 N(cfa,a), which is implossible. 

(ii) Suppose .to the contrary, that a'b < t -< a,' for .~ome t E L .. ,BY the dual of· part 
(i) there exists bo EL ~ith N(c'fa',bo) and t ~ a'bo =-< b0 -<·a'+ bo (fig 3.17(i)) .. Since 
a'+ b >- b, we have' t + 'b ·=a'+ band so N(a' ft, b). ~qw a' ft/'. a'+ bofbp and Corollary 
2.7 imply N(a' + b0 fbo,b). Thus a' +.bola'+ b, 'Yhkli clearly impU~s that b0 and a'+ bo 
are non-comparable with a'+ b. Since a' +.b >- c, b >- a11b,anp, b0 >-.. ·Y, we must have 

' I . • ' '• i,_, -1' • 

(a'+ b)(a' + b0 ) = c', (a'.+ bo)b =' a'b and (a'+ b)bo = ~· I:I_~nc~\ tpe ~le~«;!nt~ a', b .and bo 
generate L1 (Fig 3.l7(i)), and this contradictfon compl~tes the proof. I 

"-' 

b 

(i ;) 

, Figure 3.17 
(Double lines connect a covering pair of elements.) 

We now add the following condition. 

CONDITION (**): bis an element of L such that N(c'fa',b) and a'+ bfa'b = {b,a' + 
b,a'b} U c1fa 1

• 
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L.EMMA 3.34. If L satisfies conditions(*),(**) and excludes L 14 , then for x,y EL, 

(i) a'+ b = a'+ y > y implies y :S b; 
(ii) a'+ b = x + b > x implies x :S c'. 

PROOF: (i) If y 1:. b, then y is non-comparable with band with a'. We claim that y can be 
chosen so that a', c', b, y generate L 14 (see Fig 3.17(ii)). We may assume that y -< a'+ y. 
If a'y < t < y, then we would have N(y/t,a'), hence N(y/i,a), and by Corollary 3.7 
N( c/ a, a), which is impossible. Therefore y ~ a'y. By semidistributivity 

a'+ b =a'+ y = b + y = a'b + a'y +by. 

From this it follows that the elements a'b = c'b, a'y = c'y and by are non-comparable, and 
therefore 

a'= a'b + a'y, b = a'b +by and y = a'y +by. 

This shows that a', bandy generate an eight element Boolean algebra. Since N(c'/a',b) 
and N( c' /a', y) hold, L includes L 14 • 

(ii)lf x 1:. c, then a'+ x = a'+ b, and since we cannot have x :S b, part (i) implies that 
L includes L14. I 

LEMMA 3.35. If L satisfies conditions(*),(**) and excludes L1, L13 and L 1s, then c' is 
meet irreducible. 

PROOF: Suppose c' is meet reducible. Then there exists an element x covering c' such 
that c' = x(a' + b). By Lemma 3.33(i) there exists b0 E L with N(c'/a',b 0 ) and x = 
a' + b0 ~ b0 ~ a'b0 . The elements a' + b, a'+ b0 and b + b0 generate a lattice K that is a 
homomorphic image of the lattice in Figure 3.18(i). If K is isomorphic to that lattice, then 
bbo :S a', since bbo 1:. a' would imply bb0 +a' E c' /a' - {a'}, contradicting the assumption 
that every element of c' /a' - {a'} is c' / a'-join isolated. In fact we must have bbo < a', since 
a' is c'/a'-meet isolated. Thus Ku {a'} is a sublattice of L isomorphic to L 13 , contrary to 
the hypothesis. We infer that K is a proper homomorphic image of the lattice in Figure 
3.18(i), and since a'+ b, a'+ b0 and c' are distinct, it follows that c' < b + b0 • Now 
Figure 3.18(ii) shows that if a'b and a'bo are non-comparable, then L includes L 15 , while 
a'b < a'bo or a'bo < a'b imply that L includes L 7 . Finally, we cannot have a'b = a'bo, 
since then L includes L 1 , which contradicts the semidistributivity of L. I 

o. '+ b. X=0.'•6
0 

b bo 

(i) 
bb0 

Figure 3.18 
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LEMMA 3.36. If L satisfies conditions(*),(**) and excludes Lg, L 1a, L 14 and Lis then 
b is meet irreducible. 

PROOF: To avoid repetition, we first establish two technical results: 
(A) If N(u/v, z) for some u/v i c' /a' and z i:. c' /a', then there exists y E L with 

N(c' /a', y) such that N(a' + y/a', z), N(y/a'y, z) and a'+ y >- c' (Fig 3.19{i)) or dually. 

c' c' 

a' a.' 

Figure 3.19 

Consider a sequence u/v = xo/Yo ""'.w xifyi ""'w • • • ""'w Xn/Yn = c/a. Since c/a is a 
subquotient of c'/a' and u/v is not, there is an index i > 0 such that xify;, i c'/a' and 
x;.+i/Yi+i ~ c'/a'. By duality, suppose that xify;, '\.w xi+i/Yi+i· Since Yi+i is c'/a'-meet 
isolated, y;, E c'/a', and since Xie'< c' would also imply Xi E c'/a', we must have Xie'= c', 
and therefore Xi > c' 2: Yi· Now Lemma 3.6, and the fact that u/v projects weakly onto 
xifyi and c/a imply N(xi/Yi,z) and N(c/a,z). Since z rf. c'/a' we must have N(c'/a',z). 
Choose x E L such that c' -< x ~ xi, then clearly N(x/a', z) holds (Fig 3.19(ii)). By 
Lemma 3.33(i) there exists y EL with N(c'/a',y) and x =a'+ y. Since x/a' '\. y/a'y, 
Lemma 3.6 again implies N(y/ a'y, z). This proves (A). 

(B) If for some u, v, z E L with z ~ b we have N(u/v, z), then u/v ~ c' /a' . 
Suppose u/v i c'/a'. Since clearly z E c'/a', (A) implies that there exists b0 EL such 

that n(c'/a',b0 ) and either 

(1) N(a' + bo/a', z, N(b 0 /a'b0 , z) and c'-< a'+ b0 or 
(2) N(c'/a'bo,z), N(a' + bo,z) and a'bo-< a'. 

We will show that, contrary to the hypothesis of the lemma, the elements a', c', b and b0 

generate Lis· Since we already know that N(c'/a',b) and N(c'/a',b 0 , it suffices to check 
that a'b + a'b0 = a' and (a'+ b)(a' + b0 ) = c'. Either of (1) or (2) imply that z is non
comparable with a'b0 and a'+ b0 • Since a'b < b ~ z we must have a'b0 1: a'b. Strict 
inclusion a'b < a'b0 is also not possible, because a'b -< a' and a'bo < a'. Thus a'b and a'bo 
are non-comparable, and since a'b -< a', it follows that a'b + a'bo = a'. Next note that 
a'z = a'b, because a'b -< a' and a'b ~ a'z < a'. Hence a'z = a'b > a'bb0 = a'b0 z, so we 
cannot have N( c' / a'b0 , z) in (2). Therefore (1) must hold, and in particular N( a' +bo/ a', z), 
whence it follows that a'+ bo l. b. Thus c' ~ (a'+ b )(a'+ b0 ) < a'+ b, and since c' -< a'+ b, 
c = (a'+ b)( a'+ b0 ). This proves (B). 

Proceeding now with the proof of the lemma, suppose bis meet reducible. Then we can 
find z >- b such that b =(a'+ b)z. Consider a shortest sequence 

z/b = xo/Yo ""'w xifyi ""'w • • • ""'w Xn/Yn = c/a. 
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Clearly n ~ 2. The case n = 2 can also be ruled out, since z/b is a transpose of xify1, while 
Theorem 3.8 implies that c/a is a subquotient of Xn-1/Yn-1, hence xif y1 = Xn-i/Yn-l 
would imply z = x1 + b ~ a'+ b orb= y1z $ab, both of which are impossible. Thus n > 3 
. If z/b / xify1 \. x2/Y2, then xify1 is prime, since y1 < t < X1 would imply N(t/y1-:Z), 
and by (B) t/y1 ~ c'/a', which leads to a contradiction, as b 'f; c'. Similarly x 2/y2 must be 
prime, because Y2 < t < x2 would imply N(x2,t,y1), whence (B) gives x 2/t ~ c'/a'. This 
contradicts the semidistributivity of L, since x1 = Y1 + z =YI+ x2, but x 2z = c'z < y1. 
Hence z/b / /3 xif y1 \.13 x2/Y2, and now Lemma 3.4 implies that the sequence can be 
shortened, contrary to our assumption. Consequently we must have z/b \. xif y 1 / x 2/y2. 
Observe that x1 fl. c'/a', for otherwise z = x1 + b =a'+ b. Again the quotient xify1 is 
prime, since Y1 < t < X1 would imply N(xift,b), contradicting (B). However x 2 /y2 cannot 
be prime because of the minimality of n. So there exists u E L with y2 < v < u < x 2 

such that N(u/v, xi) holds (Fig 3.20(i)). By Corollary 3.7 we have N(c/a, x 1), and since 
x 1 fl. c'/a', N(c'/a',xi) holds. Notice that Y1 = (a'+ b)zx1 = (a'+ b)x1 ~ a'x 1. We 
claim that y1 = a'x1. Suppose to the contrary that a'x1 < YI· Then u/v :l c' /a' since 
ux 1 = y1 i= a'x 1. By (A) there exists bo EL with N(c'/a',bo) such that N(a' + b0 /a',xi) 
and a'+ b0 :>- c', or dually N(c'/a'b0 ,x1) and a'bo--< a'. 

c' ~. 

a.' 

(i) 
().' ~. 

Figure 3.20 
(double lines connect a covering pair of elements) 

First suppose that N(a' + b0 /a',x 1). We cannot have a'+ bo <a'+ b since a'+ b :>- c. 
On the other hand a'+ b $a'+ bo implies N(a' + b/a', x1), whence a'x1 =(a'+ b)x1 = Y1, 
a contradiction. Therefore a'+ b and a'+ b0 are non-comparable and (a'+ b) (a'+ bo) = c'. 
Since L excludes L 13 and L 15 , it follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.35 that the a', c', b 
and b0 generate L 7 • Thus a'+ b < b + b0 , and as a' :>- a'b, we can only have a'bo < a'b. 
By Lemma 3.6 N(a' + b0 /a',x 1) and a'+ bo/a' \. bo/a'bo imply N(bo/a'b,xi). Hence 
a'bo + x1 = bo + xi, and together with a'bo and x1 $ z this implies bo $ bo + x1 = 
a'bo + x 1 $ z. It follows that a'+ b < b + bo $ z, which is a contradiction. 

Now suppose that N(c' / a'b0 , xi). Since we are also assuming that L excludes L14, we 
can dualise the above argument to again obtain a contradiction. Thus Y1 = a'x1. We 
complete the proof by showing that a',c',b and x 1 generate Lg (Fig 3.20(ii)). Clearly 
a' ~ a'x1 = y1 implies a'b ~ y1b = y1. In fact we must have a'b > y1, since a'b = 
y1 = a'x1 < x 1 would imply x 1 ~ b by the dual of Lemma 3.34(i), a contradiction. Also 
a'(a'b +xi) = a'b < a'b +xi, since a' :>- a'b, and now the dual of Lemma 3.34(i) implies 
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a'b + x1 ~ b. Hence a'b + x1 = b + x1 = z. Finally a'+ b/c' \. b/a'b, N(b/a'b,xi) and 
Lemma 3.6 imply N(a' + b/c',xi), whence a'x 1 =(a'+ b)x 1• I 

The sequence £6. The next proposition is in preparation to proving the result due to 
Rose [84] that £6+ 1 is the only join irreducible cover of £6. A quotient c/ a of a lattice is 
an Lg-quotient if for some b, bo, ... , bn E L the set {a, c, b, b0 , ••• , bn} generates a sublattice 
of L isomorphic to L6, with c/ a as critical quotient (Fig 1.2). In this case we shall write 
L6(c/a, b, bo, ... , bn)· 

PROPOSITION 3. 3 7. (Rose [ 84]). Let L be a subdirectly irreducible lattice, and assume 
that the variety {L} '\I contains none of the lattices M 3 , L 1, ••• , L 5 , L1, ... , L 1s. Suppose 
further that, for some k E w, c/a is an Lg-quotient of L. Then 

(i) if L does not have any Lg+ 1-quotients, then c/a is a critical quotient of L and 
L/ con(a, c) has no Lg-quotients. 

(ii) if L is finite and L ~ Lg, then c /a is an L~+ 1-quotient. 

PROOF: (i) By Theorem 3.1 {L} '\I is semidistributive, and by Theorem 3.8 Lhasa unique 
critical quotient, which we denote by x/y. Choose b, b0 , .•• , bk so that Lg( c/ a, b, b0 , ••• , bk) 
holds. We will prove several statements, the last of which shows that x / y = c /a. The first 
three are self-evident. 

(A) Any non-trivial subquotient c' /a' of c/ a is an Lg-quotient. 

(B) Suppose that for some a',c',z EL we have N(c'/a',z) with a:$; a'z <a'+ z :$; c. 
Then Lg+ 1(c'/a',z,b,b0 , ••• ,bk) holds (see Fig 3.21). 

c' 
I 

0. 

c~ 
. . tb L. 

I I I . 
I 

I 

Figure 3.21 

- ... 
- I 

I 
•bi. 
! 
I 
I 
i 

- I -... 

{C) Suppose that for some z EL we have N(a + bifabi,z) (i E {O, ... ,k}). Then 
L~+ 1 (c/a, b, b0 , ••• , bi, z) holds, and similarly if N(a + b/ab, z) then we have L~( c/ a, b, z). 

(D) For any quotients u/v and p/q in L, if u/v / p/q \. c/a, then u/v \. uc/va / c/a, 
and all four transpositions are bijective. 

By Lemma 3.5 the lattice generated by q, c, b is a homomorphic image of the lattice 
in Figure 3.22(i). The pentagon N(r /d, b) is contained in a + b/ab, whence it follows 
that Lg(r/d,b,bo, ... ,bk)· From this we infer that r/d is distributive, for otherwise r/d 
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would contain a pentagon N(c' /a', b') (by semidistributivity L excludes M 3 ), and we would 
have L~+I(c'/a',b',b,bo, ... ,bk)· In particular, therefore, the transposition r/s ". e/d is 
bijective. By Lemma 3.6, the transpositions p/ q '\. r / s and e/ d ". c/ a are also bijective, 
and we consequently have p/q ".13 c/a. 

4 d' 

b 
c LA. 

(;ii) 

Figure 3.22 

Again by Lemma 3.5, the lattice generated by q, u, b is a homomorphic image of the 
lattice in Figure 3.22{ii). Note that ab ~ bq < b ~ a+ b, whence N(b/bq, b0 . Since 
v + b / d' '\, b / bq, it follows by still another application of Lemma 3.5 that the lattice 
generated by d', b and b0 is a homomorphic image of the lattice in Figure 3.22{iii) and 
by Lemma 3.12 the transposition v + b/ d' ". r" / s" is bijective. Put t = r'(b + b0 ) to 
obtain N(t/ s", b) and therefore L~(t/ s, b, b0 , ••• , bk)· This implies that t/ s" is distributive, 
and so is r' / d', since the two quotients are isomorphic. The transposition e' / d' / r' / s' 
is therefore bijective, and the bijectivity of u/v / e' / d' and r' / s' / p/ q follows from 
Lemma 3.12. Consequently u/v /13 p/q. Now semidistributivity (Lemma 3.4) implies 
u/v '\, uc/va / c/a. By duality, these two transpositions must also be bijective. 

{E) If c/a projects weakly onto a quotient u/v, then u/v '\, uc'/va' / c'/a' for some 
subquotient c' /a' of c/a 

Assume that c/a = xo/Yo """"w xif yI """"w • • • """"w Xn/Yn = u/v, where the transpositions 
alternate up and down. We use induction on n. The cases n = 0, 1 are trivial, so by 
duality we may assume that c/cyI / xifyI 2 YI+ x2/Y1 '\. x2/Y2· Since c/cy1 is also 
a £~-quotient we can apply (D) to conclude that the first transpose must be bijective. 
Hence YI+ x2/YI transposes bijectively onto a subquotient c'/a' of c/a (a'= cyi). A 
second application of (D) gives c' /a''\. c'x2/a'y2 / x2/Y2, proving the case n = 2, while 
for n > 2 the sequence can now be shortened by one step. The result follows by induction. 

(F) x/y = c/ a. 
_ Since x/y is critical and prime, c/a projects weakly onto x/y. By (E) x/y projects onto 
a subquotient c' /a' of c/a and since x/y is the only critical quotient of L, we must have 
x/y = c'/a'. If x < c, then the hypothesis of part {i) (of the proposition) is satisfied with 
a replaced by x, and we infer that x/y is a subinterval of c/x, which is impossible. Hence 
x = c, and similarly y =a, which also shows that c/a is the only £~-quotient of L. 

To complete the proof of part (i), suppose L = L/con(a,c) contains an L~-quotient, i.e. 
k - - - -for some u, v, d, d0 , ••• , dk E L we have L6 (u/v, d, d0 , ••• , dk) in L. If c = u in L, then 

u = c > a > v and L~(u/v, d, d0 , ••• , dk), which would contradict the fact that c/a is the 
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only L~-quotient of L. Thus c # u and, similarly, a # u and c, a # v. If a = d, then 
we must have N(u/v,a) in L. But by Corollary 3.7 this would imply N(c/a,a), which 
is impossible. So a# d and, more generally, c,a ¢:. {d,do, ... ,Xd(D)k}. Since con(a,c) 
identifies only a and c, we infer that L~(u/v, d, do, ... , d1iJ in L with u/v # c/a, and this 
contradiction concludes part (i). 

For the proof of part (ii), we will use the concept of an isolated quotient and all its 
implications (Lemmas 3.33 - 3.36). Let c' /a' be an isolated quotient of L such that. 
c/a ~ c' /a'. 

(G) Suppose that for some b E L we have N(c'/a',b} with a'b-< a', c1 -<a'+ band 
a1b-< b-< a'+ b. Then 

( 1) a' + b / a'b = c1 /a' U { a'b, b, a' + b}; 
(2) a'+ b/ a1b is an isolated quotient of L. 

Assume (1) fails. Then there exists x E L such that x E a'+ b/a'b but x ¢:. c1 /a' U 
{ a'b, b, a' + b }. Since a'b < x < a'+ b and a'b -< b -< a' + b, it follows that b and x are 
non-comparable and xb = a'b, x + b = a' + b . Furthermore, as c' /a' is isolated, x is 
non-comparable with a' and c' , whence a' + x = a' + b. This, however, contradicts the 
semidistributivity of L, since a'+ b #a'+ xb =a'. Therefore (1) holds. 

To prove (2), it suffices to show that 

(3) a' is join irreducible and c1 is meet irreducible; 
(4) bis doubly irreducible; 
(5) x EL and a'+ b = x + b > x imply x E c' /a'; 
(6) y E L and a1 + b = a'+ y > y imply y = b; 
(7) x EL and a'b = xb < x imply x E c1/a'; 
(8) y EL and a1b = a1y < y imply y = b. 

(3) follows from Lemma 3.35 and its dual, while (4) follows from Lemma 3.36 and its 
dual. Suppose a'+ b = x + b > x. Then x $; c1 by Lemma 3.34(ii) and, since x + b # b, 
we have x '!::. c'b = a'b. Now x f.. a', because a'b is the only dual cover of a'. Since c' /a' is 
isolated, this implies x E c' /a', whence (5) holds. If a'+ b = a'+ y, then Lemma 3.34(i) 
implies that y :::; b, and from the join irreducibility of b we infer y = b, thereby proving 
(6). Finally, (7) and (8) are the duals of (5) and (6). 

(H) If L~(c/a, b,b0 , ... ,bk), then the elements b,bo, ... ,bk EL can. be chosen such that 

a + b /ab = c /a U {ab, b, a + b}, 
a+ bo/abo =a+ b/ab U {abo,bo,a + bo}, 

a+ bt./ abi =a+ bt.-1/ abi-1 U { abi, bi, a+ bi} for {i E {1, 2, ... ,k}, 

and all these quotients are isolated. 
By Lemma 3.35 and its dual, the quotient c/ a is isolated. Choose x E L with c -< 

x < a+ b. Since L excludes L7 , Lemma 3.33{i),(ii) and {G) above imply the existence 
of b' E L with N(c/a,b') and a+ b' = x, such that this sublattice is an interval in L 
and is isolated. Since a is join irreducible and a -< ab', we infer that ab' 2:".'. ab. Thus 
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ab::; ab'-< b'-< x :5 a+ b, whence it follows that Lg(c/a, b', bo, ... , bk)· So we may replace 
b by b', and continuing in this way we prove (H). 

Since c/a is a prime £~-quotient of L, (H) implies that we can find b,bo, ... ,bk in L such 
that the sublattice generated by c/ a and these b's is an interval of L. Since L "' Lg, there 
exists u E L with u >- a+ bk or u -< ab = k and from Lemma 3.33(i) or its dual we obtain 
b' EL such that N(a+bk/abk,b'), which implies Lg+1(c/a,b,bo, ... ,bk,z) as required. I 

After much technical detail we can finally prove: 

THEOREM 3.38. (Rose [84]) . .C6+1 is the only join irreducible cover of .C6. 

PROOF: Suppose to the contrary that for some natural number n, the variety .C6 = {L6} v 
has a join irreducible cover 'V 'I .C6+1• Choose n as small as possible. Since 'V has finite 
height in A, it is completely join irreducible, so it follows from Theorem 1.5 that 'V = {L} v 
for some finitely generated subdirectly irreducible lattice L. Note that L6 E { L} v 

Using the results of §1.3 one can check that L6 is a splitting lattice, and since it also satis
fies Whitman's condition (W), Theorem 1.19 implies that L6 is projective in .C. By Lemma 
1.10 L6 is a sublattice of L, so for some a, c, b, bo, ... , bn E L we have L6(c/ a, b, bo, ... , bn). 
By Proposition 3.37(i) cf a is critical, and L/con(a, c) has no L6-quotients. Again, since 
L6 is subdirectly irreducible and projective, Lemma 1.10 implies that L6 is not a member 
of the variety generated by L/con(a, c). This, together with the minimality of n implies 
that, for n = 0, L/con(a, c) is a member of }./ and, for n > 0, L/con(a, c) is in .C~ 1 • By 
Lemma 3.15 L is finite and, since L ~ L6, it follows from Proposition 3.38(ii) that L 
includes L6+ 1• This contradiction completes the proof. I 

By a similar approach Rose [84] proves that .Ci+1 is the only join irreducible cover of 
£f for i = 7 and 9 (the cases i = 8 and 10 follow by duality). A slight complication 
arises due to the fact that L7 and L~ are not projective for n ?: 1, since the presence of 
doubly reducible elements implies that (W) fails in these lattices. As a result the final step 
requires an inductive argument. For the details we refer the reader to the original paper 
of Rose [84]. 

Further results about non-modular varieties. The variety .Ms+}./ is the only join 
reducible cover of )I (and .Ms), and its covers have been investigated by Ruckelhausen [78]. 
His results show that the varieties 'Vi, ... , 'Vs generated by the lattices Vi, ... , V8 in Figure 
1.2 are the only join irreducible covers of ,M3 + )I that are generated by a planar lattice 
of finite length. 

The techniques used in the preceeding investigations make extensive use of Theorem 
3.8, and are therefore unsuitable for the study of varieties above .C 11 or £ 12 • Rose [84] 
showed that .C12 has at least two join irreducible covers, generated by the two subdirectly 
irreducible lattices Lb and G respectively, (see Fig 3.23, dual considerations apply to £ 11). 

Using methods developed by Freese and Nation [83] for the study of covers in free 
lattices, Nation [a] proves that these are the only join irreducible covers of .C 12 , and that 
above each of these is exactly one covering sequence of join irreducible varieties £j2 and 
gn = {Gn} (Fig 3.23). 

By a result of Rose [84], any semidistributive lattice which fails to be bounded contains a 
sublattice isomorphic to L 11 or L12 (see remark after Theorem 3.10). Thus it is interesting 
to note that the lattices Lj2 and an are again splitting lattices. 
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In Nation [86] similar techniques are used to find a complete list of covering varieties of 
£ 1 (and £ 2 by duality). The ten join irreducible covers are generated by the subdirectly 
irreducible lattices L15, ... , L2s in Figure 3.24. 

Figure 3.23 
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L23 

Figure 3.24 
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CHAPTER 4 

Equational Bases 

§4.1 INTRODUCTION 

An equational basis for a variety 'V of algebras is a collection l of identities such that 
'V =Mod[. An interesting problem in the study of varieties is that of finding equational 
bases. Of course the set Id'V of all identities satisfied by members of 'V is always a basis, 
but this set is generally highly redundant, so we are interested in finding proper (possibly 
minimal) equational basis for 'V. In particular we would like to know under what conditions 
'V has a finite equational basis. 

It might seem reasonable to conjecture that every finitely generated variety is finitely 
based, but this is not the case in general. Lyndon (54] constructed a seven-element al
gebra with one binary operation which generates a non-finitely based variety, and later a 
four-element and three-element example were found by Visin [63] and Murskii [65] respec
tively. On the other hand Lyndon [51] proved that any two element algebra with finitely 
many operations does generate a finitely based variety. The same is true for finite groups 
(Oates and Powell [64]), finite lattices (even with finitely many additional operations, 
McKenzie [70]), finite rings (Kruse (77], Lvov [77]) and various other finite algebras. 

Shortly after McKenzie's result, Baker discovered that any finitely generated congru
ence distributive variety is finitely based. Actually his result is somewhat more general 
and moreover, the proof is construcive, meaning that for a particular finitely generated 
congruence distributive variety one can follow the proof to obtain a finite basis. However 
the proof, which only appeared in its final version in Baker [77], is fairly complicated and 
several non-constructive shortcuts have been published (see Herrmann [73], Makkai [73], 
Taylor (78] and also Burris and Sankappanavar [81]). The proof that is presented in this 
chapter is due to Jonsson [79] and is a further generalisation of Baker's theorem. 

In contrast to these results on finitely based lattice varieties, McKenzie [70] gives an 
example of a lattice variety that is not finitely based. Another example by Baker [69], 
constructed from lattices corresponding to projective planes, shows that there is a non
finitely based modular variety. 

Clearly an equational basis for the meet (intersection) of two varieties is given by the 
union of equational bases for the two varieties, which implies that the meet of two finitely 
based varieties is always finitely based. An interesting question is whether the same is 
true for the join of two finitely based varieties. This is not the case, as was independently 
discovered by Jonsson [74] and Baker. The example given in Baker [77'] is included in 
this chapter and actually shows that even with the requirement of modularity the above 
question has a negative answer. In J6nsson's paper, however, we find sufficient conditions 
for a positive answer and these ideas are generalised further by Lee [ 85 ']. One consequence 
is that the join of the variety .M of all modular lattices and the smallest non-modular 
variety )./ is finitely based. This variety, denoted by .M + ( = .M + )./), is a cover of .M, and 
an equational basis for .M + consisting of just eight identities is presented in Jonsson [77]. 

Recently Jonsson showed that the join of two finitely based modular varieties is finitely 
based whenever one of them is generated by a lattice of finite length. A generalisation of 
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this result and further extensions to the case where one of the varieties is non-modular 
appear in Kang [87]. 

Although Baker's theorem allows one to construct, in principle, finite equational bases 
for any finitely generated lattice variety, the resulting basis is usually too large to be 
of any practical use. In §4.4 we give some examples of finitely based varieties for which 
reasonably small equational bases have been found. These include the varieties .Mn ( n E w, 
from Jonsson [68]), JI (McKenzie [72]) and the variety .M+ referred to above. 

§4.2 BAKER'S FINITE BASIS THEOREM 

Some results from model theory. A class K of algebras is an elementary class if it is 
the class of all algebras which satisfy some set S of first-order sentences (i.e. K =Mod S), 
and K is said to be strictly elementary if S may be taken to be finite or, equivalently, 
if K is determined by a single first-order sentence (the conjunction of the finitely many 
sentences in S). 

(These concepts from model theory are applicable to any class of models of some given 
first-order language. Here we assume this to be the language of the algebras in K. For a 
general treatment consult Chang and Kiesler [73] or Burris and Sankappanavar [81].) 

The problem of finding a finite equational basis is a particular case of the following more 
general question: When is an elementary class strictly elementary? 

Recall the definition of an ultraproduct from §0.3. The non-constructive shortcuts to 
Baker's finite basis theorem make use of the following wellknown result about ultraprod
ucts: 

THEOREM 4.1. (Los[55]). Let A = XierAi and suppose <Pu is the congruence induced 
by some ultrafilter U over the index set I. Then, for any first-order sentence a, the 
ultraproduct A/ <Pu satisfies a if and only if the set { i E I : Ai satisfies a} is in U. 

In particular this theorem shows that elementary classes are closed under ultraproducts. 
But it also has many other consequences. For example we can deduce the following two 
important results: 

THEOREM 4.2. {Frayne, Morel and Scott [62], Kochen [61]). An elementary class K 
of algebras is strictly elementary if and only if the complement of K is closed under 
ultra.products. The complement can be taken relative to any strictly elementary class 
containing K. 

PROOF: Suppose B is an elementary class that contains K. H K is strictly elementary, 
then membership in K can be described by a first-order sentence. By the preceeding 
theorem the negation of this sentence is preserved by ultraproducts, so any ultraproduct 
of members in B - K must again be in B - K. 

Conversely, suppose K is elementary and is contained in a strictly elementary class B. 
Assuming that B - K is closed under ultraproducts, let S be the set of all sentences that 
hold in every member of K, and let I be the collection of all finite subsets of S. Since B 
is strictly elementary, B =Mod So for some So E J. 

H K is not strictly elementary then, for each i E J, there must exist an algebra Ai not 
in K such that Ai satisfies every sentence in the finite set i U S0 • Note that this implies 
Ai EB - K. We construct an ultraproduct A/<Pu EK as follows: 
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Let A = XiEIAi and, for each i E I define Ji = {i E I : j :::> i}. Then Ji #- 0 and 
Ji n J k = Jiuk for all i, k E I, whence 1' = { J C I : Ji ~ J for some i} is a proper filter 
over J, and by Zorn's Lemma 1' can be extended to an ultrafilter U. We claim that A/ef>u 
satisfies every sentence in S. This follows from Theorem 4.1 and the observation that for 
each aE S, 

{j E I: A; satisfies a} 2 J{u} E U. 
Since K is an elementary class, we have A/ ef>u E K. But the Ai are all members of B - K, 
so this contradicts the assumption that B - K is closed under ultraproducts. Therefore K 
must be strictly elementary. I 

THEOREM 4. 3. Let K be an elementary class, and suppose S is some set of sentences 
such that K = Mod S. If K is strictly elementary, then K = Mod So for some fi.nite set of 
sentences So C S. 

PROOF: Suppose to the contrary that for every finite subset So of S, Mod So properly 
contains K. As in the proof of the previous theorem we can then construct an ultraprod
uct A/ef>u E K of algebras Ai not in K. This, however, contradicts the result that the 
complement of K is closed under ultraproducts. I 

Every identity is a first-order sentence and every variety is an elementary class, so the 
second result tells us that if a variety is definable by a finite set of first-order sentences, 
then it is finitely based. The following theorem, from Jonsson [79], uses Theorem 4.2 to 
give another sufficient condition for a variety to be finitely based. 

THEOREM 4 .4. Let 'V be a variety of algebras contained in some strictly elementary class 
B. If there exists an elementary class C such that Bs1 is contained in C and 'V nC is strictly 
elementary, then 'V is finitely based. 

PROOF: Suppose 'V is not finitely based. By Theorem 4.2 B - 'V is not closed under 
ultraproducts. Hence, for some index set I, there exist Ai E B - 'V and an ultrafilter U 
over I such that the ultraproduct A/ ef>u E 'V, where A = XiEIAi. 

Each Ai has at least one subdirectly irreducible image A~ not in 'V. On the other hand, 
if we let A1 = XiEIA~ then A' /ef>u E 'V since it is a homomorphic image of A/ef>u. 

B need not be closed under homomorphic images, so the Ai are not necessarily in Bsr 
( = the class of all subdirectely irreducibles in B}, but A 1 

/ ef>u E 'V ~ B and B strictly 
elementary imply that {i EI: A~ E B} is in U. Therefore, restricting the ultraproduct to 
this set, we can assume that every A~ E Bsr C C and, because C is an elementary class, it 
follows that A 1 I ef>u E 'V n c. This contradicts Theorem 4.2 since 'V nc -is strictly elementary 
(by assumption}, and A'/ef>u is an ultraproduct of algebras not in 'V n C. I 
Finitely based congruence distributive varieties. Let 'V be a congruence distributive 
variety of algebras (with finitely many operations). By Theorem 0.9 this is equivalent to 
the existence of n + 1 ternary polynomials t 0 , t 1 , ••• , tn such that 'V satisfies the following 
identities: 

to(x, y, z} = x, tn(x, y, z) = z, 
ti(x,x,z) = ti+ 1 (x,x,z) 
ti(x, z, z) = ti+i (x, z, z} 
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In the remainder of this section we let Vt be the finitely based congruence distributive 
variety that satisfies these identities. Clearly V ~ Vt. 

Translations, boundedness and projective radius. The notion of weak projectivity 
in lattices and its application to principal congruences can be generalised for an arbitrary 
algebra A by considering translations of A (i.e. polynomial functions on A with all but 
one variable fixed in A). 

A 0-translation is any map f : A ---+ A that is either constant or the identity map. A 
1-translation is a map f: A ---+A that is obtained from one of the basic operations of A by 
fixing all but one variable in A. For our purposes it is convenient to also allow maps that 
are obtained from one of the polynomials ti above. Equivalently we could assume that the 
ti are among the basic operations of the variety. A k-translation is any composition of k 
I-translations and a translation is a map that is a k-translation for some k E w. 

For a, b E A define the relation r k (a, b) on A by 

(c,d) E rk(a,b) if {c,d} = {f(a),f(b)} 

for some k-translation f of A. Let r(a,b) = LJkEw rk(a,b). This relation can be used to 
characterise the principal congruences of A (implicit in Mal'cev [54], see [UA] p.54) as 
follows: 

For a, b E A we have (c, d) E con( a, b) if and only if there exists a sequence c = 
eo, ei, ... , em= din A such that (ei, ei+1) E rk(a, b) for i < m. 

Two pairs (a,b),(a',b') EA x A are said to be k-bounded if rk(a,b) n rk(a',b') # 0 
and they are bounded if r(a, b) n r(a', b') # O. Observe that if A has only finitely many 
operations, then k-boundedness can be expressed by a first order formula. 

The projective radius (2-radius in Baker [77]) of an algebra A, written R(A), is the 
smallest number k > 0 such that for all a, b, a', b' E A 

con(a,b) ncon(a',b') i= 0 implies rk(a,b) nrk(a',b') i= 0 

(if it exists, else R(A) = oo). For a class K of algebras, we let R(K) = sup{R(A) : A E K}. 
The next few lemmas show that under certain conditions a class of finitely subdirectly 

irreducible algebras (see §0.2) is elementary if and only if it has finite projective radius. 
These results first appeared in a more general form in Baker [77] (using n-radii) but we 
follow a later presentation due to Jonsson [79]. 

LEMMA 4.5. If A E Vt, eo,ei, ... ,em EA and e0 =/=em, then there exists a number 
p < m such that ( eo, em) and ( ep, ep+1) are 1-bounded. 

PROOF: Consider the I-translations fi(x) = ti(eo, x, em), i :;:; n. Then fo(e;) = eo and 
f n( e;) == em for all i < m, hence there exists a smallest index q :;:; n such that the elements 
fq(e;) are not all equal to eo. If q is odd, then fq(eo) = fq-1(eo) = eo, so we can choose 
p < m such that c = fq(ep) = eo =/= fq(ep+1) = d. It follows that (c,d) E ri(ep,ep+i) and 
the I-translation f(x) = tq(eo,ep+1,x) shows that (c,d) E ri(eo,em)· For even q we have 
fq(em) = fq-1(em) = eo. Choosing p < m such that c = fq(ep) =/= eo = fq(ep+1) = d, 
we again see that (c,d) E r 1(ep,ep+ 1), and now the I-translation g(x) = tq(e0 ,ep,x) gives 
(c,d) E r1(eo,em)· 

In either case (c, d) E r i(eo, em) nr 1(ep, ep+1), which implies that (eo, em) and (ep, ep+i) 
are I-bounded. I 
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LEMMA 4.6. For all A E 'Vt and a,b,a',b' EA, 

con(a,b) n con(a',b')-:/= 0 implies r(a,b) n r(a',b')-:/= 0. 

PROOF: Suppose (c,d) E con(a,b) n con(a',b') for some c,d EA, c-:/= d. Since (c,d) E 
con( a, b), there exists (by Mal'cev) a sequence c = e0 , ei, ... , em = d in A such that 
(ei,ei+1) E r(a,b) for i < m. As before let fi(x) = ti(eo,x,em), and choose p < m, 
q < n such that c' = f q ( ep) -:/= f q ( ep+ 1) = d'. By composition of translations ( c1

, d') E 
r(a,b). Also (c',d') E con(a',b'), since con(a',b') identifies e0 with em and hence all 
elements of the form ti(e0 ,e;,em) with ti(eo,e;,eo) = e0 • Again there exists a sequence 
c' = e~,e~, ... ,e~, = d' with (e~,e~+ 1 ) E r(a',b') for i < m'. From Lem.ma 4.5 we 
obtain an index p < m' such that (c', d') and (e~, e~+ 1 ) are 1-bounded and it follows via a 
composition of translations that (a, b) and (a', b') are bounded. I 

Recall from §0.2 that an algebra A is finitely subdirectly irreducible if the 0 E Con(A) 
is not the meet of finitely many non-0 congruences, and that 'V FSI denotes the class of all 
finitely sub directly irreducible members of 'V. 

LEMMA 4. 7. Let C be an elementary subclass of 'Vt. Then R(CFs1) is finite if and only 
if C FSI is elementary. 

PROOF: By assumption algebras in 'Vt have only finitely many basic operations, so there 
exists a first order formula </>k(x, y, x', y') such that for all A E 'Vti A satisfies </>k(a, b, a', b') 
ifandonlyif(a,b) and (a',b') arek-bounded. SupposeR(CFs1) = k < oo. Then an algebra 
A E C is finitely subdirectly irreducible iff it satisfies the sentence Uk: for all x, y, x', y', 
x = y or x' = y' or <l>k(x,y,x',y'). Hence CFsI is elementary. Conversely, suppose CFsI is 
an elementary class. Lemma 4.6 implies that A E 'Vt - C FSI iff A satisfies the negation of 
Uk for each k E w. So 'Vt - CFsI is also elementary and hence (by Theorem 4.2) strictly 
elementary, i.e. it is defined by finitely many of the -iuk. Since -,uk+l implies -iuk, we in 
fact have A E 'Vt - C FSI iff A satisfies -iu k for just one particular k (the largest). It follows 
that all algebras in CFsI satisfy uk, whence R(CFs1) = k. I 

LEMMA 4.8. If R('VFs1) = k < oo, then R('V) ~ k + 2. 

PROOF: Let R('VFs1) = k < oo and suppose (c,d) E con(ao,bo) n con(a1 ,b1) for some 
A E 'V and ao, bo, ai, bi, c, d E A, c -:/= d. Then there exists a sub directly irreducible 
epimorphic image A' of A with c' -:/= d' and hence a~ -:/= b~ and a~ -:/= b~ (primes denote 
images in A'). By assumption (a~,b~) and (a~,b~) are k-bounded, i.e. for some distinct 
u,v E A', (u,v) E rk(a~,b~) n rk(a~,b~). For i = 0,1 choose ui,Vi E A such that 
(ui, Vi) Er k(ai, bi) and 'IL~= u, v; = v. Such elements exist since if!' is a k-translation in 
A' with f'(ai) = u and !'(bi) = v, then we can construct a corresponding k-translation fin 
A by replacing each fixed element of A' by one of its preimages in A and we let Ui = f(ai) 
and Vi= /(bi)· Now choose i < n such that u* = t;(uo,ui,vo)-:/= t;(uo,vi,vo) = v*. This 
is possible since in A', t;(u,u,v) and t;(u,v,v) must be distinct for some i < n, else 

u = to(u,u,v) = t1(u,u,v) = t1(u,v,v) = t2(u,v,v) = · · · = tn(u,v,v) = v. 

The !-translations t;(u0 , x, v0 ), t;(u0 , uli x) and t;(u0 , vb x) now show that (u*, v*) E 
r i (ui, v1) and (u *, uo), ( uo, v*) E r i(uo, vo). Lemma 4.5 applied to the sequence u *, uo, v* 
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implies that either (u"',v•) and (u"',u 0 ) are 1-bounded or (u"',v•) and (u 0 ,v•) are 1-
bounded. In either case (uo,vo) and (u1,v1) are 2-bounded and therefore (a0 ,b0 ) and 
(ai, bi) are (k + 2)-bounded. I 

With the help of these four lemmas and Theorem 4.4, we can now prove the following 
result: 

THEOREM 4.9. (Jonsson [79]). If'V is a congruence distributive variety of algebras and 
'V FSI is strictly elementary, then 'V is finitely based. 

PROOF: By Lemma 4.7 R('VFs1) = k for some k E w, and by the above Lemma R('V) = 
k+2. Let B be the class of all A E 'Vt with R(A) < k+2. Since the condition R(A) ~ k+2 
can be expressed by a first-order formula, and since 'Vt is strictly elementary, so is B. 
Clearly R(BFs1) ~ k+2, hence Lemma 4.7 implies that BFsI is elementary. By assumption 
'V nBFsI = 'VFsI is strictly elementary, so applying Theorem 4.4 with C = BFsJ, we conclude 
that 'V is finitely based. I 

Assuming that 'V is a finitely generated congruence distributive variety, Corollary 0. 7 
implies that up to isomorphism 'VFsI is a finite set of finite algebras. Since such a collection 
is always strictly elementary, one obtains Baker's result from the preceeding theorem: 

THEOREM 4.10. (Baker [77]). If'V is a fi.nitely generated congruence distributive variety 
of algebras then 'V is fi.nitely based. 

§4.3 JOINS OF FINITELY BASED VARIETIES 

In this section we first give an example which shows that the join of two finitely based 
modular varieties need not be finitely based. 

LEMMA 4 .11. (Baker [77']). There exist finitely based modular varieties 'V and 'V 1 such 
that the complement of 'V + 'V 1 is not closed under ultraproducts. 

PROOF: Let M be the modular lattice of Figure 4.l(i) and let N(M) be the class of 
all lattices that do not contain a subset order-isomorphic to M regarded as a partially 
ordered set). By Lemma 2.10 (ii) M </:. N(M), so there exists an identity c E IdN(M) 
that does not hold in M. Let 'V be the variety of modular lattices that satisfy c (i.e. 
'V = Mod{c,cm}, where cm is the modular identity) and let 'V' be the variety of all the 
dual lattices of members in 'V. Since the modular variety is self-dual, 'V' is defined by cm 
and the dual identity c1 of c. Hence 'V and 'V' are both finitely based. 

Let Kn be the lattice of Figure 4.1 (ii). 
We claim that, for each n E w, Kn ¢:. 'V + 'V'. Note that Kn is subdirectly irreducible (in 

fact simple), and since Kn contains a copy of Mand its dual as sublattices, both c and c1 

fail in Kn. Hence Kn¢:. 'VU 'V', and the claim follows from Theorem 1.3 (i). 
Now let K = XnewKn and choose any non-principal ultrafilter U over w. We show 

that the ultraproduct K = K/</>u is in 'V + 'V'. Notice that an order-isomorphic copy 
of M is situated only at the bottom of each Kn. This fact can be expressed as a first
order sentence and, by Theorem 4.1, also holds in K. Similarly, the dual of M can only 
be situated at the top of K. The local structure of the middle portion of Kn can also 
be described by a first order sentence, whence K looks like an infinite version of Kn. 
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b 

(i) 11 

Fig11re 4.1 

Interpreting Figure 4.1 (ii) as a diagram of K, we see that Mis not order-isomorphic to 
any subset of K /con( c, d) since con( c, d) collapses the only copy of M in K. Consequently 
K/con(c,d) E 'V and by a dual argument K/con(a,b) E 'V'. Observe that K is not a 
simple lattice since principal congruences can only identify quotients reachable by finite 
sequences of transpositions (Theorem 0.11). In fact con( a, b) ncon(c, d) = O, and hence K 
can be embedded in K/con(a,b) x K/con(c,d). Therefore KE 'V + 'V'. I 

Together with Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, the above lemma implies: 

THEOREM 4.12. (Baker (77']). The join of two finitely based (modular) varieties need 
not be finitely based. 

In view of this theorem it is natural to look for sufficient conditions under which the join 
of two finitely based varieties is finitely based. In what follows, we shall assume that 'Ve is 
a congruence distributive variety, and that 'V and 'V' are two subvarieties defined relative 
to 'Ve by the identities p = q and p' = q1 respectively. 

By an elementary result of lattice theory, any finite set of lattice identities is equivalent 
to a single identity (relative to the class of all lattices, (GLT] p.28). Moreover Baker [7 4] 
showed that this result extends to congruence distributive varieties in general. Conse
quently, the above condition on the varieties 'V and 'V 1 is equivalent to them being finitely 
based relative to 'Ve .. The next two lemmas are due to J6nsson (74], though the second 
one has been generalised to congruence distributive varieties. 

If pis an n-ary polynomial function (=word or term 'with at most n variables) on an 
algebra A and ui, ... , Un E A then we will abbreviate :p(ui, ... , un) by p(u), u E Aw, 
thereby assuming that only the first n components of u are used to evaluate p. 

,LEMMA 4. 13. An algebra A E 'Ve belongs to 'V + 'V 1 if and only if for all u, v E Aw 

con(p(u), q(u)) n con(p'(v), q'(v)). = 0. 
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PROOF: Let 8 = L:{con(p(u),q(u)) : u E Aw} and 81 = L:{con(p'(u),q'(u)) : u E Aw}. 
By the (infinite) distributivity of Con( A) we have that ( *) holds if and only if 8 n 8' = 0. 
This in turn is equivalent to A being a subdirect product of A/8 and A/8'. Since A/8 E 1J 
and A/8' E 1.J', it follows that A E 1J + 1.J'. On the other hand J6nsson's Lemma implies 
that any A E 1J + 1.J' can be written as a subdirect product of two algebras A/</> and A/</>'. 
Notice that 8 and 81 above are the smallest congruences on A for which A/8 E 1J and 
A/8' E 1.J', hence 8 ~</>and 81 ~ </>'. Since </> n </>' = 0 we conclude that 8 n 8' = 0. I 

Recall the notion of k.;.boundedness defined in the previous section. It is an elementary 
property, so we can construct a first-order sentence Uk such that an algebra A E 1'c satisfies 
uk if and only if for u,v E Aw (p(u),q(u)) and (p'(v),q'(v)) are not k-bounded. 

LEMMA 4. 14. 1J + 1J' is finitely based relative to 1J c if and only if the following property 
holds for some positive integer n: 

P(n): For any A E 1'c, if A satisfies Un, then A satisfies Uk for all k > 1. 

PROOF: Firstly, we claim that, relative to 1'c, the variety 1J + 1.J' is defined by the set of 
sentences S = {u1,u2,u3 , ••• }. Indeed, by Lemma 4.6 we have that 

con(p(u ), q( u)) n con(p'(v), q'(v)) = 0 if and only if r k(P( u), q(u )) n r k(P'(v ), q'( v)) = O 

for all k > 0. Hence by Lemma 4.13 an algebra A E 1'c belongs to 1J + 1.J' if and only if A 
satisfies Uk for all k > 0. We can now make use of Theorem 4.3 to conclude that 1J + 1.J' 
will have a finite basis relative to 1'c if and only if it is defined, relative to 1'c, by a finite 
subset of S, or equivalently by a single sentence Uk, since Uk implies Um for all m < k. If 
P(n) holds, then clearly 1J + 1.J' is defined relative to 1'c by the sentence Un. On the other 
hand, if P(n) fails, then there must exist an algebra A E 1'c such that A satisfies Un but 
fails um for some m > n. If this is true for any positive integer n, then 1J + 1J / cannot be 
finitely based relative to 1J c· I 

Although P(n) characterises all those pairs of finitely based congruence distributive sub
varieties whose join is finitely based, it is not a property that is easily verified. Fortunately, 
for lattice varieties, k-boundedness can be expressed in terms of weak projectivities. More 
precisely, if we exclude the use of the polynomials ti in the definition of a k-translation 
then a k-translation from one quotient of a lattice to another is nothing else but a sequence 
of k weak transpositions. Two quotients a/b and a' /b' are then said to be k-bounded if 
they both project weakly onto some non-trivial quotient c/d in less than or equal to k 
steps. Furthermore, if p = q is a lattice identity then we can assume that the inclusion 
p $ q holds in any lattice (if not, replace p = q by the equivalent identity pq = p + q) and 
the sentence Uk can be rephrased as: 

LE 1'c satisfies Uk if and only if, for all u, v E Lw, the quotients q(u)/p(u) and q'(v)/p'(v) 
do not both project weakly onto a common non-trivial quotient ink (or less) steps. 

The next lemma is a slightly sharpened version (for lattices) of Lemma 4.8. 

LEMMA 4. 15 . Let L be a homomorphic image of L and let x / y be a prime quotient in 
L. For any quotient a/b of L, ifa/b projects weakly onto x/y inn steps, then a/b projects 
weakly onto x/y inn+ 1 steps if n > 0, and in two steps if n = 0. 
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PROOF: Suppose a/b projects onto x/fi in 0 steps, i.e. a= x and b = y. Then 

a/b / w a+ y/b + y '\.w (a+ y)x/(b + y)x = x/y 

anda/b '\.wax/bx/wax+ y/bx + y = x/y, 

since y < (b + y)x < (a+ y)x ~ x and y ~bx+ y <ax+ y ~ x. Now suppose that a/b 
projects weakly onto x/y in n > 0 steps. Since the other cases can be treated similarly, 
we may assume that a/b / w a1/b1 '\.w ... '\.w an-1/bn-1 / w x/y for some bi, ai E L, 
i = 1, ... , n - 1. In this case b ~ b1 implies that there exists Vi E L with b~ = b1 and 
b ~ bi. Letting ai = bi+ a we have ai = a1 and a/b / w ai/bi. Next, there exists a~ E L 

such that a~= a2 and a~ ~ ai. Letting b~ = a~bi we have b; = b2 and ai/bi '\.w a~/b~. 
Repeating this process we get 

a/b / w a~/b~ '\.w a~/b~ / w ... '\.w a~_if b~-l / w x' /y', 

where x' = x and fi' = y. By the first argument x' /y' / w x' + x/y' + x '\.w x/y, so a/b 
projects weakly onto x/y in n + 2 steps. One of the steps (x' /y') can still be eliminated, 
hence the result follows. I 

Given a variety V, we denote by ('V)n the variety that is defined by the identities of 
V which have n or less variables for some positive integer n. Clearly V ~ ('V)n and 
Fv (m) = F(v)n (m) for any m ~ n. Another nice consequence of this definition is the 
following lemma, which appears in Jonsson [74]. 

LEMMA 4.16. If Fv(n) and Fv1(n) are finite for some lattice varieties V and V', then 
(V + V ') n is finitely based. 

PROOF: In general, if Fv(n) is finite, then ('V)n is finitely based. Now Fv+v1(n) is a 
subdirect product of the two finite lattices Fv ( n) and Fv1 ( n), hence finite, and so the 
result follows. I 

We can now give sufficient conditions for the join of two finitely based lattice varieties 
to be finitely based. This result appeared in Lee [85'] and is a generalisation of a result of 
Jonsson [74]. 

THEOREM 4.17. If V and 'V' are finitely based lattice varieties with V n 'V' = W and 
R(Ws1) = r < oo and if Fv(r + 3) and Fv1(r + 3) are finite, then V + V' is finitely based. 

PROOF: We can assume that V and 'V' are defined by the identities p = q and p' = q1 

respectively, relative to the variety of all lattices, and that the inequalities p ~ q and 
p1 ~ q1 hold in any lattice. Let K and K' be the classes of (r + 3)-generated subdirectly 
irreducible lattices in V and 'V' respectively, and define h = max(R(K),R(K)). We only 
consider h > 0 since if h = 0, then 'V, V' ~ D, the variety of distributive lattices, in which 
case the theorem holds trivially. Let Ve = (V + V ') r+3 , then Ve is finitely based by Lemma 
4.16. If we can show that the condition P(n) in Lemma 4.14 holds for some n, then V + V' 
will be finitely based relative to Ve and hence relative to the variety of all lattices. 

So let L E 'Ve and suppose that for some u,u' E Lw the quotients q(u)/p(u) and 
q'(u')/p'(u') are bounded, that is they project weakly onto a common quotient c/d of 
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L in m and m' steps respectively. Property P(n) demands that m, m' < n for some fixed 
integer n. Take n = max(2h + 5, h + r + 5) and assume that u, u', c, d have been chosen 
so as to minimise the number m + m'. We will show that if m > n then there is another 
choice for u, u', c, d such that the corresponding combined number of steps in the weak 
projectivities is strictly less than m + m'. This contradiction, together with the same 
argument form', proves the theorem . 
. By assumption q(u)/p(u) = ao/bo "'w a1/b1 ""w • • •. ""'w am/bm = c/d for some 

quotients ai/b;. in L which transpose weakly alternatingly up and down onto ai+1/bi+1 
(i = 0, 1, ... , m - 1). Since m > max(2h + 5, h + r + 5), we can always find an integer 
k such that max(h + 2,r + 2) < k < m - h - 2. Consider the r + 3 quotients up to and 
including ak/bk in the above sequence. Since the other cases can be treated similarly, we 
may assume that 

Let Lo be the sublattice of L generated by the r + 3 elements 

Figure 4.2 

Notice that Lo E 'V + 'V', and Lo is a finite lattice because Fv+vi(r + 3) = Fv.,(r + 3) 
is a subdirect product of Fv(r + 3) and Fv1(r + 3), and is therefore finite. Hence ak/h 
(= ak-1 +bk/bk) can be divided into (finitely many) prime quotients in L 0 and at least 
one of these prime quotients, say z/y, must project weakly onto a non-trivial subquotient 
of c/d. Let Lo be the unique subdirectly irreducible quotient lattice of Lo in which x/fi is 
a critical quotient. Then Lo E 'V + 'V', and hence Theorem 1.3 (i) implies Lo E 'V U 'V'. 
We examine each of the three cases that arise: 

Case 1: Lo E 'V and Lo fi. 'V'. Since Lo fi. 'V', there exists v E Low such that p'(v) < q'(v). 
Lo E 'V implies R(Lo) :5 h. Also p'(v) = p'(v) and q'(v) = q'(v). So by Lemma 4.15 
q1(v)/p'(v) projects weakly onto z/y in h + 1 steps. Now q(u)/p(u) projects weakly onto 
c/d ink steps, hence onto z/y ink+ 1 steps. Buth+ 1+k+1 < m ~ m + m', so this 
contradicts the minimality of m + m'. 

Case 2: Lo 'I. 'V and Lo E 'V '. Since Lo 'I. 'V, p( v) < q( v) for some v E L0 w. As above, 
since Lo E 'V', R(Lo) :5 h, and hence q(v)/p(v) projects weakly onto x/y in h + 1 steps 
a..Tld from there onto a non-trivial sub quotient c' / d' of c / d in m - k steps. By ~he choice 
of k we have h + 1 + m - k < m -1. Also q'(u')/p'(u') projects weakly onto c/d in m' + 1 
steps so again we get a contradiction. 
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Case 3: Lo EV n V' = W. First suppose that r > O, hence W # /). R(Ws1) = r implies 
a1c-r-2/b1c-r-2 projects weakly onto x/y in r steps, so by Lemma 4.15 a1c-r-2/b1c-r-2 
projects weakly onto x/y in r + 1 steps. Now either 

a1c-r-2/h-r-2 '\.w a~-r-ifb~-r-1 / w · · · '\.w a~-2/b~-2 / w x/y or 

a1c-r-2/bk-r-2 / w a~-r-ifb~-r-1 '\.w · · · / w ak-2/bk-2 '\.w x/y 

for some quotients ak-r-1/bk-r-l,. .. ,a~_2 /b~_2 in L. Since 

we have that q(u)/p(u) projects weakly onto x/y in k-2 steps and hence onto a non-trivial 
subquotient c' / d' of c/ d in m - 2 steps. As before q( u') / p( u1

) projects weakly onto c1 
/ d' 

in m' + 1 steps which again contradicts the minimality of m + m'. 
Now suppose that r = 1, which implies W = /) and Lo = 2. Hence in Lo we have 

It follows that we can shorten the sequence of weak projectivities from q(u)/p(u) onto a 
non-trivial subquotient c' /d' of c/d to m - 2 steps. Again q1(u')/p1(u') projects weakly 
onto c1 

/ d' in m' + 1 steps, giving rise to another contradiction. This concludes the proof. I 

We end this section with a theorem that summarises some conditions under which the 
join of two finitely based varieties is known to be finitely based. Parts (i) and (ii) are from 
Lee !85'], and they follows easily from the preceeding theorem. Part (iii) is due to Jonsson 
and the remaining results are from Kang !87]. 

THEOREM 4.18. Let V and V' be two finitely based lattice varieties. If one of the 
following conditions holds then V + V' is finitely based: 

(i) V is modular and V' is generated by a fi.nite lattice that excludes Ms. 
(ii) V and V' are locally finite and R(V n V') is finite. 

(iii) V and V' are modular and V' is generated by a lattice of fi.nite length. 
(iv) V is modular and V' is generated by a lattice with fi.nite projective radius. 
(v) V n V' /), the distributive variety. 

Lee [85'] also showed that any almost distributive (see §3.3) subdirectly irreducible 
lattice has a projective radius of at most 3. Since any almost distributive variety is locally 
finite, it follows from Theorem 4.17 that the join of two finitely based almost distributive 
varieties is again finitely based. 

§4.4 EQUATIONAL BASES FOR SOME VARIETIES 

A variety V is usually specified in one of two ways: either by a set E of identities that 
determine V (i.e. V =Mode) or by a class K of algebras that generate V (i.e. V = Kv). 
In the first case E is of course an equational basis for V, so here we are interested in the 
second case. 
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A lattice inclusion or inequality of the form p S q will also be referred to as a lattice 
identity, since it is equivalent to the identity p = pq. 

Theorem 2.32 shows that the variety .Mw, generated by all lattices of length 2, has an 
equational basis consisting of one identity e:: xo(x1 + x2xa) (x2 + xa) < x 1 + xox2 + x0xa. 
Jonsson [68] observed that if one adds to this the identity 

en: xo IT (xi+ x;) S L XoXi 
i=:;i,j$n t=:;i=:;n 

then one obtains an equational basis for .Mn= {Mn} v (3 Sn E w). To see this, note that 
en holds in a lattice of length 2 whenever two of the variables xo, xi, ... , Xn are assigned 
to the same element or one of them is assigned to 0 or 1, but fails when they are assigned 
to n + 1 distinct atoms. Therefore en holds in .Mn and fails in Mn+l· 

For .Ma this basis may be simplified even further by observing that ca implies e:, hence 

An equational basis for }./ was found by McKenzie [72]. It is given by the identities 

111 : x(y + u)(y + v) < x(y + uv) + xu +xv 

112 : x(y + u(x + v)) = x(y + ux) + x(xy + uv) 

McKenzie shows that 111and112 hold in any lattice of width S 2, whence JJ Mod{11i, 112}, 
and then proves by direct computation that any identity which holds in JJ is implied by 
111 and 112· In view of Theorem 3.19 the second part may now also be verified by checking 
that either 1'/l or 1'/2 fail in each of the lattices Ma, Li, L2, ... , Lis (see Fig 1.2). 

Theorem 4.17 implies that the variety .M+ = .M + }./ is finitely based (.M is the variety 
of all modular lattices). Note that since JJ is the only non-modular variety that covers 
the distributive variety, .M + is the unique cover of .M. Jonsson [77] derives the following 
equational basis for .M + consisting of 8 identities: 

(i) ((x + c)y + z)(x + z +a)= (x + a)y + z 
(ii) (x+c)ysx+(y+a)c 

(iii) ((t + x)y + a)c =((ct+ x)y + a)c + ((bt + x)y + a)c 
(iv) ((ct+ x)y + a)c =(((ct+ x)c +a+ xy)y + a)c 
(v) ((bt + x)y + a)c = ((bt + a)c + xy)((b + x)y + a)c 

and the duals of (iii), (iv) and (v), where a= pq +pr, b = q and c = p(q + rq). 
(Note that (ii) is the identity (AD·) which forms part of the equational basis for the 

variety of all almost distributive lattices in §3.3.) 

Varieties generated by lattices of bounded length or width. Let 'V::" be the lattice 
variety generated by all lattices of length at most m and width at most n (1 S m, n 5 oo) 
and recall from §2.4 the varieties .M ~ which are defined similarly for modular lattices. For 
m, n < oo all these varieties are finitely generated, hence finitely based (Theorem 4.10), 
and it would be interesting to find a finite equational basis for each of them. Apart from 
several trivial cases, and the case .M! = .Mn, not much is known about these varieties. 
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Nelson [68] showed that V2'° = J.I (= Vt for n ~ 3). With the help of Theorem 3.19, 
this follows from the observation that each of the lattices Mg, Li, L 2 , ... , L 1s has width 
~ 3. 

Baker [77] proves that V 4° and .Mr are not finitely based, and the same holds for V :', 
.M~ n ~ 5. The proofs are similar to the proof of Lemma 4.11. 

As mentioned at the end of Chapter 2 .Mr= .Mg, and by a result of Freese [77] .M4 is 
finitely based. Whether Vg'° is finitely based is apparently still an unresolved question. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Amalgamation in Lattice Varieties 

§ 5 .1 INTRODUCTION 

The word amalgamation generally refers to a process of combining or merging certain 
structures which have something in common, to form a larger or more complicated struc
ture which incorporates all the individual features of its substructures. In the study of 
varieties, amalgamation, of course, has a very specific meaning, which is defined in the 
following section. This leads to the formulation of the amalgamation property, which has 
been of interest for quite some time in several related areas of mathematics such as the 
theory of field extensions, universal algebra, model theory and category theory. 

Amalgamations of groups were originally considered by Schreier [27] in the form of 
free products with amalgamated subgroup. Implicit in his work, and in the subsequent 
investigations of B. H. Neuman [54] and H. Neuman [67], is the result that the variety 
of all groups has the amalgamation property. The first definition of this property in a 
universal algebra setting can be found in Faisse [54]. The strong amalgamation property 
appears in Jonsson [56] and [60] among a list of properties used for the construction 
of universal (and homogeneous) models of various first order theories, including lattice 
theory. One of the results in the [56] paper is that the variety £ of all lattices has the 
strong amalgamation property. Interesting applications of the amalgamation property to 
free products of algebras can be found in Jonsson [61], Gratzer and Lakser [71] and [GLT]. 
The property also plays a role in the theory of algebraic field extensions (Jonsson [62]) 
and can be related to the solvability of algebraic equations (Hule [76],[78],[79]). 

However, it soon became clear that not many of the better known varieties of algebras 
satisfy the amalgamation property. Counterexamples showing that it fails in the variety 
of all semigroups are given in Kimura [57] and Howie [62], and these can be used to 
construct counterexamples for the variety of all rings. As far as lattice varieties are con
cerned, it follows from Pierce [68] that the variety of all distributive lattices does have the 
amalgamation property, but Gratzer, Jonsson and Lakser [73] showed that this was not 
true for any non-distributive modular subvariety. Finally Day and Jdek [84] completed 
the picture for lattice varieties, by showing that the amalgamation property fails in every 
non-distributive proper subvariety of £. A comprehensive survey of the amalgamation 
property and related concepts for a wide range of algebras can be found in Kiss, Marki, 
Prohle and Tholen [83]. 

Because of all the negative results, investigations in this field are now focussing on the 
amalgamation class Amal(K) of all amalgamation bases of K, which was first defined in 
Gratzer and Lakser [71]. A syntactic characterisation, and some general facts about the 
structure of Amal(K), K an elementary class, appear in Yasuhara [74]. Bergman [85] 
gives sufficient conditions for a member of a residually small variety 'V of algebras to be an 
amalgamation base of 'V, and Jonsson [a] showed that for finitely generated lattice varieties 
these conditions are also neccessary and, moreover, that it is effectively decidable whether 
or not a finite lattice is a member of the amalgamation class of such a variety. In §5.3 we 
present some of Bergmans results, and a generalisation of J6nsson's results to residually 
small congruence distributive varieties whose members have one-element subalgebras (due 
to Jipsen and Rose [a]). 
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In Gratzer J6nsson and Lakser [73) it is shown that the two-element chain does not 
belong to the amalgamation class of any finitely generated non-distributive lattice variety, 
and that the amalgamation class of the variety of all modular lattices does not contain any 
non-trivial distributive lattice. On the other hand Berman [81) constructed a non-modular 
variety "V such that the two-element chain is a member of Amal("V). 

Lastly, whenever the amalgamation property fails in some variety "V, then Amal("V) is a 
proper subclass of "V, and it would be of interest to know what kind of class we are dealing 
with. In particular, is Amal("V) an elementary class (i.e. can membership be characterised 
by some collection of first order sentences)? Recently, using results of Albert and Burris [a], 
Bergman [a] showed that Amal(.M 3), where M3 is the variety generated by the diamond, 
is not an elementary class. 

§5.2 PRELIMINARIES 

The amalgamation class of a variety. By a diagram in a class K of algebras we mean 
a quintuple (A,f,B,g,C) with A,B,C EK and f: A<--+ B,g: A<--+ C embeddings. An 
amalgamation in K of such a diagram is a triple (!', g', D) with D E "V and f' : B <--+ D, 
g': C <--+ D embeddings such that f'f = g 1g (see Fig 5.1). 

Ac f 
~ 13 

gI If' A, B,C,D ~ K 
c D 

9' 
Figure 5.1 

A strong amalgamation is an amalgamation with the additional property that 

!'(B) n g'(C) = !' f(A). 

An algebra A E K is called an amalgamation base for K if every diagram (A, f, B, g, C) can 
be amalgamated in K. The class of all amalgamation bases for K is called the amalgamation 
class of K, and is denoted by Amal(K). K is said to have the (strong) amalgamation 
property if every diagram can be (strongly) amalgamated in K. We are interested mainly 
in the case where K is a variety. 

Some general results about Amal(V). We summarise below some results, most of 
which can be found in Yasuhara [74). However they will not be used in the following 
sections. 

THEOREM 5. 1. Let "V be a variety of algebras. 
(i) Hf: A<--+ A' E Amal("V), and for every g: Ac......+ C, f and g can be amalgamated 

in "V, then A E Amal("V)~ 
(ii) Every A' E "V can be embedded in some A E Amal("V), with IAI ~ IA'I + w. 

(iii) Amal(V) is a proper cla.tis. 
(iv) The complement of Amai(V) is closed under reduced powers. 
(v) HA x A' E Amal("V), and if A' has a one element subalgebra, then A E Amal(V). 
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In general we know very little about the members of Amal('V). Take for example 'V = M, 
the variety of all modular lattices: as yet nobody has been able to construct a non-trivial 
amalgamation base for .M. In fact, we do not even know whether Amal(.M) has any finite 
members except the trivial lattices. As we shall see below, the situation is somewhat better 
if we restrict ourselves to residually small varieties (defined below). 

Essential extensions and absolute retracts. An extension B of an algebra A is said to 
be essential if every non-trivial congruence on B restricts to a non-trivial congruence on A. 
An embedding f: Ac.....+ Bis an essential embedding if Bis an essential extension of f(A). 
Notice that if A is (a, b )-irreducible (i.e. con( a,b) is the smallest non-trivial congruence on 
A) and f: Ac.....+ Bis an essential embedding, then Bis (f(a),/(b))-irreducible. 

LEMMA 5. 2. If h : A c.....+ B is any embedding, then there exists a congruence () on B such 
that h followed by the canonical epimorphism from B onto B / () is an essential embedding 
of A into B /0. 

PROOF: By Zorn's Lemma we can choose() to be maximal with respect to not identifying 
any two members of h(A). I 

An algebra A in a variety 'V is an absolute retract of 'V if, for every embedding f : A c.....+ B 
with BE 'V, there exists an epimorphism (retraction) g : B ~A such that the composite 
g f is the identity map on A. 

THEOREM 5. 3. (Bergman [85]). Every absolute retract of a variety 'V is an amalgamation 
base of 'V. 

PROOF: Suppose A is an absolute retract of 'V and let (A,f,B,g,C) be a diagram in 'V. 
Then there exist epimorphisims h and k such that f h = id A = kg. To amalgamate the 
diagram, we take D =Bx C and define f': B c.....+ D by f'(b) = (b,gh(b)) and g': Cc.....+ D 
by g'(c) = (f k(c), c), then f' f(a) = (f(a),g(a)) = g'g(a) for all a EA. I 

Recall that 'V SI denotes the class of all subdirectly irreducible algebras of 'V and consider 
the following two subclasses (referred to as the class of all maximal irreducibles and all 
weakly maximal irreducibles respectively): 

'VMI ={ME 'Vs I: M has no proper extension in 'VsI} 

'VwMI = { M E 'Vs I : M has no proper essential extension in 'V SI}. 

Clearly 'VMI C 'VwMI· 

LEMMA 5. 4. M E 'VwMI if and only if ME 'VsI and M is an absolute retract in 'V. 

PROOF: Let M E 'VwMI and suppose f : M c.....+ B E 'V is an embedding. By Lemma 
5.2, f induces an essential embedding f': Mc.....+ B/fJ for some fJ E Con(B). Since M has 
no proper essential extensions, f' must be an isomorphism, so the canonical epimorphism 
from B to B /0 followed by the inverse off' is the required retraction. The converse follows 
from the observation that an absolute retract of 'V cannot have a proper essential extension 
in 'V. I 

Theorem 5.3 together with Lemma 5.4 implies that 'VwMI ~ Amal('V). Observe also 
that if 'V is a finitely generated congruence distributive variety, then 'V SI is a finite set of 
finite algebras (Corollary 0.7), and so we can determine the members of 'VMI by inspection. 
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Residually small varieties. A variety 'V is said to be residually small if the subdirectly 
irreducible members of 'V form, up to isomorphism, a set, or equivalently, if there exists an 
upper bound on the cardinality of the subdirectly irreducible members of 'V. For example, 
any :finitely generated congruence distributive variety is residually small. 

THEOREM 5.5. (Taylor [72]). If 'V is a residually small variety, then every member of 
'V sr has an essential extension in 'Vw.MI. 

PROOF: The union of a chain of essential extensions is again an essential extension, so 
we can apply Zorn's Lemma to the set 'Vsr (ordered by essential inclusion) to obtain its 
maximal elements. Clearly these are all the elements of 'Vw.MI. I 

In fact Taylor [72] also proved the converse of the above proposition, but we won't make 
use of this result. Note that if 'V is a finitely generated congruence distributive variety 
then every member of 'Vsr has an essential extension in 'VMI· 

Amalgamations constructed from factors. The following lemma is valid in any class 
of algebras that is closed under products, and makes the problem of amalgamating a 
diagram somewhat more accessible. 

LEMMA 5.6. (Gratzer and Lakser [71]). A diagram (A,f,Big,C) in a variety 1' can be 
amalgamated if and only if for all u =j:. v E B there exists a D E 'V and homomorphisms 
f 1 

: B --+ D and g' : C --+ D such that f 1 f = g' g and f' ( u) =j:. f 1 
( v), and the same holds 

for C. 

PROOF: The condition is clearly necessary. To see that it is sufficient, we need only 
observe that the diagram can be amalgamated by the product of these D's, generated as 
u and v run through all distinct pairs of B and C. I 

§5.3 THE AMALGAMATION CLASS OF RESIDUALLY SMALL VARIETIES 

Property (Q). An algebra A in a variety 'V is said to have property (Q) if for any 
embedding f : A ~ B E 'V and any homomorphism h : A --+ M E 'VwMr there exists a 
homomorphism g : B --+ M such that h = g f. 

f 
Ac >'B~lJ 

~ ij 
.-i~~ 

M l Vw11r 
Figure 5.2 

This property was used in Gratzer and Lakser [71], Bergman [85] and Jonsson [a] to 
characterise amalgamation classes of certain varieties. 

THEOREM 5. 7. (Bergman [85]). Let 'V be a residually small variety. If A E 'V has 
property (Q), then A E Amal('V). 

PROOF: We use Lemma 5.6. Let (A, f, B,g, C) be any diagram in 'V and let u =j:. v EB. 
Choose a maximal congruence 8 on B such that 8 does not identify u and v. Then 
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B / () E V sr and hence by Theorem 5.5 B / () has an essential extension M E · VwMI. Let 
f' be the canonical homomorphism B---* Bf(), but considered as a map into M. Clearly 
f'(u) =I f'(v), and since A has property (Q), the homomorphism f'f : A-+ M can be 
extended to a homomorphism g' : C -+ M such that f'f = g1g. We argue similarly for 
u =Iv EC, hence Lemma 5.6 implies A E Amal(V). I 

We show that, for certain congruence distributive varieties of algebras (including all 
residually small lattice varieties), the converse of the above proposition also holds. We 
first prove two simple results. 

LEMMA 5.8. (Jipsen and Rose [a]). Let A and B be algebras in a congruence distributive 
variety V, a E A and suppose {a} is a subalgebra of A. Let ha : B c....._. A x B be an 
embedding such that ha(b) = (a,b) for all b EB. Then the projection 7rB: Ax B-+ Bis 
the only retraction of ha onto B. 

PROOF: Suppose g: Ax B---* Bis a retraction, that is gha is an identity map on B. By 
Lemma 0.3 there exist () E Con( A) and </> E Con(B) such that for (x, y), (x', y') EA x B 

( x, y) ker g ( x', y') if and only if x()x' and y<f>y'. 

Since gha is an identity map on B, </> mu5t be a trivial congruence on B. To prove that 
g = 7rB it suffices to show that for any a' EA we have a()a'. Suppose the contrary. First 
observe that for b, b' E B with b =I b' we always have 

g(a,b) = b =I b' = g(a,b'). 

Now if (a, a') ¢:. 0 for some a' EA, then there exist b, b' EB such that 

g(a, b) = b =I b' = g(a', b). 

Thus g( a, b') = g( a', b) and so Lemma 0.3 implies a()a' and b<f>b', a contradiction. I 
COUNTEREXAMPLE: The assumption that h =ha is a one-element subalgebra embedding 
cannot be dropped. Indeed, let 2={O,1} be the two-element chain and consider a lattice 
embedding h : 2 c....._. 2 x 2 given by h(O) = (0, 0) and h(l) = (1, 1). Then both projections 
on 2 x 2 are retractions onto 2. 

COROLLARY 5.9. Let V be congruence distributive, A,B E V, and suppose A has a 
one-element subalgebra {a} and B is an absolute retract in V. If k : A x B c....._. C E V is 
an embedding, then the projection 7r B : A x B -+ B can be extended to an epimorphism 
ofC onto B. 

PROOF: If ha: B c....._. AX Bis an embedding as in Lemma 5.8, then kha is an embedding 
of B into C. Since B is an absolute retract in V there is a retraction p of C onto B. It 
follows from Lemma 5.8 that plAxB = 7rB· I 

The characterisation theorem. The following theorem is a generalisation of a result 
of Jonsson [a]. There the result was proved for finitely generated lattice varieties. 
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THEOREM 5.10. (Jipsen and Rose [a]). Let 'V be a residually small congruence dis
tributive variety, A E 'V and suppose A has a one-element subalgebra. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(i) A satisfies property (Q); 
(ii) A E Amal('V); 

(iii) Let h : A -+ M E 'VWMI be a homomorphism and k : A <--+ A x M be an embedding 
given by k(a) = (a,h(a)) for all a EA. If f: A<--+ BE 'V is an essential embedding 
then the diagram (A, f, B, k, Ax M) can be amalgamated in 'V. 

PROOF;: (i) implies (ii) by Theorem 5. 7, and trivially (ii) implies (iii). Suppose (iii) holds. 
It follows from Lemma 5.2, that in order to prove (i), we may assume that the embedding 
f : A <--+ B is essential. Let h : A -+ M E 'VwMr be any homomorphism, and define an 
embedding k : A <--+ Ax M by k(a) = (a,h(a)) for all a E A. Notice that h = 7rMk 

where 7fM is the projection from Ax M onto M. By (iii) the diagram (A, f, B, k, Ax M) 
has an amalgam ( C, f 1, k') in 'V. It follows from Corollary 5.9 that there is a retraction 
p: C-+ M such that h = pk'k =pf' f (see Fig 5.3). Letting g =pf' we have h = gf. I 

Figure 5.3 

In case 'V is a finitely generated congruence distributive variety, we have that each M E 
'VwMI is embedded in some M' E 'V MI ( = the set of all maximal extesions in the finite set 
'VwMr). Since members of 'VwMI are absolute retracts, we only have to test property (Q) for 
all homomorphisms h: A-+ M' E 'VMI (this is how (Q) is defined in Jonsson [a]). If A E 'V 
is a finite algebra, then A has only finitely many non-isomorphic essential extensions B E 'V 
and there are only finitely many possibilities for the homomorphisms h : A-+ M' E 'VMI· 
In each case one can effectively determine if there exists a homomorphism g : B -+ M' 
such that glA = h. Thus we obtain: 

COROLLARY 5 .11. (Jonsson [a]). Let 'V be a finitely generated congruence distributive 
variety. If A E 'V is a finite algebra with a one-element subalgebra, then it is effectively 
decidable whether or not A E Amal('V). 

Property (P). We conclude this section by stating without proof further interesting 
results from Bergman [85] and Jonsson [a]. 

For an algebra A in a variety 'V, we let A# be the direct product of all algebras A/ (J with 
fJ E Con(A) and A/fJ E 'Vsr n Amal('V), and we let µA be the canonical homomorphism of 
A into A#. 
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An algebra A in a variety V is said to have property {P} if µA is an embedding of A 
into A#, and for every homomorphism g : A -+ M E V MI there exists a homomorphism 
h : A# -+ M with hµA = g. 

THEOREM 5 .12. (Bergman [85]). For any B.nitely generated variety of modular lattices 
and A E V, we have A E Amal(V) if and only if A is congruence extensile and has property 
(P). 

Bergman also showed that the above theorem holds for V = )./, the smallest non-modular 
variety (see Jonsson [a]), and that the reverse implication holds for all finitely generated 
lattice varieties, but it is not known whether the same is true for the forward implication. 

THEOREM 5. 13. (Jonsson [a]). A 11.nite lattice L E JI belongs to Amal()./) if and only if 
L is a subdirect power of N and L does not have the three element chain as a homomorphic 
image. 

It is not known whether this theorem is also true for infinite members )./. 

§5.4 PRODUCTS OF ABSOLUTE RETRACTS 

It is shown in Taylor ['13] that, in general, the product of absolute retracts is not an 
absolute retract even if V is a congruence distributive variety. Theorem 5.14 however shows 
that absolute retracts are preserved under arbitrary products in a congruence distributive 
varieties, provided that every member of this variety has a one-element subalgebra. The 
theorem is a generalisation of a result of Jonsson [a], which states that if V is a finitely 
generated lattice variety then any product of members of VM1 is an absolute retract in V. 

THEOREM 5.14. (Jipsen and Rose [a]). Let V be a congruence distributive variety and 
assume that every member of V has a one-element subalgebra. Then every direct product 
of absolute retracts in 'V is an absolute retract in V . 

PROOF: Suppose A = XierAi is a direct product of absolute retracts in 'V, and consider 
an embedding f : Ac......+ B E 'V. For i E J, let 1ri : A -+ Ai be a projection. By Corollary 
5.9 there is a homomorphism hi: B-+ Ai such that 7ri = hd. Consider a homomorphism 
h: B-+ A given by 1rih =hi for each i E J. Then 1rihf = hd = 1ri and so hf: A-+ A is 
the identity map. I 

§5. 5 LATTICE VARIETIES AND THE AMALGAMATION PROPERTY 

Given the characterisation of Amal(V) (Theorem 5.10), some well known results about 
the amalgamation classes of finitely generated lattice varieties can be derived easily. 

THEOREM 5. 15. (Pierce [68]). The variety [) of all distributive lattices has the amalga
mation property. 

PROOF: We show that property (Q) is satisfied for any A E [), Dsr = DwMI =[)MI={~}, 
so let A, BE [) with embedding f: A<--+ B and homomorphism h: A-+ 2. If h(A) = {O} 
or h(A) = {1} then trivially there exists g: B -+ 2 such that h = gf. On the other hand, 
if his onto, then ker h splits A into an ideal I and a filter F, say. Extend /(J) to the ideal 
I'= {b E B : b :5 a E /(J)} and /(F) to the filter F' = {b E B : b ~ a E /(F)}. Clearly 
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11 n F' = 0, hence by Zorn's Lemma and the distributivity of B, I' can be enlarged to a 
maximal ideal P, which is also disjoint from F'. Define g: B-+ 2 by g(b) = 0 if b E P, and 
g(b) = 1 otherwise. Then one easily checks that g is a homomorphism and that h = gf. I 

In fact, one can show more generally that if 1' is any congruence distributive variety 
which is generated by a finite simple algebra that has no non-trivial subalgebra, then 1' 
has the amalgamation property. This result is essentially contained in Day ('12]. 

THEOREM 5 .16. For any non-distributive finitely generated lattice variety 1' we have 
2 ff. Ama1(1J) and consequently the amalgamation property fails in 1'. 

PROOF: Since 1' is non-distributive, Ma or N is a member of 1'. Let f be a map that 
embedds 2 into a prime critical quotient of L = Ma or L = N, depending on which lattice 
is in 1'. Also, since each ME 1'.MI is finite, we can define the map h: 2 <-t M by h(O) =OM 
and h(l) = lM. Now it is easy to see that there does not exist a homomorphism g: L-+ M -
such that h = gf (see Fig 5.4). I 

Figure 5.4 

Berman [81] showed that there exists a lattice variety 1' such that 2 E Amal(1'). In 
fact Berman considers the variety 1' = {L6 : n E w} v (see Fig 1.2) and proves that all of 
its finitely generated subdirectly irreducible members are amalgamation bases. 

f, has the strong amalgamation property. Next we would like to prove the result 
of Jonsson [56], that the variety f, of all lattices has the strong amalgamation property. 
Since f, is not residually small, we cannot make use of the results in the previous section. 

We first consider a notion weaker than that of an amalgamation: Let L 1 and L 2 be two 
lattices with L' = L 1 n L2 a sublattice of both L 1 and L 2. A completion of L 1 and L 2 is 
a triple (Ii, /2, La) such that La is any lattice and Ii : Li <-t La are embeddings ( i = 1, 2) 
with Ii IL' = /2 IL'. 

Suppose L1 and L2 are members of some lattice variety 1', and let us denote the inclusion 
map L' <-t Li by ii (i = 1,2). Then clearly (fi,/2,La) is an amalgamation of the diagram 
(L',ji,Li,h,L2) in 1' if and only if La E 1'. 

How to construct a completion of L1 and L2? This can be done in various ways, of 
which we consider two, namely the ideal completion and the filter completion. We begin 
by setting P = Li U L2 and defining a partial order '5_p on P as follows: on L1 and L2, 
'5_p agrees with the existing order (which we denote by '5. 1 and <2 respectively), and if 
x E Li, y EL; ({i,j} = {1,2}) then 

x '5_p y if and only if 
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(equivalently ~p=~1 U ~2 U.~10~2 U ~20~1). It is straightforward to verify that ~P 
is indeed a partial order on P. Define a subset I of P to be a (L1, L2)-ideal of P if I 
satisfies 

(1) 

(2) 

x E I and z ~P x imply z EI and 

x,yEinLi implies x+iyEl (i=l,2). 

Let I ( L1, L2) be the collection of all (L1, L2)-ideals of P together with the empty set. 
1 (Li, L 2) is closed under arbitrary intersections, so it forms a complete lattice with I· J = 
In J and I+ J equal to the (L1,L2)-ideal generated by I U J for any I, J E J(L 1,L2). 
·For each x E L1 U L 2 the principal ideal ( x] is in 1 (L1, L2), so we can define the maps 

(i=l,2). 

LEMMA 5 .17. (Ji, f 2 , 1 (Li, L2)) is a completion (the ideal completion) of L 1 and L 2. 

PROOF: Let x,y E Li (i = 1 or 2). Then fi(x +i y) = (x +i y] 2 (x] + (y] since 
x, y ~P x +i y. On the other hand we have x, y E (x] + (y] so by (2) x +i y E (x] + (y], 
hence fi(x +i y) = fi(x) + fi(y). Similarly /i(x 'i y) = fi(x)fi(y) and clearly Ii and '2 are 
one-one, with filL = !2IL. I 

The notion of a (L1, L2)-filter and the filter completion (g1, g2, 1(L1, L2)) are defined 
dually. As an easy consequence we now obtain: 

THEOREM 5.18. (Jonsson [56]). f, has the strong amalgamation property. 

PROOF: Let (A, f, B, g, C) be a diagram in .£. Since f, is closed under taking isomorphic 
copies, we may assume that A is a sublattice of B and C, and that A = B n C with f 
and g as the corresponding inclusion maps. Now 1 ( B, C) E l, so the ideal completion 
(/i,'2, I(B,C)) is in fact an amalgamation of the diagram. To see that this is a strong 
amalgamation we need only observe that if (x] E fi(B) n h(C) then x EA. I 

Observe that we could not have used the above approach to prove the amalgamation 
property for the variety D, since the ideal completion of two distributive lattices need not 
be distributive. Indeed, let B = M2(a, b) (= 2 x 2 generated by a, b) and C = M 2 (a, c) 
with a+ b =a+ c and ab= ac (see Fig 5.5). 

h c 

Figure 5.5 

Then BU C = M3(a,b,c) is already a lattice, and therefore a sublattice of I(B,C). 
However B U C is non-distributive, hence 1 ( B, C) fj. D. The same holds for any other 
lattice D in which we might try to amalgamate B and C, so it follows that D does not 
have the strong amalgamation property. 
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§5.6 AMALGAMATION IN MODULAR VARIETIES 

No non-distributive modular variety has the amalgamation property. In our 
presentation of this result we follow Gratzer, Jonsson and Lakser (73]. We begin with a 
technical lemma. 

LEMMA 5.19. Let "V be a variety of algebras that has the amalgamation property, and 
let A,B,C,D E "V. 

(i) If D is an extension of C, and f is any embedding of C into D, then there exists 
an extension EE "V of D and an embedding g: D ~ E such that glC = f. 

(ii) If B is an extension of A, and a is an automorphism of A, then there exists an 
extension [J E "V of B and an automorphism a of [J such that alA = a 

PROOF: (i) Let j be the inclusion map C ~ D and consider the diagram (C,f,D,j,D) 
which by assumption has an amalgamation (f',g,E). The result follows if we identify D 
with its isomorphic image f'(D) in E. To prove (ii), let Bo = A, B 1 = B, and consider 
ho = a as an embedding of Bo into B1. We now apply part (i), with C = ho(Bo) and 
f = h0 1 to obtain an extension B2 of B 1 and an embedding h 1 : B 1 '-4 B 2 satisfying 
h 1 jh0 (B0 ) = h01 • Repeating this process for n = 2, 3, ... we get a sequence of extensions 
of A= Bo ~ B 1 ~ B2 ~ ... and a sequence of embeddings hn : Bn '-4 Bn+1 such that 
hn+1lhn(Bn) = h~ 1 (see Fig 5.6). 

-
A .=hI/..f'y<f" 

3 

0( ~I 
~ ~ E, '53 lJ> B 

Figure 5.6 

We can now define 
B= LJ Bn and a= u h2n, 

nEw nEw 

then clearly a is an embedding of [J into B. To see that a is also onto, choose any 
y E fJ, then there is an n E w such that y E B2n+l· Put x = h2n+1(Y), then a(x) = 
h2n+2(x) = y, since h2n+2 is an extension of h2~+i· Hence a is an automorphism of fJ, 
and by construction alA =a. I 

THEOREM 5 .20. (Gratzer, Jonsson and Lakser (73]). Any non-distributive subvariety of 
the variety .M of all modular lattices does not have the amalgamation property. 

PROOF: Let us assume to the contrary that there exists a variety "V such that[) c "V C .M 
and "V has the amalgamation property. Under these assumptions we will prove a number 
of statements about "V that will eventually lead to a contradiction. The proof does require 
the co-ordinitization theorem of projective spaces (see §2.2 ) . As a simple observation we 
have that Ma E "V. 
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Statement 1: Every member of 1J can be embedded in a simple complemented lattice 
that also belongs to 1J. 

Clearly any lattice in 1J can be embedded into some lattice L E 1J, which has a least and 
a greatest element, denoted by OL and lL respectively (e.g. we can take L to be the ideal 
lattice). Given x EL, x # OL, lL we can embed the three element chain 3 = {O < 1 < 2} 
into Land into Ma(a,b,c) such that 

0 I-+- OL, l t-+- x, 2 I-+- lL in L 

0 1-+- ab, 1 1-+- a, 2 1-+- a + b in Ma(a, b, c). 

By the amalgamation property, there exists a lattice L 1 E 1J with L as a 0,1-sublattice 
(i.e. OL = OL1 and lL = lLJ such that {OL,x,lL} is contained in a diamond sublattice 
of L1. 

Iterating this process for each x E L, x # OL, lL we obtain a lattice C1 E 1J that 
contains Las a sublattice, and for each x E L x # OL, lL there exists y, z E C 1 such that 
{OL, x, y, z, lL} form a diamond sublattice. Repeating this process, we obtain an infinite 
sequence 

of lattices in 1J, each with the same 0 and 1 as Land satisfying: for all n E w, all x E Cn, if 
x # OL, lL then x belongs to a diamond {OL,x,y,z, lL} in Cn+l· Letting C00 = Unew Gm 
we have that C00 E 1J, and clearly C00 is complemented. In a complemented lattice, a 
congruence fJ is determined by the ideal OL/fJ, hence if fJ is a non-trivial congruence on C00 , 

then xfJOL for some x E C00 , x # OL. Now x = lL implies that fJ collapses all of C00 , and 
x < lL implies that x belongs to a diamond {OL, x, y, z, lL} in C00 , so again fJ collapses 
all of C00 , since the diamond Ma is simple. Hence C00 is a simple complemented lattice 
in 1J containing L as a sublattice. 

Note that since Hall and Dilworth [46] constructed a modular lattice that cannot be 
embedded in any complemented modular lattice, this statement suffices to conclude that 
.M does not have the amalgamation property. 

Statement 2: For every L E 1J there exists an infinite dimensional non-degenerate pro
jective space P such that L can be embedded in £(P) and £(P) E 1J. 

We may assume that L has a greatest and least element, and that it contains an infinite 
chain, for if it does not, then we adjoin an infinite chain above the greatest element of L 
and the resulting lattice is still a member of 1J. By Statement 1, L can be embedded in 
a simple complemented lattic.e G E 1J, and by Theorem 2.3, G can be 0,1-embedded in 
some modular geometric lattice M E 1J. M can be represented as a product of modular 
geometric lattices Mi (i E J) which correspond to non-degenerate projective spaces Pi, in 
the sense that Mi::'. £(Pi)· Let Ii denote the embedding of G into M followed by the ith 
projection. Since h preserves 0 and 1, it cannot map C onto a single element, hence by 
the simplicity of C, h must be an embedding of C into Mi ,...,, £(Pi)· Also Pi is infinite 
dimensional since G contains an infinite chain. 
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Statement 3: There exists a projective plane Q such that .C(Q) E 1J and Q has at least 
six points on each line, 

By Statement 2, there exists an infinite dimensional non-degenerate projective space P 
such that .C(P) belongs to 1J. If every line of P has at least six points, then we can take Q 
to be any projective plane in P, and .C(Q) E 1J since .C(Q) is a sublattice of .C(P). If the 
lines of P have less than six points, then by Theorem 2.5, .C(P) is isomorphic to .C(V,F), 
where V is an infinite dimensional vector space and F is a field with 2, 3 or 4 elements. 
Let K be a finite field extension of F with !Kl ~ 5, and let W be a three dimensional 
vector space over K. As in §2.2, .C(W,K) determines a projective plane Q, such that 
.C(W, K) ~ .C(Q). 

Since F is embedded in K, .C (W, K) is a sub lattice of .C (W, F), and since V is infinite 
dimensional, .C (W, F) is isomorphic to a sublattice of .C (V, F). It follows that .C ( Q) can be 
embedded in .C(P), and is therefore a member of 1J. By construction, every line of Q has 
at least !Kl + 1 ~ 6 points. 

With the help of these three statements and Lemma 5.19 we can now produce the desired 
contradiction. Let Q be the projective plane in the last statement. By Statement 2, there 
exists an infinite dimensional non-degenerate projective space P such that .C(P) E 1J and 
.C(Q) iS isomorphic to a sublattice of .C(P). By the co-ordinitization theorem (see §2.2), 
there exists a vector space V over a division ring D such that .C ( P) is isomorphic to 
.C(V,D). So .C(Q) is embedded in .C(V,D) ~ S(V) (= the lattice of subgroups of the 
abelian group V), which implies that the arguesian identity holds in .C(Q). This means 
Q can be coordinatized in the standard way by choosing any line l in Q and two distinct 
points ao, a00 on l. The division ring structure is then defined on the set K = l - { a 00}. 

Here we require only the definition of the addition operation$ ([GLT] p.208): Choose two 
distinct points p and q of Q that are collinear with a0 but are not on l. Given x, y E K, 
let 

(1) 
(2) 

u = (x + p)(q + a00 ) v (y + q)(p + aoo) 

x $ y = (u + v)l = (u + v)(ao + aoo) 

The operation $ is independent of the choice of p and q, and (K, $, a0 is an abelian group. 
Any permutation of the points of l induces an automorphism of the quotient l/O C .C(Q). 

Since l has at· least six points, we can find x, y E K - { ao} such that x $ y # a0 • Let 
a be an automorphism of l/O that keeps ao,a00 ,x,y fixed and maps x $ y to a point 
z # x $ y. By Lemma 5.19(ii) there exists an extension L of .C( Q) such that a extends to 
an automorphism f3 of L. By Statement 2 and the same argument as above, there exists an 
abelian group A and an embedding f: L <-+ S(A). We claim that f(x$y) is the subgroup 
of A which satisfies: 

(3) a E f(x $ y) iff 
for some b E f(x), c E /(y) we have 

aeb, aecEf(a00 ) and aebecEf(ao) 

(where a e b = a$ ( eb) and eb is the additive inverse of b). Indeed, let u, v be as in (1), 
and assume a E f(x $ y). Since x $ y ~ u + v, we have f(x $ y) ~ f(u + v) = f(u) + f(v) 
( = { r $ s : r E f ( u), s E f ( v)}) . So there exists d E A satisfying 

dEf(u) and aedEf(v). 
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Since u < x + p and v :::; y + q, it follows that there exist b, c E A such that 

b E f ( x), d e b E f (P) and cEf(y), aedecEf(q). 

a e b belongs to f(x ffi y) + f(x) and f(v) + f(p), and since 

((x ffi y) + x)(v + p) < l(v + p) :::; a00 

we have that a e b E f(a 00 ). Similarly a e c E f(a 00 ) and a e be c E /(ao). 
Conversely, assume the right hand side of (3) holds. Since ao < p+ q, there exists d EA 

such that 
d E /(p) and aebecedEf(q). 

Now (1) implies b + c E /(u) and a e be c E /(v), and from (2) we get a E f(x ffi y). 
Also, in the above argument we can replace f by f' which we define by 

/'(t) = /(P(t)) for all t EA. 

Since f and /' agree on ao, a00 , x and y, it follows from (3) that 

f(x ffi y) = f'(x ffi y) = f(z). 

This is a contradiction, since f is an embedding and z # x ffi y. I 

§5. 7 DAY - JEZEK THEOREM 

In this section we will prove the result of Day and Jezek [84]: if V is a lattice variety 
that has the amalgamation property and contains the pentagon N, then V must be the 
variety l of all lattices. Together with the preceeding result, this implies that T, D and 
l are the only varieties that have the amalgamation property. The proof makes use of the 
result that £ is generated by the class BF of all finite bounded lattices (see §1.2). Partial 
results in this direction had previously been obtained by Berman [81], who showed that 
if a variety has the amalgamation property and includes N, then it must also include La, 
L5, L1, Lg, Ln and Lis· 

The notion of A-decomposability of a finite lattice. This concept was introduced by 
Slavik [83]. Let L be a finite lattice with L 1 and L 2 proper sublattices of Land L = L 1 UL2 • 

Lis said to be A-decomposable by means of L 1 and L2 (written L = A(L1 , L 2)) if whenever 
(/i, /2, La) is a completion of Li and L2, then f = Ii U '2 is an embedding of L into La. 
So in a sense A(L1, L2) is the smallest completion of Li and L2. In particular, if we let 
ji denote the inclusion map of L 1 n L2 into Li (i = 1,2), then A(Li,L2) is by definition 
embeddable into any amalgamation of the diagram (L 1 n L2,ji,L1,j2,L2). Hence if V 
is a variety having the amalgamation property, and Li,L2 E V, then A(Li,L2) E V. 
This, together with the fact that A-decomposability can be characterised by three easily 
verifiable conditions on L 1 and L2, makes it a very useful concept. 

For any element z E L we define C(z) to be the set of all covers of z, and Cd(z) the set 
of all dual covers of z. 
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LEMMA 5. 21. (Day and Je!ek [84]). Let L = L1 U L2 be a finite lattice with L1 and L 2 
proper sublattices of L. Then Lis A-decomposable by means of Li and L 2 if and only if 
Li and L2 also satisfy: 

(1) x E Li, y EL; and x Sy imply x S·z Sy for some z E L 1 n L 2 ({i,j} = {1, 2}); 
(2) z E L 1 n L 2 implies Cd(z) f; L 1 or Cd(z) f; L 2; 
(3) z E L 1 n L 2 implies C(z) f; Li or C(z) L2. 

PROOF: Suppose L = A(L1,L2) and let (fi,/2,I(Li,L2)) be the ideal completion of L 1 
and L 2 (see Lemma 5.17). By definition the map 

given by f(x) = (x] 

is a lattice embedding. Let x E Li, y EL; ({i,j} = {1,2}) and x Sy. Then f(x) = (x] 
(y] = /(y),hence x SP y, which implies that there exists a z E L 1 nL2 such that x < z y. 
Therefore (1) holds. Suppose to the contrary that (2) fails. Then there exists z E L 1 n L 2 

with dual covers x E L1 -L2 and y E L2 -L1. Clearly z = x + y so f(z) = (z] = (x] + (y]. 
But (x] U (y] is already a (Li, L2)-ideal, so we should have (x] U (y] = (x] + (y]. This is a 
contradiction, since (z] -:/; (x] U (y]. Dually, the existence of the filter completion implies 
that (3) holds. 

Conversely, suppose that (1), (2) and (3) hold, and let (/i,/2,La) be any completion of 
L1 and L 2. We must show that f =Ii U /2 is an embedding of L into La. Firstly, x < y 
implies f(x) < f(y), since if x, y E Li this follows from the fact that fi is an embedding, 
and if x E Li-L;, y E L;-Li then by (1) there exists a z E Lin L2 such that x S z < y. 
Because x,y rf. Lin L2, we must have x < z < y, giving /(x) < f(z) < f(y). This shows 
that f is one-one and order preserving. To see that f is in fact a homomorphism, requires 
a bit more work. 

Since JILi =Ii is a homomorphism, we only have to consider x E Li - L2, y E L2 -L1, 

and show that f(x + y) = f(x) + f(y) (!(xy) = f(x)f(y) follows by duality). We define 
two maps µi: L--+ Li (i = 1,2) by µi(u) = :L{v E Li: v Su}. Note that the join is 
taken in L, so I: 0 = OL. Also, clearly µi is orderpreserving, and µ,JLi is the identity map 
on L;.. 

Define two increasing sequences of elements Xn E Li, Yn E L2 by xo = x, y0 = y and 

By induction one can easily see that Xn + Yn = x + y and f(xn) + f(Yn) = f(x) + f(y) 
for all n E w. We show that for some n = k we have xk = x + y or Yk = x + y, then 
f(x + y) = f (xk) + f(Yk) = f(x) + f(y) as required. 

Suppose Xn, Yn < x + y for all n. Since L is finite, this implies that there exists a k 
such that Xk+l = Xk and Yk+l = Yk, so by definition µi(Yk) 5 Xk and µ2(xk) < Yk· We 
always have µ1(Yk) 5 Yk and µ2(xk) < xk, hence µ2(xk),µ1(Yk) 5 XkYk· H XkYk E Li 
then XkYk < µi(Yk), so we have µ1(Yk) = XkYk E L1. Since Yk E L2, condition (1) implies 
that there exists z E Li n L2 such that µi(Yk) S z S Yk· But then z S µ 1(Yk), so 
z = µ1(Yk) = XkYk E Lin L2. Similarly, if XkYk E L2 then we also get XkYk E Lin L2, 
hence we actually have 
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However Xk ¢ L1 n L2 else µ2(xk) = Xk which gives Yk+1 = Yk + Xk, contrary to the initial 
assumption that Yn < x + y for all n. Similarly Yk rf. L1 n L2, so there exist covers u, v 
of XkYk such that u $ Xk and v $ Yk· But µ2(xk) -< u $ xk implies u E L1 - L2 (else 
u ~ µ2(xk)) and µ 1(Yk) -< v < Yk implies v E L1 - L2. Since this contradicts condition 
(3), it follows that Xn = x + y or Yn = x + y for some n. I 

Two easy consequences of the above characterisation are: 

COROLLARY 5. 2 2. (i) If L = A(Li, L2) and, for i = I, 2, L;, is a sublattice of L~, which 
in turn is a proper sublattice of L then L = A(LLL~). 

(ii) If L =[a) U (b] for some a, b EL· with OL ~a< b $IL then L = A([a), (b]). 

f, is the only non-modular variety that has the amalgamation property. We 
also need the following lemma about the lattice L[I] constructed by Day [70} (see §1.2). 

LEMMA 5.23. Let I = u/v be a quotient in a lattice L, () E Con(L) and put J = 
(u/O)/(v/O). If I= LJJ, then L[IJ is a sublattice of the direct product of Land L/IJ[J]. 

PROOF: Recall that if 't/;, ¢ are two congruences on an algebra A such that ,,P n ¢ is the 
zero of Con(A), then A is a subdirect product of A/,,P and A/¢. So we need only define 
,,P and ¢ on L[J] in such a way that L[IJ/,,P is a sublattice of L, L[IJ/ ¢ is a sublattice of 
L/O[J], and ,,P n ¢ = 0. Let ,,P = ker1, where 1 : L[I] ~ Lis the natural epimorphism, 
then L[ I]/ ,,P is of course isomorpic to L. Define ¢ by 

x</Jy if and only if 1(x)81(y) and 
x,y EL- I or 

x,yElx{i} (i=I,2). 

With this definition ¢ is a congruence, since h is a homomorphism and () E Con(L). 
Moreover, it follows that I= LJ J, 

xEL-1 
(x,i) EI x {i} 

implies 

implies 

x/¢ = x/8 and 

( x, i) I¢ = ( x I 8, i) ( i = o, I) 

whence L[I)/¢ is a subset of L/8[J]. By examining several cases of meets and joins in 
L[I]/¢, one sees that it is in fact a sublattice of L/8[JJ. 

Suppose now that x,y E L[J) and x(,,Pn¢)y. Then h(x) = h(y) and x,y E L - I or 
x, y E Ix {i} (i = 0 or I). In all cases it follows that x y, so we have ,,P n ¢ = 0 as 
required. I 

Suppose L is a finite lattice. As in §1.2, we let K(p) = l:{x E L : x l p and x ~ p,.}, 
where p is any join irreducible of L and p. is its unique dual cover. Dually we define 
A(m) = Il{x EL: x 1:. m and x $ m•} for any meet irreducible m EL. 

COROLLARY 5.24. Let L be a finite semidistributive lattice, and Jet I = u/v be a 
quotient in L with OL-< v $ u-< IL. Then L[IJ is a sublattice of L x N, where N denotes 
the pentagon. 

PROOF: Clearly v is join irreducible and u is meet irreducible. By semidistributivity, L 
is the disjoint union of the quotients u/v, w~(v)/OL, IL/v+A(u) and 1e(v)/A(u), where the 
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last quotient might be empty if 1e( v) l >.( u). This defines an equivalence relation 0 on 
L with the quotients as 0-classes. 0 is a congruence relation since L is semidistributive, 
and L/O is isomorphic to a sublattice of 2 X 2. Letting J = (u/O)/(v/O) = {u/O} we have 
LJ J = u/v. Thus L/O(J] is isomorphic to a sublattice of N, and the result follows from 
the preceeding lemma. I 

We now come to the crucial lemma which forces larger and larger bounded lattices into 
any non-modular variety that has the amalgamation property. 

LEMMA 5. 2 5. Let V be a variety that has the amalgamation property and contains N. 
H LE BF n V and v :5 u.E L, then L;. = (L x 2)[(u,i)/(v,i)] E BF n V (i = 0,1). 

PROOF: It follows from §1.2 that all lattices in Bare semidistributive, 2 E BF, BF is closed 
under the formation of finite products and LE BF implies L[J] E BF for any quotient I of 
L, so LE BF implies L;. E BF (i = 0, 1). We proceed by induction on ILi. Assume i = 1. 
If u = IL then L;. is a sublattice of L X 3 E V, hence L1 E V. If u < IL then there is a 
co-atom w such that u :5 w -< 1, and L = (w] U [>.(w)). Therefore L x 2 can be pictured 
as in Figure 5. 7(i). 

Figure 5.7 

Let I = (w, 1)/(0, 1), then (L X 2)(1] is a sublattice of (L x 2) x N (by Corollary 
5.21), hence a lattice in V. The congruence classes modulo the induced homomorphism 
h : (L x 2)(1] -+ N produce the diagram in Figure 5.7(ii). Since B 0 is one of these 
congruence classes, we can double it, again using Day's construction, to obtain a lattice 
L' as in Figure 5.8. 

Clearly L' = (L x 2)[/][Bo] E V by Lemma 5.23. Let J be the quotient u/v considered 
as lying in the congruence class labeled B in Figure 5.8, and consider the lattice L'(J] = 
AUB0UB1UCUDUB(JJ. Ifwe define C1 = AUB0UB1UCUD and C2 = B0UB1UB(JJ, then 
we have L'(Jj = A(Cli C2). Now C 1 = (L x 2)[1] EV and C2 = A(Bo U B[J], Bi U B(J]), 
hence C2 EV if and only if these two lattices belong to V. But B = w/O, so IBI < ILi, 
and B;.uB[J] =(Bx 2)[(u,i)/(v,in By induction then C2 EV and this gives L'(J] EV. 
Since L1 is isomorphic to Au B[J] u·c u D which is a sublattice of L'[J], L 1 is also in V. 
The proof for i = 0 follows by symmetry. I 
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Figure 5.8 

THEOREM 5.26. (Day and Jefok [84]). The only lattice varieties that have the amalga
mation property are the variety T of all trivial lattices, the variety D of all distributive 
lattices, and the variety £ of all lattices. 

PROOF: H 'V is a non-distributive lattice variety that has the amalgamation property, 
then N E 'V by Theorem 5.20. The preceeding lemma implies that for every L E BF and 
any v ~ u EL, if LE 'V then L[u/v] E 'V, since L[u/v] is a sublattice of (L x 2)[(u, i)/(v, i)]. 
It follows Theorem 1.38 that BF ~ 'V, and since the finite bounded lattices generate all 
lattices (Theorem 1.36), we have 'V = £. I 
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